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ABSTRACT
An advanced phase-field approach to martensitic phase transformations (PTs) at finite strains
are developed at nanoscale that satisfies crystal lattice instability conditions obtained by atomistic
simulations. Theory includes a fully geometrically nonlinear formulation for the general case of finite
elastic and transformational strains as well as anisotropic and different elastic properties of phases.
Material parameters are calibrated, in particular, based on the crystal lattice instability conditions
from atomistic simulations for martensitic PTs between cubic Si I and tetragonal Si II phases under
complex triaxial compression-tension loading. Finite element algorithms and numerical procedures
are developed and implemented in the code deal.II. Various 3D problems on lattice instabilities
and following nanostructure evolution in single-crystal silicon are solved for compression in one
direction under lateral stresses and analyzed.
Stress-induced martensitic phase transformations (PTs) at a stationary 60◦ dislocation in single-
crystalline Si are modeled. Finite element method (FEM) simulations elucidate two different
mechanisms of nucleation and nanostructure evolution for two different stress-hysteresis cases.
For a traditional finite-stress-hysteresis region, the PT starts with the barrierless nucleation of a
thermodynamically-equilibrium-incomplete embryo, which loses its stability and grows forming a
propagating martensitic band with distinct interfaces. However, in the unique zero-stress-hysteresis
region, where PT for defect-free crystal occurs homogeneously through intermediate phases without
nucleation, interfaces, and growth, the PT starts at a dislocation but spreads quasi-homogeneously,
without interfaces, similar to the defect-free case; Despite large normal stresses produced by dis-
location in the range of ±(6 − 12) GPa, a relatively small reduction in macroscopic PT stress by
1.6 GPa is quantitatively explained by mutually compensating contributions of stresses into lattice
instability criterion.
xiv
Two different definition of crystal lattice instability conditions, namely phase transformation
instability and elastic instability are compared. It is numerically showed that while the phase
transformation instability is independent of the prescribed stress measure and occurs at a specific
strain, the elastic instability depends on the stress measure and occurs at different strains when
different stress measures are prescribed. Besides, it is revealed that although reaching the critical
load predicted by the phase transformation instability criteria leads to the initiation of the phase
transformation (PT), it is not sufficient for the completion of the PT. For a homogeneous crystal
lattice, the PT is not completed unless the elastic instability critical load corresponding to the
prescribed stress measure is exceeded. Nevertheless, in the case of heterogeneous crystal when a
specific stress measure can not be prescribed within the bulk, no matter which stress measure is
prescribed, the elastic instability corresponding to the stress measure that occurs at lower strain is
the chief elastic instability point. That which instability point occurs first depends on the loading
condition. For instance, during compressive loading, elastic instability predicted by Cauchy stress
occurs first, however, in tensile loading SPK stress predicts the elastic instability truly.
An scale-free phase-field model to martensitic phase transformations (PTs) at finite strains is
developed as an essential generalization of models in Levitas et al. (2004); Idesman et al. (2005).
An advanced expression for athermal threshold in terms of stress tensor components as well as the
concentration of phases enables the model to reproduce lattice instability conditions obtained by
experiments or atomistic simulations. In order for the model to be scale-independent, the gradient
term in the free energy is excluded, so that the model is applicable for any scale greater than 100
nm. It is shown that although finer mesh can produce more detailed microstructure, the solution




Silicon crystals are widely used in the field of precision instruments for micro-electro-mechanical
systems (MEMS), which include piezoelectric materials, resonators, etc. Besides, interest in the
usage of nanostructured crystals such as thin films, rods, wires and balls for new applications, such
as nanowires for lithium batteries, has increased. Under pressure and contact loading Si undergoes
multiple PTs. We will focus on PTs between semiconducting Si I and metallic Si II phases. Thus, Si
I→ Si II PT occurs at hydrostatic pressure or under indentation in the range of pressures or contact
stresses of 9-12 GPa (Gogotsi and Domnich, 2003). Such a local load may appear under contacting
or scratching MEMS elements, during Si wafer processing, and during fabrication of devices. Also,
PT from brittle and hard semiconducting Si I to softer and weaker metallic Si II leads to a ductile
regime of machining of Si (Patten, 2004). This is why there is extended literature for the study
of PTs in Si under different hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic loadings; see review in Gogotsi and
Domnich (2003). Very large and anisotropic transformation strain for this transition and ways
of accommodating it without twinning leads to additional interest in the mechanical community
but imposes additional computational challenges. Studying these transformations is important for
the understanding of PTs with large transformation strain in other materials, such as graphite-
diamond, graphite-like to diamond-like born nitride, and geophysical materials. We consider PTs
Si I↔Si II here because these are the only transformations for which the transformation criteria
under the stress tensor are obtained via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Levitas et al.,
2017b,a) and density functional theory (DFT) simulations (Zarkevich et al., 2018a). We consider
uniaxial and triaxial loading by normal-to-cubic-faces stresses as the simplest macro-homogeneous
loading. Unfortunately, we cannot compare our results for defect-free crystal with experimental
data because, e.g. for compression of micro- (Wasmer et al., 2008) and nano- pillars (He et al., 2016)
of real crystals, dislocation motion and other PTs occur before the required stresses are reached.
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Indentation and experiments in diamond anvils, where PT Si I→Si II is observed, do not allow a
microstructure evolution to be found.
1.1 Nanoscale phase-field approach to martensitic phase transformations that
satisfies lattice instability conditions
A general phase-field approach (PFA) to stress- and temperature-induced martensitic phase
transformations (PTs) was developed in Levitas (2018b). This approach takes into account the
crystal lattice instability conditions obtained in Levitas et al. (2017b,a) using molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. Here, (a) we specify and simplify the general theory; further study the new PFA
analytically and numerically for homogeneous deformation-transformation processes;(b) develop the
finite element method (FEM) approach for solution of the coupled PFA and mechanics problem,
and (c) model various nontrivial nanostructures and phenomena during PTs between diamond
cubic phase Si I and β−tin phase Si II under action of three stresses normal to the cubic faces.
The complete system of equations is formulated for two large-strain kinematic models, one
based on interpolation of the transformation strain tensor and the other, on interpolation of the
logarithmic transformation strain. The anisotropic elastic properties of the cubic Si I and tetragonal
Si II are included in the model. The fifth-degree interpolation polynomial for all material properties
that satisfied all formulated requirements are utilized.
we calibrate the model for cubic-tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs using known experimental material
properties and MD results from Levitas et al. (2017b,a). A serious problem was observed after
initial calibration using the fifth-degree interpolation polynomials for all components of the trans-
formations strain tensor. Strangely, the stress-order parameter curve for uniaxial loading exhibited
a local minimum within the intermediate states 0 < η < 1, where the stress fell far below the
reverse PT instability stress. Such a plot results in an unphysical stationary microstructure, which
contains incomplete Si II bands and corresponds to the minimum in the stress-strain curve. The
problem can be resolved if the fourth-degree interpolation function is used for the transformation
strain in the loading direction while keeping the fifth-degree polynomials for two lateral directions.
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For the logarithmic transformation strain-based model, the problem is resolved for a large arbitrary
strain. However, for the transformation strain-based model, the problem is fully resolved only for
small strain. For the finite strains, small non-monotonicity of the stress-strain curve during the PT
is observed, leading to more complex instability behavior which is discussed.
The effect of the lateral stress on nanostructure evolution during compression is analyzed.
Because the increase in tensile lateral stress reduces the stress hysteresis to zero, the interface
width increases and tends to infinity. For such lateral stresses, Si I↔Si II PTs occur in the unique
homogeneous way without nucleation and growth, hysteresis, energy dissipation, and damage due to
internal elastic stresses. These properties are ideal for various PT-related engineering applications.
If one increases the tensile lateral stresses starting with two-phase structure under prescribed strain,
the nanostructure continuously transforms to the homogenous intermediate structure. There is
an infinite number (continuum) of the homogeneous intermediate phases along the homogeneous
Si I↔Si II path which are in indifferent thermodynamic equilibrium. These results are in good
agreement with the MD results in Levitas et al. (2017b).
The effect of the hysteresis width of the nanostructure evolution and the distribution of the
driving force for PT was analyzed. Due to the large transformation strain and internal elastic
stresses, for the relatively small hysteresis, Si II evolve not only by growth of complete Si II
regions, but also by loss of stability of the residual Si I and its quasi-homogeneous evolution toward
Si I. Also, the total width of all phase interfaces becomes comparable to the sample size; thus
interfaces overlap and fill the entire sample until completing the PT. A detailed analysis of the
lattice instability conditions under prescribed Cauchy and first Piola–Kirchhoff stress is presented.
It is shown that the lattice instability conditions (i.e. deviation of η from 0 and 1) are indeed
independent of whether the Cauchy or the first Piola–Kirchhoff stresses are prescribed. However,
this does not mean that PT will be completed at such stresses. The second instability points,
which depend on the prescribed stress measure, appear due to geometric nonlinearity after which
PT completes.
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1.2 Numerical procedures and computational algorithms
One of the most important aspects of developing a successful PFA is the formulation of local
thermodynamic potentials that properly interpolate the material properties during the transfor-
mation process and provide appropriate energetic barriers between the parent and product phases.
Some theories (Artemev et al., 2001a; Jin et al., 2001; Chen, 2002; Wang and Khachaturyan, 2006;
Jacobs, 1992; Vedantam and Abeyaratne, 2005; Finel et al., 2010) only consider two requirements
to be satisfied by the potentials: first, that the number of local extrema of the potentials is equal
to the number of phases including martensitic variants; second, that the energy is invariant with
respect to the exchange of equivalent symmetry-related martensitic variants. Because these theories
do not thermodynamically constrain the order parameter η = 1 for the product phase P1, the ther-
modynamic equilibrium value of the order parameter for P1 artificially depends on the stress tensor
and temperature, as well as all material properties of the product phase. Additional requirements
have been proposed in Levitas and Preston (2002a,b); Levitas et al. (2003) and will be discussed
here resulting in two constraints for any interpolation function in the local potential. These re-
quirements lead to both fourth degree (2-3-4) and sixth degree (2-4-6) potentials in terms of the
transformation strain-related order parameter; the potentials reproduce the desirable stress-strain
curves and material properties. The mentioned theory was generalized to large strain formulation
in Levitas et al. (2009); Levitas (2013b), where the transformation deformation gradient was inter-
polated between the parent and product phases. Besides, interfacial stresses for martensitic PTs
were introduced in the small strain formulation in Levitas and Javanbakht (2010); Levitas (2013a,d,
2014b) and were generalized for large strains in Levitas (2014a) for isotropic interfacial energy and
in Levitas and Warren (2016) for anisotropic interfacial energy.
This work aims to develop the algorithmic aspects of the solution of coupled large-strain me-
chanics and Ginzburg-Landau equations for an advanced phase field model which reproduce insta-
bility conditions obtained by atomistic simulations. We illustrate the main features through finite
element solutions for mechanically-induced PTs and nanostructure evolution. We have used a non-
linear finite element method for solving the coupled elasticity and phase field equation. We have
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used a non-monolithic method to solve the systems of equations, i.e. while solving the mechanical
equilibrium equations, we have assumed that the order parameter remains fixed, and while solving
the Ginzburg-landau equation, we have assumed that the state of deformation of the body is fixed.
1.3 Effect of 60◦ dislocation on transformation stresses, nucleation, and
growth for phase transformations in Silicon
It is well-accepted that nucleation during martensitic phase transformations (PTs) initiates
at stress concentrators caused by dislocations; see analytical models in Olson and Cohen (1976,
1986); Boulbitch and Toledano (1998a); Levitas (2004b), and PFA simulations (Reid et al., 1999;
Artemev et al., 2001b; Xu et al., 2018; Levitas and Javanbakht, 2014; Javanbakht and Levitas,
2016). Within PFA, stress concentration at dislocations causes barrierless nucleation of martensite
at temperatures above the lattice instability temperature and stresses below the lattice instability
stresses for an ideal (defect-free) crystal. However, quantitative information on how different dislo-
cation configurations reduce transformation stresses for different PTs is still lacking, especially for
stress-induced PTs.
The presence of the unusual zero-stress-hysteresis region also raises two crucial questions:
-With the heterogeneity of the internal stresses produced by dislocations, will a quasi-homogeneous
evolution of martensitic nanostructure still be possible?
- How do dislocations affect the macroscopic stress hysteresis, i.e. may they lead to a non-zero
macroscopic hysteresis despite being within the local zero-stress-hysteresis region?
Moreover, numerous previous studies have shown that under hydrostatic loading there is a
significant difference between the instability pressure obtained by atomistic simulations, specially
64-80 GPa for Si-I→Si-II PT (Mizushima et al., 1994; Gaál-Nagy et al., 2001; Zarkevich et al.,
2018a) and those obtained by experiment, e.g. 10-12 GPa (Domnich et al., 2004). However,
the experimental works (Domnich et al., 2004; Kailer et al., 1997; Huang and Yan, 2015) for
non-hydrostatic uniaxial/multiaxial loadings using nanoindentation or diamond-anvil cell on real
(defective) crystals reveal that the PT stress is in the same range as in atomistic simulations
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for ideal (defect-free) crystals (Zarkevich et al., 2018a), specially ∼ 11 GPa. Thus, studies must
be performed to determine why the effect of dislocations on uniaxial/multiaxial non-hydrostatic
instability stresses is relatively small.
In this work, we utilize our PFA model (Levitas, 2018b; Babaei and Levitas, 2018) to study Si
I→Si II PT at a single stationary 60◦ mixed perfect dislocation within monocrystalline Si using
FEM. We investigate the effect of dislocation on the nucleation of Si II and nanostructure evolution
for finite- and zero-stress-hysteresis regions. Furthermore, we quantitatively explain why dislocation
has a small effect on the instability stresses for non-hydrostatic loadings. Obtained results represent
a closure of the multiscale problem of predicting the PT initiation conditions for real (defective)
materials starting with atomistic simulations, development of PFA for an ideal crystal, and solving
PFA problems for a crystal with defect.
1.4 Hierarchy of crystal lattice instabilities for homogeneous and
heterogeneous transformations
The theoretical description of the mechanical stability of a crystal lattice is one of the essential
basis for understanding the structural transformation of a solid state. Therefore, the crystal lattice
instability criteria as a set of conditions which predict the critical external stress/strain that the
crystal can endure before transformation is of great importance. The concept of instability and its
prediction is not only a fundamental issue in elasticity but also in any structural transformation
in solids such as martensitic phase transformation, melting, amorphization, polymorphism and
fracture. However, despite the fundamental importance of the subject and many previous works
on developing crystal lattice instability criteria, whether the existing criteria are capable of the
prediction of actual onset of the instability is still questionable.
Through the first systematic analysis of crystal lattice strength, Born showed that by expanding
the internal energy of the crystal in a power series in the strain and requiring its convexity, one
can obtain a set of conditions on the elastic constants of the crystal that should be satisfied for the
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stability of the lattice (Born, 1940). While being well-known, Born’s criteria is valid only under
the condition of zero external stress.
Besides, certain other confusion in the literature about the application of Born’s criteria to de-
termine the strength of a perfect homogeneous crystal lattice was pointed out in Hill (1975). The
problem lies in how the instability is regarded, whether it is studied in a sense of a mechanical exper-
iment framework or as a intrinsic material property. In the former, the loading is frame dependent
and the work done by external stress is affected by the rotation of the material during deformation,
whereas in the latter, the loading is imagined to follow the material during deformation and is
therefore frame independent. Afterwards, through several extensive theoretical and computational
studies, Hill and Milstein pointed out certain other confusion in the literature about the application
of Born’s criteria and clarified the relativity aspect of the instability concept emphasizing the fact
that when a crystal is under load, convexity of the internal energy is coordinate dependent (Hill
and Milstein, 1977a; Milstein and Hill, 1977, 1978, 1979; Milstein, 1982).
In that work, Hill studied stability under fixed load allowing for finite rotations which were
assumed to vary arbitrarily. This assumption imposes a strong limitation on the material instability,
and is not physical because, as it was shown in Levitas (2013b), the rotation tensor for a prescribed
nominal stress is clearly defined by transformation and elastic deformation gradients (or just by
elastic deformation gradient in elasticity theory) which means it can not vary arbitrarily.
Addressing the shortcoming of Born’s instability criteria, being merely valid for zero stress case,
Wang et al. (1995) analyzed the stability of a homogeneous lattice under a constant uniform load
by formulating a Gibbs integral which combines the change in the Helmholtz free energy with the
work of applied stress. It was mentioned in that study that because the Gibbs integral depends
on the deformation path, it can not be used as a true thermodynamic potential to assess stability.
However, pointing out that the integrand of the Gibbs integral represent an effective force field in
the deformation space providing a direction for action, Wang et al. (1995) arrived at a condition
for the stability which imposes the symmetrized form of the elastic stiffness tensor, a forth-rank
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tensor which involves some linear expressions of Cauchy stress components adding to tensor of
elastic constants, to be positive definite.
Nevertheless, the criteria developed by Wang et al. (1995). has three limitations. First, the
criteria is developed based on a restricting assumption of symmetric deformation space, meaning
that the general nine-component deformation gradient tensor is reduced to a symmetric tensor
with six independent component. Second, the criteria similar to previous ones, is incapable of
determining the final configuration to which a structurally unstable system will evolve. Third, the
instability criteria is in terms of a specific stress measure, namely Cauchy stress. Therefore, if other
stress measures such as first or second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is prescribed, different prediction of
instability will be obtained.
However, approaches to crystal instability concept did not remain limited to the dominant
view, being instability of mechanical/elastic equilibrium. From another approach to crystal lattice
instability, Levitas presented phase transformation instability criteria for the instability of the ho-
mogeneous equilibrium state of crystal lattice under spontaneous variation of the order parameters
using phase-field approach (PFA) (Levitas, 2013b). In that study, a general phase-field theory for
multivarient martensitic phase transformation was formulated at large strains.
Application of the second law of thermodynamics leads to the determination of the deriving force
for change of the order parameters, related to the transformation strain of the coresponding variant,
as well as the boundary conditions for the order parameters. Kinetic relationships between the rate
of change of the order parameters and the conjugate driving force leads to the Ginzburg–Landau
equations which describe the evolution of order parameters during the phase transformation. For
the homogeneous fields, conditions for the instability of the equilibrium crystal lattice was derived
with the help of second law of thermodynamics. The mentioned theory was then advanced to a new
version in Levitas (2018b) and Babaei and Levitas (2018), where by the means of some advanced
interpolation functions for thermodynamic potentials and transformation deformation gradient the
phase transformation instability criteria could represent the crystal lattice instability conditions
obtained by atomistic simulations.
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This different approach and definition of instability criteria, namely instability of equilib-
rium phase, seems to resolve all the previous shortcomings. First, it is valid for any arbitrary
stress/thermal loading condition. Second, during the derivation, the rigid-body rotation tensor is
not assumed to vary arbitrary and is involved in the general case of deformation gradient tensor.
Third, there is no restrictive assumption on the general form of deformation in contrast to the sym-
metric deformation gradient. Forth, since the instability criteria includes specific transformation
strains, based on any considered transformation strain, it can predict the intended specific final
configuration to which the structurally unstable system will evolve under the critical load. Fifth,
although the instability criteria was first derived for prescribed first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, it was
then strictly and mathematically proven that the instability conditions will not change if any other
stress measure is prescribed.
In this work we aim at addressing four unanswered questions regarding the crystal lattice in-
stability. First, although it was mathematically proven in Levitas (2018b) that the phase transfor-
mation instability criteria is independent of stress measures, here we show that based on the actual
numerical results of a homogeneous crystal lattice under different loading conditions, onset of the
crystal instability occurs at the same strain independent of which stress measure is prescribed. Sec-
ond, because the phase transformation instability and elastic instability do not necessarily coincide
and often the phase transformation instability occurs prior to the elastic instability, a question to
be answered here is at which instability point the true onset of phase transformation occurs and
weather exceeding the phase transformation critical load would suffice for the start and completion
of phase transformation or the critical load of elastic instability has to be reached. Besides, we
show what happens if the load is above phase transformation instability point but below the elastic
instability point. Third, although in all the previous studies of the elastic instability in the litera-
ture, the elastic instability criteria is merely in terms of Cauchy stress, it will be clearly showed that
the elastic instability, obtained by prescribing different stress measures, will not coincide and occur
at different strains. Therefore, we show the elastic instability point corresponding to which stress
measure is the main instability point for different loading conditions. Forth, we can only control a
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specific stress measure on the boundaries of a domain, and we can be sure that the desirable stress
measure is controlled inside the domain if and only if the domain is homogeneous. Therefore, in
the case of heterogeneous fields, it will be revealed that the elastic instability point of which stress
measure is the chief responsible for instability in a heterogeneous field for different loading cases.
1.5 Scale-free phase-field approach to martensitic phase transformations that
satisfies lattice instability conditions
Martensitic (diffusionless) phase transformation (PT) between the high-temperature/low-pressure
phase (austenite) and low-temperature/high-pressure phase (martensite) is one of the essential de-
formation mechanisms in crystalline materials such as steal and shape memory alloys (SMAs). The
physical properties of the materials undergoing PT are highly influenced by the martensitic mi-
crostructure (MM) evolution which itself is affected by external loading conditions as well as internal
crystal and defect structures. Therefore, since the formation of desirable MM is one of the main
goals of computational material design, development of a proper modeling approach is essential to
obtain a comprehensive understanding of all the effective parameters on the MM evolution.
Different modeling approaches to martensitic PTs in elastic materials have been taken by re-
searchers as follows:
(a) Elastoplastic models (Beissel and Belytschko (1996); Shaw (2000)). In these models, local-
ization of strain resulted from strain softening is used to resemble microstructure observed during
PTs. Although several model problems on nucleation, microstructure formation and propagation
in viscoplastic materials (Beissel and Belytschko (1996)) and polycrystalline NiTi (Shaw (2000))
were studied using elastoplastic models, since they do not take into account thermomechanics and
crystallography of multivariant martensitic PTs, they can not describe certain essential features of
these phenomena.
(b) Thermomechanical phenomenological models (Arghavani et al. (2010); Lagoudas et al.
(2012); Panico and Brinson (2007); Zaki and Moumni (2007), and others). Based on the treat-
ment of martensitic PTs as a composite of different materials with varying volume fractions, these
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models ignore the discrete nature of microstructure and exhibit a continuous smooth distribution of
volume fraction of martensitic variants. Such a smeared description of microstructure results from
the strain hardening in the local constitutive equations which in turn prevents strain localization.
(c) Nanoscale phase-field/Ginzburg-Landau models (Artemev et al. (2001c, 2000a); Levitas
et al. (2010); Wang and Khachaturyan (1997a); Zhu et al. (2017a)). At the nano scale, phase-
field approach can describe the formation of discrete nanostructure of austenite and m martensitic
variants effectively without a need for development of complecated computational algorithm to
track martensitic sharp interfaces but as a result of Ginzburg-Landau evolution equation, diffuse
maretnsitic interfaces appear whose width is controlled by the gradient energy term. However,
the main problem with these models is that because the width of martensitic interface is ∼ 1 nm
and we need at least 3-5 computational cell within the interface (Chen and Shen (1998)), we are
computationally limited to single- or poly-nanocrystals, while the grain size for most engineering
materials are 10-1000 µm.
(d) Microscale phase-field model (Levitas et al. (2004); Idesman et al. (2005); Esfahani et al.
(2018)). This approach qualitatively combines some features of nanoscale phase-field models with
thermomechanical phenomenological models and can model discrete multivariant MM evolution
in single- and poly-crystals at scales greater than 100 nm without any upper band. While the
volume fraction of austenite is considered as the order parameter responsible for instability, the
volume fraction of martensitic variants are just internal variables. Including strain softening due
to austenite↔martensite PTs in the constitutive equations, as in the Ginzburg-Landau models,
a localized discrete transition region between austenite and mixture of martensitic variants are
formed as opposed to the thermomechanical phenomenological models with smeared representation
of microstructure. However, in contrast to the Ginzburg-landau models being scale dependant as a
result of gradient term corresponding to surface energy, this model is scale-free because it includes
the surface energy in an average sense through some coefficients in thermodynamic potentials.
In this work, we aim at two main advancement in the microscale phase-field model developed
in Levitas et al. (2004); Idesman et al. (2005) and implemented for SMAs in Esfahani et al. (2018).
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First, since the model was initially developed based on small-strain assumption, to generalize the
model for finite elastic and transformation strains which are the case for many typical engineering
materials, we present a finite-strain microscale phase-field model. This model includes a fully
geometrically nonlinear formulation for the general case of finite elastic and transformation strains
as well as anisotropic and different elastic properties of phases. Second, an advanced expression
for athermal threshold in terms of stress tensor components as well as the volume fraction of
phases enables the model to reproduce lattice instability conditions obtained by experiments or
atomistic simulations. Material parameters are calibrated, in particular, based on the crystal lattice
instability conditions for martensitic PTs between cubic Si I and tetragonal Si II phases. Finite
element algorithms and numerical procedures are implemented in the deal.II FEM program library.
Multiple 3D problems are solved to study the effect of mesh size, quasi-static loading and strain
rate on the multivariant microstructure evolution in Si-I to Si-II PTs. It is shown that although
finer mesh can produce more detailed microstructure, the solution becomes mesh independent after
a certain mesh size. Strain rate dependence of the solutions is analyzed in detail.
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CHAPTER 2. PHASE-FIELD APPROACH FOR STRESS- AND
TEMPERATURE-INDUCED PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS THAT
SATISFY LATTICE INSTABILITY CONDITIONS. PART 2. SIMULATIONS
OF PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS SI I↔ SI II
A paper published in International Journal of Plasticity
Hamed Babaei and Valery I. Levitas
2.1 Abstract
A complete system of equations of the advanced phase-field theory for martensitic phase trans-
formations (PTs) under a general stress tensor is presented. Theory includes a fully geometrically
nonlinear formulation for the general case of finite elastic and transformational strains as well as
anisotropic and different elastic properties of phases. Material parameters are calibrated, in partic-
ular, based on the crystal lattice instability conditions from atomistic simulations for martensitic
PTs between cubic Si I and tetragonal Si II phases under complex triaxial compression-tension
loading. A finite element algorithm and numerical procedure is developed and implemented in the
code deal.II. Various 3D problems on lattice instabilities and following nanostructure evolution in
single-crystal silicon are solved for compression in one direction under lateral stresses and analyzed.
Strong effects of the stress states and local stress hysteresis on the interface width and nanostruc-
ture evolution are presented. In particular, the interface width diverges when lateral stress tends
to the region in which instability stresses for direct and reverse PTs coincide. Direct and reverse
transformations both occur in the unique homogeneous way without hysteresis, energy dissipation,
and damage due to internal elastic stresses. Stress fields within a sample and especially within in-
terfaces are determined and their effect on the nanostructure evolution is analyzed. Problems with
definition of the elastic interfacial tension (stress) are analyzed. It is demonstrated that the insta-
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bility stresses for initiation of the PTs are independent of the prescribed stress measure; however,
this does not mean that PT will be completed at such stresses.
2.2 Introduction
In part 1 of this paper (Levitas (2018c)) the general phase-field approach (PFA) to stress- and
temperature-induced martensitic phase transformations (PTs) is developed. This approach takes
into account the crystal lattice instability conditions obtained in Levitas et al. (2017b,a) using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In the current paper:
(a) we specify and simplify the general theory; further study the new PFA analytically and
numerically for homogeneous deformation-transformation processes;
(b) develop the finite element method (FEM) approach for solution of the coupled PFA and
mechanics problem, and
(c) model various nontrivial nanostructures and phenomena during PTs between diamond cubic
phase Si I and β−tin phase Si II under action of three stresses normal to the cubic faces.
In Section 3.3 we present a specific and simplified version of the general theory. Since the
structural part of the interfacial stresses is found to be small in comparison with elastic interfacial
stresses, they are neglected here. This slightly changes the expressions for the local and gradient
parts of the Helmholtz free energy, the thermodynamic driving force for variation of the order
parameter η, the lattice instability criteria and the material parameters in them obtained from MD
simulations. The complete system of equations is formulated for two large-strain kinematic models,
one based on interpolation of the transformation strain tensor and the other, on interpolation of the
logarithmic transformation strain. The anisotropic elastic properties of the cubic Si I and tetragonal
Si II are included in the model. The fifth-degree interpolation polynomial for all material properties
that satisfied all formulated requirements are utilized.
In Section 2.4 we calibrate the model for cubic-tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs using known exper-
imental material properties and MD results from Levitas et al. (2017b,a). A serious problem was
observed after initial calibration using the fifth-degree interpolation polynomials for all components
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of the transformations strain tensor. Strangely, the stress-order parameter curve for uniaxial load-
ing exhibited a local minimum within the intermediate states 0 < η < 1, where the stress fell far
below the reverse PT instability stress. Such a plot results in an unphysical stationary microstruc-
ture, which contains incomplete Si II bands and corresponds to the minimum in the stress-strain
curve. The problem can be resolved if the fourth-degree interpolation function is used for the trans-
formation strain in the loading direction while keeping the fifth-degree polynomials for two lateral
directions. For the logarithmic transformation strain-based model, the problem is resolved for a
large arbitrary strain. However, for the transformation strain-based model, the problem is fully
resolved only for small strain. For the finite strains, small non-monotonicity of the stress-strain
curve during the PT is observed, leading to more complex instability behavior which is discussed
in Section 2.8.
Simulation results are presented in Sections 2.5-2.8. The effect of the lateral stress on nanos-
tructure evolution during compression is analyzed in Section 2.5. Because the increase in tensile
lateral stress reduces the stress hysteresis to zero, the interface width increases and tends to in-
finity. For such lateral stresses, Si I↔Si II PTs occur in the unique homogeneous way without
nucleation and growth, hysteresis, energy dissipation, and damage due to internal elastic stresses.
These properties are ideal for various PT-related engineering applications. If one increases the
tensile lateral stresses starting with two-phase structure under prescribed strain, the nanostructure
continuously transforms to the homogenous intermediate structure. There is an infinite number
(continuum) of the homogeneous intermediate phases along the homogeneous Si I↔Si II path which
are in indifferent thermodynamic equilibrium. These results are in good agreement with the MD
results in Levitas et al. (2017b). The effect of the hysteresis width of the nanostructure evolution
and the distribution of the driving force for PT was analyzed in Section 2.6. Due to the large
transformation strain and internal elastic stresses, for the relatively small hysteresis, Si II evolve
not only by growth of complete Si II regions, but also by loss of stability of the residual Si I and
its quasi-homogeneous evolution toward Si I. Also, the total width of all phase interfaces becomes
comparable to the sample size; thus interfaces overlap and fill the entire sample until completing
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the PT. Stresses in the sample, with focus on the stresses within interfaces, were studied in Sec-
tion 2.7. A detailed analysis of the lattice instability conditions under prescribed Cauchy and first
Piola–Kirchhoff stress is presented in Section 2.8. It is shown that the lattice instability conditions
(i.e. deviation of η from 0 and 1) are indeed independent of whether the Cauchy or the first Piola–
Kirchhoff stresses are prescribed. However, this does not mean that PT will be completed at such
stresses. The second instability points, which depend on the prescribed stress measure, appear due
to geometric nonlinearity after which PT completes. Section 2.9 contains concluding remarks.
Vectors and tensors are designated with boldface symbols. We designate contractions of tensors
A = {Aij} and B = {Bji} over one and two indices as A·B = {Aij Bjk} and A:B = Aij Bji. The
transpose of A is AT , the symmetrized tensor A is As and I is the unit tensor; ∇0 is the gradient
operator with respect to the undeformed state.
2.3 Complete system of equations
The phase-field theory developed in Levitas (2018c) is simplified and specified for the cubic-to-
tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs. Thus, the structural interfacial stresses will be neglected because the
elastic interfacial stresses are found to be much larger, simplifying simulations.
Due to a lack of the higher-order elastic constants in the literature we considered the available
second-order constants only. Because the elastic constants do not contribute to the instability
criteria, this simplification does not hurt our main points of study. However, stress-strain curves
before PT are obviously affected by neglecting the higher-order elasticity. In addition to large
strain formulations, equations will also be presented in the small strain approximation to make
them more comprehensible for the broader audience.
2.3.1 Kinematics
The motion of the elastic material with PTs will be described by a continuous vector function
r = r(r0, t), where r0 and r are the positions of points in the reference (undeformed) Ω0 and
the current (deformed) Ω configurations, respectively; t is the time. The deformation gradient
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F = ∂r∂r0 =∇0r can be multiplicatively decomposed
F = F e·U t, (2.1)
into an elastic part and a symmetric (rotation-free) transformational part. The intermediate stress-
free configuration, designated as Ωt, is characterized by U t after elastic unloading from Ω to zero





= detF ; Je =
dV
dVt
= detF e; Jt =
dVt
dV0
= detU t. (2.2)
The transformational deformation gradient is expressed in two different ways (Levitas (2018c)), both
in a way that allows us to satisfy the lattice instability conditions obtained from MD simulations.
First, based on the interpolation of the transformation strain:
U t(η) = I + εt ◦ϕ(aε,wε, η);
ϕ := [aεη
2 + (10ι − 3aε +wε) η3 + (3aε − 2wε − 15ι)η4 + (6ι − aε +wε)η5], (2.3)
where εt = U t(1) − I is the transformation strain after complete transformation from the parent
phase P0 to the product phase P1; ϕ (and consequently, aε,wε, ι) are matrices (not second-rank
tensors), which have the same non-zero components and symmetry as εt in the coordinate system
of crystal lattice of P1; these matrices were defined in Levitas (2018c) and specified in Section
3.4; all non-zero components of matrix ι are equal to one. The Hadamard product is defined as
εt ◦ϕ := {εijt ϕij} with no summation over i and j. Phase transformation is described by the order
parameter η with η = 0 for P0 and η = 1 for P1. For transformations between cubic and tetragonal
phases Si I↔ Si II, all matrices are defined in the cubic axes of Si I and all non-diagonal components
are zero.
Second, the exponential-logarithmic representation that generalizes the one presented in Tma
and Stupkiewicz (2016); Tma et al. (2016) and separates volumetric and deviatoric parts (see
Levitas (2018c)):
U t(η) = exp {lnU t(0) +H (η)} ; with H (1) = lnU t(1)− lnU t(0) & H (0) = 0, (2.4)
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where the tensor H (η) is interpolated as










; H dd(1) =H (1)−Hv(1)I ; (2.6)
tr [H dd(1) ◦ϕ(ad,wd, η)] = 0 ∀η. (2.7)
Thus, the tensor H (η) consists of a spherical part Hv, which solely determines the volumetric
transformation strain, and a diagonal deviatoric H dd part, which do not affect the volumetric
transformation strain.
Here, the main motivation for using the logarithmic expression is to separate the contributions
due to the change of volume and shape to the driving force for PT and lattice instability conditions.




(F t·F − I ); Ee =
1
2
(F te·F e − I ); E t =
1
2
(U t·U t − I ); (2.8)
for small strains, they simplify to
E ' ε = (∇u)s = εe + ε̄t; (2.9)
ε̄t = εt ◦ϕ(aε,wε, η), (2.10)
where u is the displacement vector and subscript 0 in the gradient is omitted due to the negligible
difference between the reference and actual configurations. With interpolation for the transforma-
tion strain and for the logarithmic transformation strain, both kinematic models coincide. Note, as
it was shown in Basak and Levitas (2017), that the elastic interfacial stresses depend on the second
order terms of εt in the Taylor expansion of E t, which are neglected in the traditional small strain
approach. Because these stresses are quite large, this demonstrates the danger of using small strain
approximation.
2.3.2 Helmholtz free energy
The Helmholtz free energy per unit reference volume can be written as
ψ̄(F , η, θ,∇0η) = Jtψe + ψθ + ψ∇, (2.11)
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where ψe is the elastic energy per unit volume in the intermediate configuration Ωt, which is the
reference configuration for the elasticity rule; ψθ is the thermal energy, which includes the energy
barrier between phases as well as the thermal driving force for phase transformation; and ψ∇ is
the gradient energy which penalizes interfaces. In contrast with Levitas (2018c), we consider all
energies per unit reference volume rather than per unit mass.
Also, because the interfacial stresses are neglected, the gradient and double well energies are
not multiplied by J .





























[λnδinδjnδknδln + µn(δinδjnδkl + δijδknδln)
+νn(δinδjkδln + δjnδikδln + δinδjlδkn + δjnδilδkn)], (2.13)
where constants λn, µn and νn can be expressed in terms of nine independent elastic constants as
λ1 = C11 + C23 + 2C44 − (C12 + C13 + 2C55 + 2C66),
λ2 = C22 + C13 + 2C55 − (C12 + C23 + 2C44 + 2C66),
λ3 = C33 + C12 + 2C66 − (C13 + C23 + 2C44 + 2C55),
2µ1 = C12 + C13 − C23, 2ν1 = C55 + C66 − C44,
2µ2 = C12 + C23 − C13, 2ν1 = C44 + C66 − C55,
2µ3 = C13 + C23 − C12, 2ν1 = C44 + C55 − C66. (2.14)
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However, two of the symmetry planes are equivalent in the case of materials with tetragonal crystal
lattices. Therefore, C11 = C22 , C13 = C23 and C44 = C55, so that Eq. (3.29) simplifies to
λ1 = λ2 = C11 − (C12 + 2C66),
λ3 = C33 + C12 + 2C66 − 2(C13 + 2C44),
2µ1 = 2µ2 = C12, 2µ3 = 2C13 − C12,
2ν1 = 2ν2 = C66, 2ν3 = 2C44 − C66. (2.15)
Besides, all three orthogonal symmetry planes are equivalent for materials with cubic crystal lat-
tices, resulting in C11 = C22 = C33 , C13 = C23 = C13 and C44 = C55 = C66, so that Eq. (3.29)
reads to
λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = C11 − C12 − 2C44,
2µ1 = 2µ2 = 2µ3 = C12,
2ν1 = 2ν2 = 2ν3 = C44. (2.16)
During the PT, the elastic constants λn, µn and νn for the three orthogonal directions are
interpolated as
λn = λn0 + (λ
n
1 − λn0 )ϕe(η); µn = µn0 + (µn1 − µn0 )ϕe(η); νn = νn0 + (νn1 − νn0 )ϕe(η), (2.17)










1 for the elastic constants of P0 and P1, respectively. The correspond-
ing interpolation function is (Levitas (2018c)):
ϕe(η) = η
3(10− 15η + 6η2). (2.18)
The first and second derivatives of this function at η = 0 and 1 are zero. This function is used
to prevent the term due to change in elastic moduli, which includes nonlinear elastic energy, from
contributing to the instability criteria, which were found to be linear in stresses by MD simulations
for Si I ↔ Si II PTs (Levitas et al. (2017b,a)).
The thermal part of the free energy is
ψθ = Aη2(1− η)2 + ∆ψθ(3η2 − 2η3) = (A+ 3∆ψθ)η2(1− η)2 + ∆ψθη3(4− 3η), (2.19)
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where A is a material parameter, ∆ψθ is the difference between the thermal free energy of P1 and
P0, and combination A + 3∆ψ
θ is the magnitude of the double-well barrier between P0 and P1,
which represents a barrier in the criterion for P0 to P1 PT in Eqs.(3.24) and (2.30).
This is a particular case of the general expression for ψθ obtained by considering traditional
a = 3 in Eq. (58) in Levitas (2018c), because there are no data for choosing another value.





where β is a constant coefficient. In contrast to Levitas (2018c), the gradient is defined in the
reference configuration rather than the actual configuration, again due to the neglected interfacial
stresses.
The following simplifications are valid for small strains: Jt ' 1, Ee ' εe, and ∇0 '∇.
2.3.3 The first Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress tensors
The first Piola-Kirchhof stress and the Cauchy stress have the following expressions (Levitas
(2018c)):
P = JtF e·
∂ψe
∂Ee
·U−1t = JtF e·C:Ee·U
−1
t ;
σ = J−1P ·F T = JtF e·
∂ψe
∂Ee
·F Te = J−1e F e·C:Ee·F Te ; (2.21)
for small strains they simplify to





The evolution of the order parameter and corresponding martensitic nanostructure can be
described by the Ginzburg-Landau equation, which represents a linear relationship between the
rate of change of the order parameter, η̇, and the conjugate generalized thermodynamic force, X:













where L is the kinetic coefficient. Substituting the free energy Eq. (4.6) into Eq. (4.14) results
in the more explicit but still compact form of the Ginzburg-Landau equation in the reference
configuration
η̇ = LX = L
(

















and for small strains it reduces to












The mechanical equilibrium equation is presented in the reference configuration as
∇0·P = 0. (2.26)
For small strains the equilibrium equation reduces to ∇·σ = 0.
2.3.6 Crystal lattice instability criteria
By definition, if a spontaneous deviation of the order parameter from the thermodynamic equi-
librium values η̂ = 0 or 1 is thermodynamically admissible under the prescribed boundary condi-
tions, then the equilibrium is unstable. As elaborated in Levitas (2013b, 2018c), the general PFA
criterion for the instability of the equilibrium phase η̂ can be presented as:
∂X (P ,F e, η̂)
∂η














≥ 0, η = η̂. (2.27)
While Eq. (2.27) was obtained at fixed P , it is proven in Levitas (2018c) that the result does not














≥ 0, η = η̂. (2.28)
By substituting all of the terms in Eq. (2.27), expressing the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress in terms of
Cauchy stress, and neglecting shear stresses, one obtains the criteria for direct and reverse PTs for
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both kinematic models (Eqs. (128-131) in Levitas (2018c)). The difference in Jacobians is caused
by neglecting Jacobian J in the expression for thermal energy due to neglecting the interfacial
stresses. First, considering the kinematic model based on the transformation strain εt, we obtain





≥ 0 ⇒ (σ − ψ
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Je
I ):εt ◦ aε −
1
Je
(A+ 3∆ψθ) ≥ 0;





≥ 0 ⇒ (σ − ψ
e
Je
I ):U−1t (1)·εt ◦wε −
1
J
(A− 3∆ψθ) ≥ 0. (2.29)
Second, for the logarithmic transformation strain measure, one has
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) ln (Jt(1)) av +S: {H dd(1) ◦ add} −
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Je
(A+ 3∆ψθ) ≥ 0;





≥ 0⇒ (σ0 −
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Je
) ln (Jt(1))wv +S: {H dd(1) ◦wdd} −
1
J
(A− 3∆ψθ) ≥ 0,(2.30)
where σ0 and S are the spherical and deviatoric parts of the Cauchy stress tensor, respectively. Let
us find more explicit expressions for Eqs.(3.24) and (2.30).
The term ψe can be neglected from here on for two reasons. First, the elastic energy is an order of
magnitude smaller than the stresses. Second, ψe is a nonlinear expression of the stress components;
however, the MD simulations shows that the instability criteria are linear in stresses. For the
next step, we either consider loading three stresses σi normal to the cubic faces or neglect some
geometrically nonlinear terms related to the contribution of the shear stresses to the instability
condition (see Levitas et al. (2017a)). Elaborating the first terms in Eq. (3.24) for cubic to
tetragonal PT and taking into account that εt2 = εt1 due to tetragonal symmetry, we obtain the
simplified version of Eq. (3.24) as













Next, elaborating the second terms in Eq. (2.30) using constraints in Eq. (2.7), the instability
criteria for the logarithmic model simplify to









For small strains, the criteria for both versions coincide:
P0 → P1 : (σ1 + σ2)εt1aε1 + σ3εt3aε3 ≥ (A+ 3∆ψθ);
P1 → P0 : (σ1 + σ2)εt1wε1 + σ3εt3wε3 ≥ (A− 3∆ψθ). (2.33)
2.4 PFA calibration using MD results and stress-order parameter and
stress-strain curves
The following material parameters are used (Hennig et al. (2010); Levitas et al. (2003)): L =
2600 (Pa.s)−1, β = 2.59 × 10−10 N, C110 = C220 = C330 = 167.5 GPa, C440 = C550 = C660 =
80.1 GPa, C111 = C
22
1 = 174.76 GPa, C
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1 = 60.24 GPa, C
66
1 =




1 = 68 GPa.
The thermal driving force for PT, ∆ψθ, the transformation strain, εt, and the double-well barrier
constant, A, along with the constants in the interpolation function for transformation strain, aε1,
aε3, wε1, and wε3 within the transformation strain kinematic model as well as av, ad, wv and wd
within the logarithmic kinematic model, are obtained as the result of PFA calibration with the MD
simulations (Levitas et al. (2017b,a)). In particular, Si I ↔ Si II transformation strain measures
εt = (0.1753; 0.1753;−0.447) and H (1) = lnU t(1) = (0.1616; 0.1615;−0.5924) are obtained using
MD simulations. Therefore, Jt(1) = (1 + εt1)
2(1 + εt3) = 0.764; trH = lnJt(1) = −0.2694;
H dd(1) = devH = (0.2513; 0.2513;−0.5026).
2.4.1 Trial calibration of the instability criteria
The lattice instability conditions for cubic-to-tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs were obtained via MD
simulations for various combinations of all six components of the Cauchy stress tensor in Levitas





Figure 2.1: Crystal lattice instability stress lines in 2D stress space for direct and reverse phase
transformations in Si. σ3 is uniaxal compressive stress and σ1 = σ2 are lateral biaxal tensile stresses.
been located close to two intersecting planes:
P0 → P1 :

0.36(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≥ 12.29 GPa if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa
0.19(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≥ 9.45 GPa otherwise
P1 → P0 : 0.19(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≤ 9.45 GPa, (2.34)
For equal stresses in two lateral directions (σ1 = σ2), the instability conditions are shown in 2D
stress planes in Fig. 4.1. It was obtained in Levitas et al. (2017b,a) that the contributions of shear
stresses were negligible. It can be observed that increasing the lateral tensile stresses reduces not
only the direct and reverse instability stresses but also their difference, namely the stress hysteresis,
all the way down to the intersection point. From there on, the two instability lines coincide and the
stress hysteresis vanishes. By equaling the PFA instability criteria for the transformation strain
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= 0.9211 if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa
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(A+ 3∆ψθ) = 12.29; if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa
1
Jeεt3aε3




(A− 3∆ψθ) = 9.45, (2.38)
which can be used to calibrate the four interpolation constants aε1, aε3, wε1 and wε3. Furthermore,
in the case of the logarithmic transformation strain-based kinematic model, by equaling Eq. (2.32)
with Eq. (2.34) we obtain
0.2513−0.0898av/ad
0.5026+0.0898av/ad
= 0.36 ⇒ avad = 0.5707 if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa
0.2513−0.0898av/ad
0.5026+0.0898av/ad









(A+ 3∆ψθ) = 12.29; if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa
1
Jead(0.5026+0.0898av/ad)




(A− 3∆ψθ) = 9.45, (2.42)
which can be used to calibrate the constants av, ad, wv and wd.
2.4.2 Stress-order parameter curve for the transformation strain-based interpolation
function
However, a serious issue arises during the first attempt to calibrate parameters. The equilibrium
stress-order parameter curve can be obtained by finding the third nontrivial root of the thermody-
namic equation X(σ, θ, η) = 0 (i.e. excluding roots η = 0 and η = 1) and resolving it for stresses.
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4th degree - Transformation strain based model
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5th degree -Logarithmic transformation strain based model
4th degree - Logarithmic transformation strain based model
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a) Equilibrium analytical Cauchy stress-order parameter curves for both kinematic
models based on the transformation strain and logarithmic transformation strain, considering
fourth-degree and fifth-degree interpolation functions. (b) Unphysical stationary nanostructure
due to the fifth-degree interpolation function with local minimum in the stress-order parameter
curve.
Considering σ1 = σ2 = 0 for brevity, we obtain the following for the transformation strain-based
model
σ3 = −







2 + (10− 3aε3 + wε3)η3 + (3aε3 − 2wε3 − 15)η4 + (6− aε3 + wε3)η5 (2.44)
is the fifth-degree interpolation function for the third spatial direction. The plot of the function
σ3(η) is shown in Fig. 2.2a. The main problem is that this curve has a local minimum in 0 < η < 1
with the stress far below the instability stress for the reverse PT. With the fifth- and higher-
degrees interpolation function φ3(η) for transformation strain, there is no way to eliminate this local
minimum by varying the material parameters aε3 and wε3. Such a plot results in an unphysical
stationary solution for the boundary-value problem, shown in Fig. 2.2b. The nanostructure in this
figure is obtained for a thin square sample by applying compressive strain on the top and bottom
faces with periodic boundary conditions and free lateral faces (see detailed problem formulation in
Section 2.5). It can be seen that the solution forms partially-transformed bands with the value of
the order parameter around 0.7 corresponding to the local minimum rather than 1.
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To eliminate the undesired local minimum and obtain a monotonous stress-order parameter
curve in the instability range, the interpolation polynomial for the third direction is reduced to a
fourth-degree function by assuming wε3 = aε3 − 6:
φ3(η) = aε3η
2 + (4− 2aε3)η3 + (aε3 − 3)η4, (2.45)
while two others remain fifth-degree. After canceling the common η and (1 − η) factors in the
numerator and denominator, the stress-order parameter curve for this case simplifies to
σ3 = −
(A(1− 2η) + 3∆ψθ)(1 + εt3[aε3η2 + (4− 2aε3)η3 + (aε3 − 3)η4])
Jεt3(aε3 − 2(aε3 − 3)η)
. (2.46)
If we neglect the geometric nonlinearities for small strain formulation, and consider aε3 = 3 this
equation reduces to
σ3 = −
A(1− 2η) + 3∆ψθ
3εt3
, (2.47)
which is a linear expression in the order parameter (Fig. 2.2a).
However, as shown in Fig. 2.2a, despite significant progress, the equilibrium stress-order param-
eter curve is still slightly non-monotonous due to the effect of the geometric nonlinearity produced
by the term (1 + εt3φ3(η)) in the numerator of Eq. (2.43).
2.4.3 Stress-order parameter curve for the logarithmic transformation strain-based
interpolation function
Interestingly, it turns out that the logarithmic strain based kinematic model can resolve the
problem with the non-monotonous stress-order parameter curve in the instability range due to
the geometric nonlinearity. Through the same process as for Eq. (2.43), we find the equilibrium
stress-order parameter curve for the logarithmic model to be
σ3 = −











2 + (10− 3av + wv)η3 + (3av − 2wv − 15)η4 + (6− av + wv)η5;
φdd(η) = adη
2 + (10− 3ad + wd)η3 + (3ad − 2wd − 15)η4 + (6− ad + wd)η5. (2.49)
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It can be observed that with the logarithmic strain formulation, there is no geometric nonlinear term
in the stress function, which can resolve the issue with the transformation strain-based formulation.
However, because there are still fifth-degree polynomials in the denominator of Eq. (2.48), it again
leads to a undesirable local minimum within 0 < η < 1. The same approach, namely reducing
the polynomials in the denominator of Eq. (2.48) to the fourth degree, can be taken to remedy
this issue. Thus, we assume wd = ad − 6, so that not only does φdd reduce to a fourth-degree
function, but Eq. (2.39) and Eq. (2.40) lead to wv = av − 6 and φv reduces to a fourth-degree
function as well. Therefore, after canceling the common factors η and (1−η) in the numerator and
denominator, the simplified stress-order parameter relation is obtained as
σ3 = −
A(1− 2η) + 3∆ψθ
JHv(1)(av − 2(av − 3)η) + JH33dd(ad − 2(ad − 3)η)
. (2.50)
For the calibrated values of av and ad, the logarithmic kinematic model with the fourth-degree
interpolation functions results in the linear monotonous instability curve even for large strains.
2.4.4 Final calibration of the models
Therefore, to calibrate the parameters, first using Eqs.(2.37) and (2.38), and the mentioned
additional condition wε3 = aε3 − 6, we obtain aε3 , wε3, and A in terms of ∆ψθ. Next, we plot the
σ3 as a function of order parameter for various ∆ψ
θ. Then we find the best ∆ψθ that leads to a
monotonous σ3 within the range 0 < η < 1. Then, having the best fit for ∆ψ
θ, the calibrated aε3 ,
wε3 and A are obtained. Next, Eqs.(2.35) and (2.36) are used to find aε1 and wε1. The following
interpolation constants aε and wε for transformation strain, double-well barrier magnitude A, and
jump in the thermal energy ∆ψθ are the final results of the calibration procedure. First, for the
transformation strain-based model:
if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa→
∆ψθ = 6.35 GPa, A = 0.75 GPa, aε1 = 3.31, aε3 = 3.60, wε1 = −2.48, wε3 = −2.39,
otherwise→
∆ψθ = 6.35 GPa, A = −9.48 GPa, aε1 = 1.10, aε3 = 2.26, wε1 = −3.88, wε3 = −3.73. (2.51)
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Second, a similar process for the logarithmic strain based model results in
if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa→
∆ψθ = 6.42 GPa, A = 2.34 GPa, av = 1.81, ad = 3.17, wv = −4.08, wd = −2.82,
otherwise→
∆ψθ = 6.42 GPa, A = −2.55 GPa, av = 4.61, ad = 3.18, wv = −5.27, wd = −3.64. (2.52)
The Jacobian determinants, J and Je at η = 1 have been considered to be 0.64 and 0.76 respectively,
based on their magnitude in our PFA simulations of Si I↔Si II PT. The material parameters here
are slightly different from those in Levitas (2018c) because multiplication of Jacobian determinants
in the thermal part of the free energy that produces interfacial stresses, is neglected.
While there is a jump in material parameters (A, ∆ψθ, etc.) at stresses for which both instability
lines coincide, these jumps are obtained from conditions that instability stresses are continuous but
have jump in derivatives, (see Fig. 1). If both states coexist in the solution of the boundary-value
problem, instability stresses are again continuous across the boundary despite the jump in material
parameters.
2.4.5 Stress-strain curves: PFA versus MD
More precise results for the compressive stress-strain curves considering different lateral tensile
stresses are shown in Fig. 2.4. The curves are obtained for a single finite element with homogeneous
stress and strain using the transformation strain-based kinematic model. In this solution the Jaco-
bian determinant is calculated rather than approximated. It can be observed that the instability
points for both direct and reverse PTs, obtained with the PFA, are in satisfactory agreement with
those of the MD simulations. Therefore, the calibration goal is achieved. Besides, the stress-strain
curve is very slightly non-monotonous between instability points, causing a small increase in stresses
at the beginning of direct PT. However, there is no local minimum of stresses before completion of
the transformation.
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Figure 2.4: True compressive stress, σ3, versus Lagrangian strain, E3, for different lateral tensile
stresses, applied on a single element and obtained using PFA modeling; symbols are instability
points obtained using the MD simulations (Levitas et al. (2017b)).
2.5 Effect of the lateral stress on nanostructure evolution: unusual phenomena
The FEM algorithm and numerical procedure have been developed in the deal.II program
(Bangerth et al. (2007)), which is a C++ library aimed at the computational solution of par-
tial differential equations. The three-dimensional and fully geometrically nonlinear response of
an anisotropic crystal has been modeled. While the simulations are performed in the reference
configuration, the results are presented in the deformed configuration.
A 3D square thin sample with the size of 20 × 20 × 1 nm3 is considered in this section. The
periodic boundary condition for both solution variables, namely displacement and order parameter,
is implemented on the top and bottom external pair faces (orthogonal to the axis 3). Also, the
simulation box was subjected to a relative compressive displacement u3 between the upper and
lower faces. The left and right lateral faces, as well as one of the faces in the thickness direction,
were subjected to the homogeneous external tensile stresses σ1 = σ2. The other face in the thickness
direction is fixed for normal-to-the-face displacement, namely u2 = 0. One displacement degree
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of freedom in every direction is required to be fixed, which was done at the center of the sample.
No shear stresses are applied to the external faces. Randomly distributed values within the range
0− 0.01 are considered as the order parameter initial condition for all simulations.
The entire phase transformation process and nanostructure evolution is highly affected by the
stress state. To study this effect, three different lateral tensile stress cases ( σ1 = σ2 = 0, 5 and
10 GPa ) are considered. Macroscopic (averaged) stress-strain curves for all of the stress cases
are plotted in Fig. 2.5. For uniaxial compression at σ1 = σ2 = 0, the microstructure evolution is
shown in Fig. 2.6. It can be observed that once stress reaches the instability stress for direct PT,
the order parameter starts to rise. Two martensitic bands, whose positions are governed by the
periodic boundary conditions for the upper and lower external faces, are formed.
Initially, they consist of the intermediate structure; then transformation in bands completes and
complete austenite-martensite finite-width interfaces are formed. The bands were initially slightly
curved but they became planes after completion of the transformation within them. Transforma-
tion also started between bands but later it reversed back to the austenite. Such a microstructure
with the optimal inclination angle minimizes the combined elastic and surface energies. The aver-
aged stress σ3 drops during band formation and then remains practically constant during interface
propagation, i.e. growth stage. When the interfaces start to overlap and the bands reach each
other, the austenite disappears and stress drops again due to the disappearance of the interface
and internal elastic energies.
For lateral stresses σ1 = σ2 = 5 GPa, the evolution process still includes nucleation and band
formation and propagation (Fig. 2.7). However, the band interfaces are widened and are not as
plain and distinct as in the first case. Also, there are some regions of intermediate phase within the
bands where PT is not completed. The stress-strain curve has the same features as in the case of
σ1 = σ2 = 0, but, with smaller transformation stress and stress hysteresis, in accordance with Fig.
2.5. This behavior can be qualitatively rationalized by considering the relationship between some
parameters in the simplified model (Levitas and Preston (2002a)) for which an analytical solution
is available (Levitas et al. (2003)). Thus, for the uniaxial stress-strain curve, the stress hysteresis H
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Figure 2.5: True compressive stress, σ3, versus Lagrangian strain, E3, for three different lateral
tensile stresses.
Figure 2.6: Evolution of martensitic nanostructure in Si I - Si II PT for uniaxial compression under
σ1 = σ2 = 0.
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Figure 2.7: Evolution of martensitic nanostructure during Si I - Si II PT under compression and
tensile lateral stresses σ1 = σ2 = 5 GPa.
Figure 2.8: Evolution of martensitic nanostructure in Si I - Si II PT under compression and tensile
lateral stresses σ1 = σ2 = 10 GPa: unique homogeneous phase transformation.
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during the PT is proportional to the magnitude of the double-well energy barrier between phases
at equilibrium Ã. On the other hand, the interface energy γ ∼
√
Ã and interface width δ ∼ 1/
√
Ã.
Therefore, reduction in stress hysteresis because of lateral tensions, not only reduces Ã and in turn
the interface energy but also increases the interface width. As a result, the interface widths are
comparable with the sample size, leading to various size effects (Levitas et al. (2006a,b)). When
complete martensitic bands with plane interfaces are formed, the material between them is already
in the intermediate state with η ' 0.5.
The next case with the lateral stresses σ1 = σ2 = 10 GPa (Fig. 2.8) corresponds to the merged
region of the instability lines where the stress hysteresis disappears. As shown in Fig. 2.8, despite
considering a heterogeneous initial perturbation for the order parameter, the system undergoes
a unique homogeneous and hysteresis-free first order PT with no nucleation and two-phase band
formation and growth. The same behavior was observed in MD simulations for Si I↔Si II PTs
for such stress states at which the instability lines for direct and reverse PTs coincide (Levitas
et al. (2017b)). To give a simple geometric and energetic interpretation of this phenomenon, we
consider small strains and will operate with the Gibbs energy per unit volume for homogeneous
states G(σ, η, θ) = ψ(ε, η, θ) − σ:ε, the same as what was done in Levitas and Preston (2002a).
Formulation of the Gibbs energy in terms of the Cauchy stress for large strains encounters major
problems due to the lack of a strain measure which is work-conjugate to the Cauchy stress for the
general loading. However, small strain interpretation of Gibbs energy is sufficient for our purposes.
For the fixed stress tensor and temperature and equal energy of the phases, a schematic plot of the
Gibbs energy versus order parameter is shown in Fig. 2.9. With increasing tensile lateral stresses,
H ∼ Ã→ 0 ⇒ δ ∼ 1/
√
Ã→∞ & γ ∼
√
Ã→ 0, (2.53)
i.e. the stress hysteresis and energy barrier Ã between phases tend to zero resulting in a flat
(plateau) region in the Gibbs energy, diverged interface width and zero interface energy. With the
barrier, there are two reasons for PTs through nucleation and growth within a two-phase structure.
First, thermally activated or heterogeneous barrierless nucleation may occur only in a small volume.





Figure 2.9: Schematics of the Gibbs energy curves for different stress states at direct and reverse
instability lines.
states. Without the barrier, there is no need for nucleation in the small volume and because the
interface width is infinite, it is larger than any finite-size sample. This is why the entire system
homogeneously transforms while passing through the intermediate states (phases), which all have
the same Gibbs energy and, consequently, are in indifferent thermodynamic equilibrium with the
product and parent phases. Each of the infinite number (i.e. continuum) of intermediate states can
be considered as a separate phase with a distinct lattice parameter, and transformation between
each of them is accompanied by a change in the strain and the latent heat. Each intermediate
phase can be arrested by fixing one of the strain components and studied in a bulk sample. They
may possess unique and desirable material properties; in particular, electronic transition from
semiconducting to metallic phase occurs along this path. In addition, coherent interfaces between
phases generate elastic stresses which lead to accumulated damage during cyclic direct and reverse
PTs. For homogeneous PT, internal stresses are absent and damage should be minimal.
To summarize, PFA, similar to MD, predicts that it is possible to find special stress states for
which unique homogeneous, hysteresis-free, dissipation-free, and damage-free direct and reverse PTs
can occur through a continuum of intermediate phases in indifferent thermodynamic equilibrium
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transition. All of these properties are the optimal ones for multiple PT-related applications (Cui
et al. (2006a)), such as shape memory and elastocaloric applications. Moreover, they are also of
great fundamental interest.
Finally, transition from a two-phase intermediate structure to a homogeneous intermediate
structure is studied. Therefore, a uniaxal compressive strain E3 = 0.3 at σ1 = σ2 = 0 is applied to
the sample to obtain complete martensitic bands and an intermediate two-phase state, the same
as in Fig. 2.6. Afterwards, further straining is stopped; namely E3 remains constant, and lateral
tensile stress is applied gradually up to σ1 = σ2 = 10 GPa, i.e. up to the state with no stress
hysteresis and energy barrier between phases. It can be observed in Fig. 2.10 that by approaching
the stress state with merged region of instability lines, the interface width in the traditional two-
phase system increases and the order parameter decreases from 1 to some intermediate value. At
t > 2.3, Si I disappears and the sample consists of a heterogeneous intermediate structure which
does not contain Si I and II. At t = 2.9, the system completes its gradual transformation to the
intermediate homogeneous phase. Again, all of the unique heterogeneous intermediate structures
that the system goes through and which may possess unexpected properties, can be stabilized and
studied. As shown in Fig. 2.11, the stress σ3 drops to the instability stress corresponding to the
applied lateral stress at constant E3.
Note that the PFA results obtained in this section are in good qualitative agreement with the
MD results in Levitas et al. (2017b,a). Homogeneous PT is not related to the small size (Levitas
et al. (2006a,b)) but is a consequence of zero energy barrier between phases. In MD simulations
Levitas et al. (2017b,a), the same results were obtained when sample size varied from 5 to 40 nm.
For small hysteresis, when the increased interface width is becoming comparable with the sample
size or the distance between martensitic bands, the microstructure is also affected by the sample
size.
For comparison, the same problem as in Fig. 2.6 (i.e. for the same boundary condition,
material parameters and loading condition) was solved for the logarithmic transformation strain-
based model. The nanostructures in Fig. 2.12, significantly differ from those in Fig. 2.6. Curved
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Figure 2.10: Nanostructure evolution during transformation of the two-phase Si I-Si II mixture
into the intermediate homogeneous phase with the order parameter η = 0.66 under fixed strain
E3 = 0.3 and increasing tensile lateral stresses from 0 to 10 GPa.
Figure 2.11: True compressive stress, σ3, versus Lagrangian strain, E3, for the loading and nanos-
tructure evolution shown in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.12: Evolution of martensitic nanostructure during Si I - Si II PT for uniaxial compression
under σ1 = σ2 = 0 and the logarithmic strain based interpolation.
incomplete martensitic bands with widened interfaces and internal heterogeneous structures are
observed, and transform to nearly straight bands with intermediate structure and then to Si II.
We hypothesize that the difference is caused by much larger elastic interfacial stresses for this
model in comparison with the model based on the interpolation of the transformation deformation
gradient. This model was obtained in Basak and Levitas (2017) for a twin interface that the elastic
interfacial stress for the logarithmic model is more than two times larger than for the transformation
deformation gradient based model. To reduce the additional elastic interfacial energy, the system
increases the interface width and produces intermediate phases. Therefore, although the logarithmic
transformation strain-based model is highly beneficial due to separation of the effect of change in
volume and shape and corresponding terms in the driving force for PT and instability conditions,
as well as because of the monotonous stress-order parameter curve for finite strains, one must find
a way to reduce the elastic interfacial stresses before it can be used for nanostructure modeling.
For this reason, the transformation strain-based model will be used for the rest of the simulations
in this study.
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Figure 2.13: Instability line for the direct PT and five different instability lines for the reverse PT
used in studying the effect of stress hysteresis on the nanostructure evolution.
2.6 Effect of the stress hysteresis on the nanostructure evolution
In this section, we perform simulations for a cubic sample of size 20× 20× 20 nm3 and periodic
conditions on all external pair faces for the model with the transformation strain-based interpola-
tion. We apply compressive displacements u3 to the upper face of the box with respect to the lower
face along the vertical axis. Tensile relative displacements u1 = u2 = 0.28u3 were applied to the
box on both lateral faces, where 0.28 was the factor determined numerically for uniaxial loading of
Si I before PT. A single point at the center of the cube is fixed for displacement in all directions.
No shear stresses are applied to the external faces. We expect that, for such a sample, the internal
stresses will be much larger than in the previous thin plate domain, which may lead to some inter-
esting effects. The magnitude of the stress hysteresis effect on the nanostructure evolution has been
studied based on the result. All cases of the instability lines are shown in Fig. 2.13. These lines
are characterized by the instability stress at σ1 = σ2 = 0. We keep the same instability line for the
direct PT (σd = 12.29 GPa) and consider five parallel lines for the reverse PT from σr = 9.45 GPa,
obtained from the MD calibration, down to σd = −9 GPa for comparison. The evolutions of the
nanostructure for all cases are shown in Fig. 2.14. To analyze the difference in the nanostruc-
ture evolution for different cases, the total driving force for PT, X, is plotted along a line passing
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Figure 2.14: Nanostructure evolution corresponding to five different instability stresses for the
reverse PT under uniaxial compression, with periodic boundary conditions on all pair faces.
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Figure 2.15: Thermodynamic driving force along a line passing through the nanostructure from the
upper left corner to the lower right corner for the case σr = 9.45 GPa.
























Figure 2.16: Thermodynamic driving force along a line passing through the nanostructure from the
upper left corner to the lower right corner for the case σr = 3 GPa.
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Figure 2.17: Thermodynamic driving force along a line passing through the nanostructure from the
upper left corner to the lower right corner for the case σr = −3 GPa.
through the sample connecting the upper left corner to the lower right corner in Figs. 2.15-2.17 for
different σr cases. Surprisingly, for σr = 9.45 GPa with the lowest hysteresis, evolution of the order
parameter starts everywhere with the appearance of two incomplete bands, which continuously
transform to the intermediate homogeneous structure and undergo a homogeneous transformation
afterwards. As shown in Fig. 2.15, at t = 0.5ps, the driving force outside of the initial interme-
diate bands exceeds the driving force within the bands, leads to the disappearance of the initial
tendency to form martensitic bands, and transforms the system transition to a homogeneous PT
with uniform driving force across the domain. For σr = 3 GPa and a broader hysteresis, the first
transformation starts within two bands with maximum driving force within them. However, as
shown in Fig. 2.16, there is considerable driving force outside the martensitic bands. Thus, along
with the completion of the transformation in the martensitic bands, the austenite becomes unsta-
ble outside the martensitic bands and starts transformation as well. Further evolution combines
the broadening of the of martensitic bands and an increase in the order parameter between them.
Regarding the case σr = 0 GPa, with even broader hysteresis, when transformation was completed
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within two martensitic bands, two wide complete austenite-martensite interfaces were formed, as
would be expected. However, due to the relatively large widths of the interfaces, they overlap and
a significant part of the sample transforms through the increase in the order parameter between
the growing martensitic bands. For lower σr, namely σr = −3 and σr = −9, the interface width is
smaller and PT occurs in a traditional way through formation and growth of two fully transformed
bands. As σr decreases, the interface width decreases as well so that the case σr = −9 has the
thinnest interface. It can be observed in Fig. 2.17 that the driving force is always at its maximum
at the interface and negative in the austenitic regions.
Two factors are responsible for the observed phenomena. First, with the reduction of the
stress hysteresis, the widths of all interfaces increase and the total width of all interfaces becomes
comparable with the sample height, which decreases during PT. As a result, the interfaces overlap
and produce the transformation everywhere in a sample, in addition to broadening of the martensitic
plate. Second, internal stresses are much larger for the 3D cube sample than for the thin sample,
especially σ2 in the direction orthogonal to the front face of the cube. They are tensile in the
austenite and compressive in the martensite. Thus,
(a) they suppress the evolution of the order parameter with incomplete martensitic bands,
(b) promote the transformation within austenite and regions with smaller order parameters
rather than in the main martensitic bands, and
(c) reduce the stress hysteresis and increase the interface width in the intermediate region with
tensile stresses.
Therefore, due to these effects, one observes the entire spectrum of the above phenomena
depending on σr and the hysteresis width.
2.7 Stress field within the interface
Regarding the problem with σr = −3 GPa, the evolution of normal stress fields in three mutually
orthogonal directions including normal to the front face stress, σ2, normal-to-the-interface stress,
σn, and tangential-to-the-interface stress, σt, are shown in Figs. 2.18 in 3D and in Fig. 2.19-
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Figure 2.18: Evolution of normal stress fields in three mutually orthogonal directions includ-
ing normal-to-the-front-face stress, σ2, normal-to-the-interface stress, σn, and tangential-to-the-
interface stress, σt, for the problem with σr = −3 GPa.






















Figure 2.19: Evolution of σ2 for the solution shown in Fig. 2.18 along a line passing through the
austenitic and martensitic bands shown in Fig. 2.18.
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Figure 2.20: Evolution of σt for the solution shown in Fig. 2.18 along a line passing through the
bands.


























Figure 2.21: Evolution of σn for the solution shown in Fig. 2.18 along a line passing through the
bands.
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2.21 along a line connecting two points at the center of the martensitic bands. By comparing
three stress fields, it can be observed that σ2 has the largest variation between the austenitic and
martensitic regions. Such a large difference in σ2, comes from the transformation expansion of
εt2 = 0.1753 within the martensitic bands, which generates a tensile stress in the austenite and
a compressive stress in the martensite. Stress σ2 varies monotonously inside the diffuse interface.
Once the martensitic band is completed, the stress σ2 in the martensite reaches −14 GPa and
remains constant for some steps. Also, during the band propagation, the stress in the austenite
grows from 3 to 10 GPa due to the widening of the martensitic bands. As the martensitic bands
approach each other, their interfaces overlap and mismatch reduces, which in turn results in a
drastic reduction of the internal stresses. The stress in the martensite reduces to −15.5 GPa, and
because the difference between the stresses in the martensite and the overlapped interface region
drastically decreases, the stress σ2 in this region falls from 10 GPa to −15.5 GPa. Finally, when
the martensitic bands coalesce, σ2 is homogeneous and the magnitude of the compressive stress
slightly increases due to the loading.
The internal stresses σt are much smaller than σ2, because the lattice mismatch in this direction
is significantly reduced due to optimal inclination of the interface, theoretically to zero. This is
governed by minimization of the elastic energy of the internal stresses. Thus, the difference between
the stresses in the austenite and the martensite deceases from 2 GPa to zero. Interestingly, the
internal stresses, when nonzero, are compressive in the austenite and tensile in the martensite.
They increase slightly when the interfaces start overlapping and then monotonously reduce to zero
during coalescence of the two plates. The magnitude of the compressive σt stress then increases
homogeneously due to loading.
An important problem is the definition of the interfacial tension (stresses). Any interfacial
property is defined as an integral along the interface normal of the excess quantity within the
interface with respect to the bulk value (Gibbs (1948); Fischer et al. (2008); Sutton et al. (1995)).
It is straightforward to define excess stress σt for t ≥ 2ps, when values of the stress σt in bulk
from both sides of a single interface or merged interfaces are the same. These values vary from
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4.33 J/m2 for t = 2ps to 8.54 J/m2 for t = 3ps. For instance, when there is a difference between
the values of stresses from both sides of the interface, for instance, at t = 1.5ps for σt, one must
choose a dividing surface and integrate an excess of σt with respect to the value in the martensite
from the martensite side to the dividing surface and with respect to the value in the austenite
from the austenite side to the dividing surface. The position of the dividing surface is strictly
defined only for the liquid-gas and liquid-liquid interfaces, which do not support bending moments
(Levitas (2014c,a)). One can use the zero-moment condition for determining the position of the
dividing surface for solids as well, which means that the distributed stresses are substituted with
the resultant force without moments. When the difference in stresses in bulk from both sides of
the interface are small, a small deviation in the position of the dividing surface does not change
the surface tension significantly. However, for monotonous variation within the interface stresses
σ2 (Fig. 2.19), the resultant force strongly depends on the choice of the dividing surface and there
is a large bending moment for any position of the dividing surface within an interface. Thus, a
strict definition of the interfacial force and the bending moment for interfaces in solids is an open
problem.
The stress σn is constant within the sample, i.e. it is continuous across each of the interfaces,
in agreement with mechanical equilibrium in the normal-to-the-interface direction (Fig. 2.21).
Note that the difference in stresses in coexisting Ge I and Ge II under pressure during Ge I→Ge
II PT (very similar to the Si I→SI II PT) was recently measured with in situ synchrotron x-ray
diffraction and Raman spectroscopy (Yan et al. (2015)).
2.8 Concerning the independence of instability condition of the prescribed
stress tensor
It is well-known and intuitively understood that any instability condition under large strains
depends on which stress measure is prescribed (Hill and Milstein (1977b); Milstein et al. (1995);
Wang et al. (1993)). On the other hand, it was strictly proven for our PFA that the lattice
instability criterion is independent of the prescribed stress measure (Levitas (2013b, 2018c)). This
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independence is a consequence of the accepted requirement that the order parameters for austenite
(η = 0) and martensite (η = 1) satisfy the condition X = 0 for all stresses and temperatures. Such
a difference with well accepted results requires further analyses.
Although the independence of the lattice instability condition of the prescribed stress measure
can be strictly analytically proven, here it is investigated numerically for prescribed Cauchy and
first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses. We consider a single 3D finite element with homogeneous stress and
strain and stress-free lateral faces. First, through a uniaxial strain-controlled compressive loading
in the vertical direction, the stress-strain curves for both the Cauchy and the first Piola-Kirchhoff
stresses are obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.1. According to the definition, our instability condition
is concerned with a deviation of the order parameter from zero. It can be observed that such an
instability at which the driving force for the change of the order parameter, X, becomes positive
and the order parameter starts to rise, occurs at a specific strain marked in Fig. 3.1, and the
corresponding Cauchy and the first Piola-Kirchhoff instability stresses are obtained.
Now let us consider two different loadings with the prescribed Cauchy and the first Piola-
Kirchhoff stresses instead of displacement. In each case, once each of the stress measures exceeds
the corresponding instability stress, the order parameter ceases to be zero and starts to rise . This
means that, the instability condition is met and that the instability indeed starts at the same
value of the strain corresponding to the values of the Cauchy or the first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses,
independent of which stress is prescribed. However, such an instability does not mean that the order
parameter will continue evolving to unity toward the completion of the PT with fixing stresses at
the instability values. This is because the peak points, i.e. maximum stress points, do not coincide
with the instability points and are located at strains larger than the instability strains. This means
that if we prescribe the Cauchy or the first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses between the instability and the
peak points for each of the curves, the instability occurs, however, the order parameter and strain
are equilibrated at some values corresponding to the prescribed stresses. When the prescribed
Cauchy stress slightly exceeds the corresponding peak point, a second instability occurs, the order
parameter evolves to unity, and PT is completed. Even if the instability and peak stresses coincide
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for the Cauchy stress (like in small strain models), for the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress it may still
not coincide and the second instability will depend on the prescribed stress measure.
Thus, the instability point for the deviation of the order parameter from zero is indeed inde-
pendent of the prescribed stress measure. However, if the peak points do not coincide with the
instability points, the stress for completion of the PT represents the second instability points, and
they depend on the prescribed stress measure.
During the solution of a boundary-value problem with heterogeneous fields, stress tensors can
only be prescribed at the boundaries and each material point within the bulk undergoes a sophis-
ticated loading process. Therefore, defining which stress is prescribed at each point is impossible.
Let us consider the case of a heterogeneous process in which the Cauchy stress exceeds the peak
point but the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress does not, i.e. strain is between two peak points. Because
one of the instability conditions (for the Cauchy stress) is met and there is no constraint that the
instability condition for the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress should also be satisfied, PT may evolve
until completion. This means that the fulfillment of the instability criterion for at least one of the
stress measures (in the given case for the Cauchy stress) is sufficient for material instability. As
a corroborating example, we mention that the curve for the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress versus
the Lagrangian strain is monotonous through the PT (Levitas et al. (2017a)), i.e. there is no peak
stress and no second instability point when the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is prescribed. This,
however, does not prevent PT in simulations when the second instability point for other stress
measures is overcome.
Thus, the chief stress measure that is responsible for PT completion is the measure with the
lowest strain at the peak point. Because of this, it is reasonable that the PT criterion for multiaxial
compression in Levitas et al. (2017a) is formulated in terms of the Cauchy stress. It is worth
mentioning that, for the PT caused by tension, the tensile Cauchy stress exceeds the first Piola-
Kirchhoff stress and the latter is the chief stress measure that is responsible for the complete PT.
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Figure 2.22: Stress-strain curve for uniaxial compressive strain-controlled loading for both the
Cauchy and first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses. Markers show corresponding instability points and stress
peak points.
2.9 Concluding remarks
This two-part paper brings description of mechanically-induced PTs to a new level and makes it
consistent with the results of MD simulations under multiaxial loading. A complete system of equa-
tions of the advanced PFA for martensitic PTs under a general stress tensor is presented. Theory
includes a fully geometrically-nonlinear formulation for the general case of finite elastic and trans-
formational strains, as well as anisotropic and different elastic properties of phases. In particular,
material parameters are calibrated based on the crystal lattice instability conditions obtained using
MD simulations for cubic to tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs during compression in one direction and
lateral tensile stresses in two other directions. These PTs fully test the general theory because they
are characterized by large transformation strains, εt = (0.1753; 0.1753;−0.447), and finite elastic
strains. This allowed us to address several problems which do not exhibit themselves for smaller
strains. Two large-strain kinematic models, one based on interpolation of the transformation strain
tensor and the other on interpolation of the logarithmic transformation strain, are used. A FEM
algorithm and numerical procedure was developed and implemented in the code deal.II. Various
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3D problems on lattice instabilities and following nanostructure evolution in single-crystal silicon
are solved and analyzed for complex loading in three cubic directions.
The key feature of the Si I↔Si II PTs is that the instability lines for direct and reverse PTs
have different slopes so that they intersect and then coincide, which follows from MD simulations
(Levitas et al. (2017b,a)). Such a case was never considered within PFA before, and it has a number
of important consequences.
(a) Each independent component of the transformation strain tensor should have a different
material parameter in the interpolation polynomial. Note that the interpolating function for trans-
formation strain evolved from η (Salje (1990); Ichitsubo et al. (2000); Artemev et al. (2001d)) and
η2 (Lindg̊ard and Mouritsen (1986); Boulbitch and Toledano (1998b); Wang and Khachaturyan
(1997b); Artemev et al. (2000b)) to one-parametric fourth-degree potential (Levitas and Preston
(2002a,b); Levitas (2013b)) and 2− 4− 6 potential (Levitas et al. (2003); Levitas (2013b)) for the
entire transformation strain tensor. Here, we developed a two-parametric fifth-degree polynomial
with different parameters for each independent component of the transformation strain tensor.
(b) The traditional fourth-degree interpolating polynomials (Levitas and Preston (2002a,b);
Levitas (2013b)) are not sufficient and thus the fifth-degree polynomials must be used. However,
the general wisdom that one can resolve all current and future problems by increasing the degree of
polynomials, failed. Thus, for the fifth-degree and higher-degree polynomials for each component
of the transformation strain tensor, the stress-order parameter curve (and, consequently, the stress-
strain curve) for uniaxial compression has unacceptable features. Namely, instead of monotonous
reduction in stress from its value at η = 0 to its value at η = 1, stress reaches a minimum value for
some 0 < η < 1, which is much lower than the stress at η = 1 (see Fig. 2.2a). This results in an
unphysical stationary intermediate microstructure instead of complete martensite (Fig. 2.2b). To
eliminate this feature, we returned to the fourth-degree interpolating polynomial for the compressive
component of the transformation strain while keeping the fifth-degree polynomial for two tensile
components. However, we fixed the only free parameter, which was available in interpolation of all
components of the transformation strain tensor. Thus, the theory no longer has free parameters
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for further development, because increasing the polynomial degree leads to an unacceptable stress-
order parameter curve and microstructure. However, the same undesired features may be observed
for some of the types of 3D loadings, e.g. with large stresses along the tensile components of the
transformations strain tensor, for which the fifth-degree polynomial is used. Consequently, some
completely different approaches should be developed in the future, e.g. based on several different
polynomials within the 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 range, similar to the FEM method.
(c) The fact that the stress hysteresis strongly depends on the stress state, namely, on the
magnitude of the tensile lateral stresses, leads to numerous new phenomena. Thus, the interface
width increases and the interface energy decreases with increasing tensile lateral stresses. This
produces the possibility of controlling the interface properties, which in turn may produce various
scale effects in the microstructure morphology and PT parameters (Levitas and Javanbakht (2011);
Levitas (2018a)) when the ratio of two different length-scale parameters (like width of the phase
interface and external surface) varies.
For instance, applying stresses in the low hysteresis regions leads to some complex microstruc-
tures with bands of intermediated phases. Finally, when the instability stresses for the direct and
reverse PTs coincide, the interface width diverges, and both direct and reverse transformations oc-
cur as a unique homogeneous deformation process without hysteresis and energy dissipation. Due
to a lack of interfaces and misfit stresses, damage due to internal elastic stresses should not occur.
These properties are perfect for various PT-related engineering applications. In addition, if start-
ing with a two-phase structure under prescribed strain, one increases the tensile lateral stresses,
the nanostructure continuously transforms to the homogenous intermediate structure. This means
that, in addition to Si I and Si II, an infinite number (continuum) of the homogeneous intermediate
phases exist and are in indifferent thermodynamic equilibrium. These phases can be arrested and
studied by fixing strain.
(d) Due to the presence of only one martensitic variant which is strongly incompatible with
the austenite, internal stresses and elastic strains, that are quite large, are generated, and the
pure geometric crystallographic theory of martensite (Bhattacharya et al. (2003)) is not applicable.
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Large internal stresses in residual Si I promote a quasi-homogeneous transformation of Si I to Si
II, along with growth of Si II bands.
(e) Stress fields within interfaces exhibit several types of behavior. When stresses in bulk from
both sides of interfaces are the same, it is straightforward to define excess stresses and their resultant
force, which is an elastic part of the surface tension. When stresses in bulk differ insignificantly,
one can make an assumption about the position of the Gibbsian dividing surface and define the
interfacial stresses as well. However, we observed the case when stresses vary monotonously across
an interface, and they are consequently equivalent to the resultant force and bending couple.
(f) It is demonstrated that the instability stresses for the initiation of the PTs (i.e. η > 0 or
η < 1) are independent of the prescribed stress measure. However, even if they correspond to the
maximum of the Cauchy stress and PT can be completed at the fixed Cauchy stress, the first Piola–
Kirchhoff stress increases and reaches the maximum for larger strain. If the first Piola–Kirchhoff
stress is prescribed, an intermediate small value of η is stabilized after the first instability point,
i.e. the PT will not be completed at such stresses. The PT only completes after exceeding the
maximum of the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress (the second instability point). For the transformation
strain-based model, even the Cauchy stress has a local maximum slightly higher than the first
instability point, and an intermediate η is stabilized for the prescribed Cauchy stress between the
instability and the maximum point. Similarly, the PT completes only after exceeding the maximum
of the Cauchy stress. For the logarithmic transformation strain-based model, the Cauchy stress-
order parameter curve reduces monotonously and fulfillment of the instability condition for the
initiation of the PT (i.e. η > 0) at fixed Cauchy stress leads to completion of the PT.
(g) The model based on interpolation of the logarithmic transformation strain has two advan-
tages in comparison with the transformation strain-based model.
(1) It separates volumetric change and change in shape and corresponding stress-related contri-
butions to the thermodynamic driving force and lattice instability conditions. If the final and initial
transformation strain have the same volumetric part, such as variant-variant PT or twinning, the
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volume is preserved during the entire transformation process for the logarithmic model and varies
for the transformation strain-based model.
(2) The stress-order parameter curve is monotonous for the logarithmic strain-based model and
slightly non-monotonous for the transformation strain-based model (see Fig. 2.2a), leading to more
complex instability and transformation behavior.
Both of these advantages are desirable but not fundamental and mandatory. At the same time,
the logarithmic strain-based model generates much larger interfacial stresses than the alternative
model (see also Basak and Levitas (2017)). Because they do not allow an alternate complete Si
I - Si II band structure to be obtained, like in MD simulations (Levitas et al. (2017b,a)) and
with the transformation strain-based model, these stresses are too high. One must find a way to
relax these stresses before this model can be successfully used. Note that as we discussed above,
interfacial stresses cannot be reduced by changing the interpolation functions because we do not
have free parameters and cannot increase the polynomial degree. Finding the correct level of
the interfacial stresses from atomistic simulations and reproducing them in PFA is one the most
important problems in PFA.
The current model will be generalized for multivariant martensitic PTs and for multiphase
PFA, to be able to include multiple other high-pressure phases of Si. Our model may be also useful
for PFA modeling of PTs in other materials, e.g. in Zhu et al. (2017b); Mamivand et al. (2014);
Paranjape et al. (2016)
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CHAPTER 3. ALGORITHMIC ASPECTS AND FINITE ELEMENT
SOLUTIONS FOR AN ADVANCED PHASE-FIELD APPROACH TO
MARTENSITIC PHASE TRANSFORMATION UNDER LARGE STRAINS
A paper published in Computational Mechanics
Hamed Babaei, Anup Basak, Valery I. Levitas
3.1 Abstract
A new problem formulation and numerical algorithm for an advanced phase-field approach
(PFA) to martensitic phase transformation (PT) are presented. Finite elastic and transformational
strains are considered using a fully geometrically-nonlinear formulation, which includes different
anisotropic elastic properties of phases. The requirements for the thermodynamic potentials and
transformation deformation gradient tensor are advanced to reproduce crystal lattice instability
conditions under a general stress tensor obtained by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The
PFA parameters are calibrated, in particular, based on the results of MD simulations for PTs
between semiconducting Si I and metallic Si II phases under complex action of all six components
of the stress tensor Levitas et al. (2017b,a). The independence of the PFA instability conditions of
the prescribed stress measure is demonstrated numerically for the initiation of the PT. However,
it is observed that the PT cannot be completed unless the stress exceeds the stress peak points
that depend on which stress measure is prescribed. Various 3D problems on lattice instability and
following nanostructure evolution in single-crystal Si are solved. The effect of stress hysteresis on
the nanostructure evolution is studied through analysis of the local driving force and stress fields.
It is demonstrated that variation of internal stress fields due to differing boundary conditions may
lead to completely different PT mechanisms.
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3.2 Introduction
The martensitic PTs are widely modeled using PFA Zhu et al. (2017b); Artemev et al. (2001a);
Jin et al. (2001); Chen (2002); Wang and Khachaturyan (2006); Mamivand et al. (2013); Levitas and
Preston (2002a,b). Within the PFA framework, the process of PT is characterized by an internal
variable or order parameter η, being η = 0 for the parent phase P0 and η = 1 for the product phase
P1. The order parameter changes gradually within a diffuse interface between the bulk phases. In
some theories, the order parameter Artemev et al. (2001a); Jin et al. (2001); Chen (2002); Wang
and Khachaturyan (2006) does not have a specific physical meaning. However, other theories Falk
(1983); Jacobs (1992); Barsch and Krumhansl (1984); Vedantam and Abeyaratne (2005); Finel
et al. (2010) have used some components of the strain tensor as the order parameter. We will
only focus on the first theories because there are some problems with the strain-tensor-based order
parameters mentioned in Levitas and Preston (2002a,b).
One of the most important aspects of developing a successful PFA is the formulation of local
thermodynamic potentials that properly interpolate the material properties during the transfor-
mation process and provide appropriate energetic barriers between the parent and product phases.
Some theories Artemev et al. (2001a); Jin et al. (2001); Chen (2002); Wang and Khachaturyan
(2006); Jacobs (1992); Vedantam and Abeyaratne (2005); Finel et al. (2010) only consider two re-
quirements to be satisfied by the potentials: first, that the number of local extrema of the potentials
is equal to the number of phases including martensitic variants; second, that the energy is invariant
with respect to the exchange of equivalent symmetry-related martensitic variants. Because these
theories do not thermodynamically constrain the order parameter η = 1 for the product phase
P1, the thermodynamic equilibrium value of the order parameter for P1 artificially depends on the
stress tensor and temperature, as well as all material properties of the product phase. Additional
requirements have been proposed in Levitas and Preston (2002a,b); Levitas et al. (2003) and will be
discussed here resulting in two constraints, Eqs. (3.15) and (3.19) for any interpolation function in
the local potential. These requirements lead to both fourth degree (2-3-4) and sixth degree (2-4-6)
potentials in terms of the transformation strain-related order parameter; the potentials reproduce
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the desirable stress-strain curves and material properties. The mentioned theory was generalized
to large strain formulation in Levitas et al. (2009); Levitas (2013b), where the transformation de-
formation gradient was interpolated between the parent and product phases. Besides, interfacial
stresses for martensitic PTs were introduced in the small strain formulation in Levitas and Javan-
bakht (2010); Levitas (2013a,d, 2014b) and were generalized for large strains in Levitas (2014a) for
isotropic interfacial energy and in Levitas and Warren (2016) for anisotropic interfacial energy.
One more condition formulated in Levitas and Preston (2002a,b); Levitas et al. (2003); Levitas
(2013b) was that the criteria for the initiation of the direct and reverse PTs should follow from
the crystal lattice instability conditions obtained by experimentation or atomistic simulations.
The lattice instability conditions are highly essential when studying barrierless nucleation during
martensitic PTs for thermally-induced transformations Olson and Cohen (1972, 1986). These
conditions are even more crucial for explaining plastic strain-induced PTs under high pressure when
PT pressure is drastically reduced even by one order of magnitude through superposing plastic
shear Levitas and Shvedov (2002); Ji et al. (2012a); Blank and Estrin (2013a). This reduction
was rationalized by considering barrierless nucleation under evolving dislocation pileup, initially
analytically in Levitas (2004a,c) and, later using the phase field approach in Levitas and Javanbakht
(2014); Javanbakht and Levitas (2016, 2018).
On one hand, the PFA instability criteria operate with the second derivatives of the interpolation
functions Levitas and Preston (2002a,b); Levitas et al. (2003); Levitas (2013b); on the other hand,
the constraints on the interpolation functions in the previous theories were limited to the values
of the functions and their first derivatives at η = 0 and η = 1. Therefore, the previous theories
fail to reproduce the actual lattice instability conditions because they cannot control the second
derivatives of interpolation functions. Therefore, to reproduce the actual instability conditions, the
interpolation functions in PFA need to be advanced.
Recently, the lattice instability conditions for cubic-tetragonal PTs between semiconducting Si
I and metallic Si II were obtained using MD simulations for complex compression-tension and shear
loadings Levitas et al. (2017b,a). It was demonstrated that only modified transformation work of the
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components of stress tensor which are normal to the cubic faces of Si I contribute to the instability
conditions. Because the transformation strain has no shear components, the shear stresses do not
directly contribute to the instability conditions. Besides, the instability conditions were two linear
expressions in terms of normal stress components. Therefore, the instability conditions can be
presented as two intersecting planes in 3D stress space. These two planes were not parallel, so they
could not be described by the 2-3-4 or 2-4-6 thermodynamic potentials, which produce parallel
direct and reverse instability planes. In addition, these two planes coincide after intersection in
Levitas et al. (2017b,a). Thus, new conditions must be introduced to make the PFA instability
criteria consistent with the lattice instability conditions obtained by atomistic simulations. These
conditions were introduced in Levitas (2018b); Babaei and Levitas (2018) and is implemented in
this work.
This paper aims to develop the algorithmic aspects of the solution of coupled large-strain me-
chanics and Ginzburg-Landau equations for an advanced phase field model which reproduce in-
stability conditions obtained by atomistic simulations. We illustrate the main features through
finite element solutions for mechanically-induced PTs and nanostructure evolution. In particular,
we will focus on cubic↔tetragonal PTs between diamond cubic low-pressure phase Si I and β tin
high-pressure phase Si II. Large transformational and finite elastic deformations are involved in
solution under complex triaxial loading and corresponding nanostructure evolution.
Silicon crystals are widely used in the field of precision instruments for micro-electro-mechanical
systems (MEMS), which include piezoelectric materials, resonators, etc. Besides, interest in the
usage of nanostructured crystals such as thin films, rods, wires and balls for new applications, such
as nanowires for lithium batteries, has increased. Under pressure and contact loading Si undergoes
multiple PTs. We will focus on PTs between semiconducting Si I and metallic Si II phases. Thus, Si
I→ Si II PT occurs at hydrostatic pressure or under indentation in the range of pressures or contact
stresses of 9-12 GPa Gogotsi and Domnich (2003). Such a local load may appear under contacting
or scratching MEMS elements, during Si wafer processing, and during fabrication of devices. Also,
PT from brittle and hard semiconducting Si I to softer and weaker metallic Si II leads to a ductile
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regime of machining of Si Patten (2004). This is why there is extended literature for the study
of PTs in Si under different hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic loadings; see review in Gogotsi and
Domnich (2003). Very large and anisotropic transformation strain for this transition and ways
of accommodating it without twinning leads to additional interest in the mechanical community
but imposes additional computational challenges. Studying these transformations is important
for the understanding of PTs with large transformation strain in other materials, such as graphite-
diamond, graphite-like to diamond-like born nitride, and geophysical materials. We consider PTs Si
I↔Si II here because these are the only transformations for which the transformation criteria under
the stress tensor are obtained via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations Levitas et al. (2017b,a)
and density functional theory (DFT) simulations Zarkevich et al. (2018a). We consider uniaxial
and triaxial loading by normal-to-cubic-faces stresses as the simplest macro-homogeneous loading.
Unfortunately, we cannot compare our results for defect-free crystal with experimental data because,
e.g. for compression of micro- Wasmer et al. (2008) and nano- pillars He et al. (2016) of real crystals,
dislocation motion and other PTs occur before the required stresses are reached. Indentation and
experiments in diamond anvils, where PT Si I→Si II is observed, do not allow a microstructure
evolution to be found.
In this paper, we focus on three fundamental aspects of PTs in Si crystals within the phase-field
approach. First, we provide a new understanding of the crystal lattice instability conditions and
show that the traditional expression of crystal lattice instability merely in terms of the Cauchy
stress measure may not hold true for all loadings and boundary conditions. Second, we show how
the difference between the reverse instability stresses, i.e. stress hysteresis, affects the nanostructure
evolution. Third, the effects of internal stresses due to interfaces are investigated when a periodic
BC is compared with a free-stress BC in the thickness direction of a thin plate.
In Section 2, the complete systems of equations for PFA to martensitic PTs for the large-strain
kinematic model are presented. A single martensitic variant is considered, similar to that which
was observed in atomistic simulations in Levitas et al. (2017b,a) and described in theory by Levitas
(2018b); Babaei and Levitas (2018). The kinematic model is based on interpolation of the transfor-
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mation strain tensor. Besides, the new advances regarding the requirements for the interpolation
functions are discussed in this section. These advancements lead to new interpolation functions for
transformation strain and the elastic constants. The resultant PFA instability conditions, which
have been calibrated with atomistic simulations are presented. The finite element algorithm and
weak forms of the Ginzburg-Landau and equilibrium equations are presented in Section 3. A non-
monolithic strategy for solving the coupled mechanics and phase field equations is adopted. While
solving the equilibrium equations, the order parameter is assumed to be fixed in all iterations, and
while solving the Ginzburg-Landau equation, the total deformation gradient is assumed to be fixed
in all iterations. The simulation results are discussed in Section 4. First, it is numerically demon-
strated that on one hand, the initiation of the PT, which is determined by our PFA instability
criteria is independent of which stress measure is prescribed; on the other hand, the PT will not be
completed unless the stress exceeds the stress peak point, which depends on the prescribed stress
measure. Second, the effect of stress hysteresis in the model on nanostructure evolution is studied
through analysis of the order parameter, driving force, and stress fields. Third, the effect of the
boundary conditions in the thickness direction, which leads to a completely different interfacial
stress in this direction and in turn changes the mechanism of PT, is studied.
Vectors and tensors are designated with boldface symbols. We designate contractions of tensors
A = {Aij} and B = {Bji} over one and two indices as A·B = {Aij Bjk} and A:B = Aij Bji. The
transpose ofA isAT , the symmetric part ofA is sym(A) and I is the unit tensor;∇0 is the gradient
operator with respect to the undeformed state.
3.3 Complete system of equations
Here, the complete system of equations for the general phase-field theory, developed in Levitas
(2018b) (which takes into account the lattice instability conditions obtained by atomistic simu-
lations) is simplified and specified. First, the interfacial stresses are neglected by presenting the
gradient part of free energy in the reference configuration. Second, the simplest quadratic form in
terms of Lagrangian strain is accepted for the elastic energy. Third, only the diagonal components
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of the transformation strain are interpolated, neglecting the small effect of shear stresses on the
crystal lattice instability for cubic-to-tetragonal PTs. Although the formulation presented here can
be used for any stress-induced martensitic PT, the calibration of the PT criteria with atomistic
simulations is performed specifically for the cubic-to-tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs. At the same time,
our algorithmic part does not use all of these simplifications and is valid for the general theory
presented in Levitas (2018b).
3.3.1 Kinematics
The motion of an elastic body undergoing PTs can be expressed by a continuous function
r = r(r0, t), where r0 and r are the positions of points in the undeformed Ω0 and the deformed
Ω configurations, respectively; t is the time. The stress-free intermediate configuration is denoted
by Ωt. The external boundary in Ω0 is denoted by S0, which consists of the traction boundary
(Neumann boundary) S0T , the displacement boundary (Dirichlet boundary) S0u, and the periodic
displacement boundary SP0u, i.e. S0 = S0u∪S0T ∪SP0u. For the phase field problem, the boundary S0
consists of either the Neumann boundary SN0η, the Dirichlet boundary S
D
0η, the periodic boundary
SP0η, or a combination any two or all three kinds of boundaries.
The multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into the elastic part and a sym-
metric, rotation-free transformational part is
F :=∇0r = F e·U t; U t = U Tt . (3.1)
In the intermediate configuration Ωt, obtained by the transformation deformation U t, the crys-
tal lattice represents the lattice of the stress-free product phase or intermediate phase along the
transformation path from the lattice of Si I to that of Si II. This configuration is obtained through
the release of elastic stresses down to zero from the actual configuration Ω.





= detF ; Je =
dV
dVt
= detF e; Jt =
dVt
dV0
= detU t J = JeJt. (3.2)
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(F t·F − I ); Ee =
1
2
(F te·F e − I ); E t =
1
2
(U t·U t − I ); E = U t·Ee·U t +E t. (3.3)
3.3.2 Dissipation rate, equations for stresses, and Ginzburg-Landau equation
With the help of the first and second laws of thermodynamics, along with acceptance of ψ =
ψ̄(F , η, θ,∇0η) as the Helmholtz free energy per unit volume, we can derive the expression for the
dissipation rate per unit volume D, as follows:










where X is the thermodynamic driving force per unit volume for change in the order parameter η
(i.e. for PT) and θ is the temperature. Through the same thermodynamic procedure, by assuming
that the dissipation rate is independent of the elastic deformation rate and temperature rate, we
can also find the expressions for the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress P (and transform it to the true




; σ := J−1P ·F t = ρ∂ψ̄
∂F
·F t; s = −∂ψ̄
∂θ
, (3.5)
The viscous stresses are neglected for compactness.
Accepting a linear relationship between the rate of change of the order parameter η̇ and the
conjugate generalized thermodynamic force X, we can obtain the generalized Ginzburg-Landau
equation, which describes the evolution of the martensitic nanostructure as












where L ≥ 0 is the kinetic coefficient. Atomistic simulations in Levitas et al. (2017b,a) and Zarke-
vich et al. (2018a) were performed at 1 K and 0 K, respectively. Therefore, thermal fluctuations
are neglected and the Langevin noise is not included in the Ginzburg-Landau equation.
The Helmholtz free energy per unit volume in the reference configuration can be written as the
sum of local, ψl, and gradient, ψ∇, parts:
ψ̄(F , η, θ,∇0η) = ψl(Ee, η, θ) + ψ∇(∇0η) = Jtψe(Ee) + ψθ + ψ∇, (3.7)
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where ψe is the elastic energy per unit volume in the intermediate configuration Ωt, which is the
reference configuration for the elasticity rule. The thermal part of the free energy includes the
energy barrier between phases as well as the thermal driving force for phase transformation and is
accepted in one of the known forms:
ψθ = Aη2(1− η)2 + ∆ψθ(3η2 − 2η3). (3.8)
Here A is the magnitude of the double-well barrier between the parent phase P0 and the product
phase P1 and ∆ψ
θ is the difference between the thermal free energy of P1 and P0. The gradient





where β ≥ 0 is a coefficient. Using Eqs. (6.1), (3.2), and (3.7) in Eq. (3.5) we rewrite the first
Piola-Kirchhoff and the Cauchy stress tensors as
P = JtF e · Ŝ ·U−1t ; σ = J−1e F e · Ŝ ·F
T




Using the standard relation between the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S and the two other stresses
P = F ·S = Jσ ·F −T we obtain
S = JtU
−1
t · Ŝ ·U
−1
t . (3.11)
Substituting the free energy Eq.(3.7) into Eq.(4.14) leads to a more explicit form of the Ginzburg-
Landau equation in the reference configuration
η̇ = LX = L
(

















There are two solution variables in the PFA, namely the order parameter and the displacement. The
former is calculated by the Ginzburg-Landau equation and the latter by the mechanical equilibrium
equation in the reference configuration, which is known as
∇0·P = 0. (3.13)
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3.3.3 Conditions for interpolation functions
One of the most important problems in any phase field theory is how to describe the depen-
dence of all material properties that contribute the free energy ψ̄, as well as the transformational
deformation gradient U t on the order parameter η. Here, we will enumerate the main conditions
that should be satisfied in this regard.
It is reasonable to express any material property M (such as energy, entropy, elastic moduli,
thermal expansion, etc.) in the form
M(η, θ) = M0(θ) + (M1(θ)−M0(θ))ϕm(η), (3.14)
where M0 and M1 are values of the property for the parent phase P0 (for which η = 0) and the
product phase P1 (for which η = 1), respectively; ϕm(η) is the interpolation function that meets
the evident constraints
ϕm(0) = 0, ϕm(1) = 1. (3.15)
Because the order parameter should not evolve further after reaching the homogeneous equilib-
rium bulk phases, P0 and P1, the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions for homogeneous states





















for any stress P , temperature θ, and corresponding elastic deformation gradient F e. Eq.(3.16) can









Due to the independence of U t and ψ








Therefore, Eq.(3.18) results in the second condition to be satisfied by the interpolation function








The third condition for interpolation functions is related to the instability criteria. Specifically, the
PFA criteria for thermodynamic instability of equilibrium phases should coincide with the actual
lattice instability conditions obtained using atomistic simulations or experiments.
By definition, if a spontaneous deviation of the order parameter ∆η from the thermodynamic
equilibrium values η̂ = 0 or 1 is thermodynamically admissible under the prescribed boundary
conditions, the equilibrium is unstable; this results in the general criterion for the instability of the
equilibrium of phase η̂ Levitas (2013b, 2018b):
∂X (P ,F e, η)
∂η














≥ 0, η = η̂. (3.20)
The lattice instability conditions for cubic to tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs were obtained via MD
simulations for various combinations of all six components of the Cauchy stress tensor in Levitas
et al. (2017b,a). In 3D stress σi space, with the loading by stress σ3 under fixed σ1 and σ2, all
points for direct and reverse instability stresses have been located close to two intersecting planes:
P0 → P1 :

0.36(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≥ 12.29 GPa if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa
0.19(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≥ 9.45 GPa otherwise
P1 → P0 : 0.19(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≤ 9.45 GPa. (3.21)
After intersecting both planes for direct and reverse PTs, these conditions coincide. Note that for
cubic-to-tetragonal transformation, there are two transformation strains εt1 = εt2. Therefore, the
coefficients for σ1 and σ2 in Eq. (4.20) are the same.
To make Eqs. (3.20) and (4.20) coincident, the second derivatives of all interpolation functions
participating in (3.20) should be controlled by some prescribed values:
d2ϕm(0)
dη2
= 2am ≥ 0;
d2ϕm(1)
dη2
= 2wm ≤ 0. (3.22)
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3.3.4 Advanced interpolation function for transformation strain
In this section, we present an advanced interpolation function for transformation strain, which
enables the PFA instability criteria Eq. (3.20) to reproduce the lattice instability conditions ob-
tained by MD simulations in Eq. (4.20). It can be observed in Eq. (4.20) that the slopes of planes
for direct and reverse PTs are different. According to results in Levitas and Preston (2002a,b);
Levitas et al. (2003), this cannot be achieved by means of the traditional scalar interpolation func-
tion; the same applies to all components of the transformation strain. Thus, we need a matrix
form of the interpolation function with a different function for each independent component of the
transformation deformation gradient U t. Besides, the minimum degree of polynomial that satisfies
the three mentioned conditions for the interpolation function in Eqs. (3.15), (3.19), and (3.22), is
a fifth degree polynomial.
The transformation deformation gradient can be obtained by interpolating the transformation
strain as
U t(η) = I + εt ◦ϕ(aε,wε, η);
ϕ := [aεη
2 + (10ι − 3aε +wε) η3 + (3aε − 2wε − 15ι)η4 + (6ι − aε +wε)η5], (3.23)
where εt = U t(1) − I is the transformation strain after complete transformation from the parent
phase P0 to the product phase P1; ϕ (and consequently, aε,wε, ι) is a matrix (not a second-rank
tensor), which has the same symmetry and non-zero components as εt in the coordinate system
of the crystal lattice of P1; all non-zero components of matrix ι are equal to 1. The Hadamard
product is defined as εt ◦ϕ := {εijt ϕij} with no summation over i and j. Matrices aε and wε contain
the constants of the interpolation function ϕij to be found through the calibration of the lattice
instability criteria with atomistic simulations. They are also equal to the second derivative of ϕ
at η = 0 and η = 1, respectively. For transformations between cubic and tetragonal phases Si
I↔Si II, all matrices are defined in the cubic axes of Si I, all non-diagonal components are zero,
and two diagonal components corresponding to the equal transformation strains are equal. Two
independent constants in matrices aε and wε are given in Table 2.
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Here, we simplify the PFA instability criteria and then show that with the presented advanced
interpolation functions, they can produce the same instability conditions as in MD simulations.
Because the MD simulations have shown that the shear stresses contribution in the lattice instability
is negligible, we only consider the normal stress components. Substituting all terms in Eq.(3.20)
and expressing the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress in terms of the Cauchy stress, we obtain the criteria
for direct and reverse PTs as





≥ 0 ⇒ (σ − ψ
e
Je
I ):εt ◦ aε −
1
Je
(A+ 3∆ψθ) ≥ 0;





≥ 0 ⇒ (σ − ψ
e
Je
I ):U−1t (1)·εt ◦wε −
1
J
(A− 3∆ψθ) ≥ 0. (3.24)
In the next step, Eqs.(3.24) can be expressed more explicitly. Because the MD instability
criteria are linear in the stress components, and ψe is a nonlinear term in the stresses as well as
being an order of magnitude smaller than the stresses, the term ψe can be neglected. The first
term in Eq.(3.24) can be simplified further for cubic-to-tetragonal PT accounting for εt2 = εt1 due
to tetragonal symmetry. After these elaborations Eq.(3.24) simplifies as













3.3.5 Specification of the elastic energy






























[λnδinδjnδknδln + µn(δinδjnδkl + δijδknδln) (3.27)
+νn(δinδjkδln + δjnδikδln + δinδjlδkn + δjnδilδkn)]. (3.28)
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Here, the constants λn, µn and νn can be expressed in terms of nine independent elastic constants
as
λ1 = C11 + C23 + 2C44 − (C12 + C13 + 2C55 + 2C66),
λ2 = C22 + C13 + 2C55 − (C12 + C23 + 2C44 + 2C66),
λ3 = C33 + C12 + 2C66 − (C13 + C23 + 2C44 + 2C55),
2µ1 = C12 + C13 − C23, 2ν1 = C55 + C66 − C44,
2µ2 = C12 + C23 − C13, 2ν1 = C44 + C66 − C55,
2µ3 = C13 + C23 − C12, 2ν1 = C44 + C55 − C66. (3.29)
In particular, for a tetragonal crystal lattice, which has two equivalent symmetry planes, one has
C11 = C22 , C13 = C23, and C44 = C55. Therefore, Eq. (3.29) simplifies to
λ1 = λ2 = C11 − (C12 + 2C66),
λ3 = C33 + C12 + 2C66 − 2(C13 + 2C44),
2µ1 = 2µ2 = C12, 2µ3 = 2C13 − C12,
2ν1 = 2ν2 = C66, 2ν3 = 2C44 − C66. (3.30)
Furthermore, for cubic crystals, all three orthogonal symmetry planes are equivalent; therefore,
C11 = C22 = C33 , C13 = C23 = C13, and C44 = C55 = C66, and Eq. (3.29) reduces to
λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = C11 − C12 − 2C44,
2µ1 = 2µ2 = 2µ3 = C12,
2ν1 = 2ν2 = 2ν3 = C44. (3.31)
During the PT, the elastic constants λn, µn and νn for the three orthogonal directions are
interpolated as
λn = λn0 + (λ
n
1 − λn0 )ϕe(η); µn = µn0 + (µn1 − µn0 )ϕe(η); νn = νn0 + (νn1 − νn0 )ϕe(η), (3.32)
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1 , and ν
n
1 , respectively. The
corresponding interpolation function is Levitas (2018b):
ϕe(η) = η
3(10− 15η + 6η2). (3.33)
This interpolation function, having zero first and second derivatives at η = 0 and 1, has been used
to eliminate the nonlinear term in stresses in the PFA instability criteria, which include change of
elastic energy. The MD simulations of Si I↔Si II PTs have resulted in linear-in-stresses instability
conditions Levitas et al. (2017b,a).
3.3.6 Boundary conditions for mechanics and phase field problems
Mechanics problem. We prescribe the displacements on S0u and the traction on S0T :
u = ū on S0u, and (3.34)
P ·n0 = p̄ on S0T , (3.35)
where ū and p̄ are the specified displacement vector and traction vector on the respective boundaries.
The periodic boundary conditions for the displacements are also considered. If a pair of surfaces
SP10u ⊂ S0 and SP20u ⊂ S0 have periodic BCs for displacements (where SP10u ∩ SP20u is empty),
u|SP10u = u|SP20u +Du, (3.36)
where Du is specified. A mixed type of boundary conditions can also be used where, on a particular
boundary, some component(s) of the displacements are specified, some component(s) of the traction
vector are specified, and a part of the boundary has periodic BC on the displacements.
Phase field problem. For the phase field problem, we specify the order parameter η on the Dirichlet
boundary, i.e.
η = η̄ on SD0η, (3.37)
consider the homogeneous BC on the Neumann boundary
∇0η·n0 = 0 on SN0η, (3.38)
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and on a pair of periodic boundaries SP10η ⊂ S0 and SP10η ⊂ S0 (where SP10η ∩ SP20η is empty) having
opposite outward unit normal vectors (n0|SP10η = −n0|SP20η ), use the following conditions
η|SP10η = η|SP20η and ∇0η·n0|SP10η = −∇0η·n0|SP20η . (3.39)
For a boundary-value problem, the boundary condition for the order parameter may be of Dirichlet
type, Neumann type, periodic type, or a combination of any two types or all three types.
3.4 Weak formulations and finite element procedure
We have used a nonlinear finite element method for solving the coupled elasticity and phase
field equation enlisted in Section 3.3. We have used a non-monolithic method to solve the systems
of equations, i.e. while solving the mechanical equilibrium equations, we have assumed that the
order parameter remains fixed, and while solving the Ginzburg-landau equation, we have assumed
that the state of deformation of the body is fixed.
3.4.1 Weak form of mechanical equilibrium equation and its linearization
The weak form of the equilibrium equation Eq. (3.13) is Wriggers (2008)
R(u, δu) = −
∫
Ω0
(∇0·P )·δu dV0 = 0, (3.40)
where δu is the virtual displacement (also called the test function), which satisfies δu = 0 on














p̄·δudS0 = 0, (3.41)





To solve for the displacements using the Newton’s iterative method we linearize the weak form Eq.









where ∆u is an increment of the displacement vector and C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor
defined in Ω which is related to C and C , the fourth-order elastic modulus tensors defined in Ω0














Note that the indices in upper case, i.e. I, J, etc. are for Ω0; the indices in lower case i, j, etc. are
for Ωt; and the indices with ‘hat’, i.e. î, ĵ, etc. are used for the deformed configuration Ω. The








In Eq. (3.43), ∆ε is defined as
∆ε := 0.5(∇∆u +∇∆uT ). (3.46)
3.4.2 Weak form of Ginzburg-Landau equation and its linearization
We will now derive the weak form of the Ginzburg-Landau equation (4.15) and linearize it. To
this end we discretize the time derivative using η̇ = (ηn−ηn−1)/k over the time interval t0 ≤ t ≤ tf ,
where k is the time step size, t0 is the initial time, and tf is the final time. We thus discretize the
Ginzburg-Landau equation (4.15) and express it as
ηn − ηn−1
Lk
+ fn − β∇02η̃n = 0, (3.47)
where η̃n = ϑηn + (1− ϑ)ηn−1, the subscript n denotes the time step number, and the function fn
is given by
fn = f(η̃n,un−1) = −
(
















Note that the Ginzburg-Landau equation is discretized in time using the ϑ-method, which allows for
a continuum of the scheme. For instance, choosing ϑ = 0 or ϑ = 1, we receive an explicit or implicit
Euler method, respectively, where both methods are first-order schemes. However, ϑ = 0.5 leads
to a second-order scheme, called the Crank-Nicolson method. It should be noticed that the local
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driving force X at the right-hand side causes nonlinearity. Besides, the zero Neumann boundary
condition is enforced, there is no Dirichlet boundary condition, and in the case of Periodic BC, it is



















Using the identity∇0 · (∇0η̃n · δηn) =∇20η̃n · δηn+∇0η̃n ·∇0δηn in the second integral of Eq. (3.49)



















βδηn∇0η̃n ·n0 dS0 = 0,
(3.50)
where, in the last integral, we have used the fact that δη = 0 at the Dirichlet boundary and
hence the integration is to be performed over the homogeneous Neumann boundary and/or the
periodic boundaries if there are any (see Section 3.3.6). If there are periodic boundaries, applying
conditions in Eq. (3.39) the last integration in Eq. (3.50) is further simplified to only be taken
over the Neumann boundaries SN0η.
In both cases from Eq. (3.38) and (3.39)2, we conclude that the last integral in Eq. (3.50)
identically vanishes.
We will use the Newton’s iteration method for computing the order parameter in a manner
similar to the mechanics problem. To do so, we will linearize the weak form given by Eq. (3.50)
and determine the tangent. The weak form is expanded in the Taylor’ series about ηnk :
Rη(ηn + ∆ηηn, δηn) = Rη(ηn, δηn) + ∆ηRη + o(∆ηηn) = 0, (3.51)
where ∆η denotes the increment of a function or functional with respect to η and o(∆ηηn) is such














































































θ(6− 12η̃n) + ϑρ0A(2− 12η̃n + 12η̃2n), (3.53)
where














tn · Ŝn ·U
−1


























































































Note that we have used P n = JtnF n−1 ·U−1tn · Ŝn ·U
−1
tn to obtain the expression in Eq. (3.55),
and to calculate the derivative of Een with respect to η̃n, we used Eq. (6.3)4.
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3.4.3 Derivation of the weak form of the mechanical equilibrium equation and lin-
earization
In Section 3.4, we outline the weak forms for the mechanical equilibrium equations without
details. We present the detailed derivation here. As described in Section 3.4, we have used a
non-monolithic scheme to solve the governing equations, i.e. for solving for the displacements, we
assume that the order parameter is constant in all iterations.
The weak form of the equilibrium equation (Eq. (3.13)) is given by Eq. (3.40). Integrating Eq.





P T :∇0δudV0 −
∫
S0T
p̄·δu dS0 = 0 (3.61)
where we have used the identity ∇0 · (P T · δu) = (∇0 ·P ) · δu +P T :∇0δu and recall that p̄ is the




(F T .F − I ), δF =∇0δu and ∇0(.) =∇(.).F (3.62)




(∇0δuT ·F +F T ·∇0δu) =
1
2
F T ·(∇δuT +∇δu)·F = F T ·δε·F (3.63)
with δε given by Eq. (3.42). Utilizing the relations between the Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy stresses
given by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), as well as using Eq. (3.63), the first integrand in Eq. (3.61) can
be rewritten as
P :∇0(δu) = S:F T ·∇(δu)·F = S:δE = τ :δε, (3.64)
where τ = Jσ is the Kirchhoff stress. Therefore, the weak form of the equilibrium equation
Eq.(3.61) can be written in the form given by Eq. (3.41).
Because we will use the Newton’s iteration for computing the displacements, we must linearize
the weak form given by Eq. (3.41). In doing so we expand the weak form in a Taylor series about
u
R(u + ∆u, δu) = R(u, δu) + ∆R(u,∆u, δu) + o(∆u) = 0, (3.65)
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where ∆u is an increment of the displacement vector, δu has been kept fixed, o(∆u) consists of the
higher order terms in ∆u such that lim∆u→0 o(∆u)/|∆u| = 0, and ∆R(u,∆u, δu) is the directional
derivative of R defined as Wriggers (2008)
∆F (u,∆u, δu) = DF (u, δu) ·∆u = d
dε




for any differentiable functional or function F .








We will now derive an amenable form of the integrands in Eq. (3.67).








t · (C : ∆Ee) ·U
−1
t , (3.68)
where C is the fourth order elastic modulus tensor with respect to Ωt and is given by Eqs. (3.28)






which we use to rewrite Eq. (3.68) as
∆S = JtU
−1






t = C : ∆E, (3.70)
where C is the fourth order elasticity tensor defined in the reference configuration Ω0, which is
related to C by






Note that the indices in upper case, i.e. I, J, etc. are for Ω0 and the indices in lower case, i.e. i, j,
etc., are for Ωt. Using Eqs. (3.63) and (3.70), we rewrite the first integrand of Eq. (3.67) as
∆S : δE = δE : C : ∆E = F T · δε ·F : (C : F T ·∆ε ·F ) = δε : JC : ∆ε, (3.72)
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where we have used (see Chapter 10 of Zienkiewicz et al. (2000))
∆E = F T ·∆ε ·F , (3.73)
with ∆ε given by Eq. (3.46) and C as the fourth order elasticity tensor defined in Ω, which is given
by Eq. (3.44).





(∇0∆uT ·∇0δu +∇0δuT ·∇0∆u) =
1
2
F T ·(∇∆uT ·∇δu +∇δuT ·∇∆u)·F . (3.74)
Thus, noticing that S = F −1·τ ·F −T , the second integrand of Eq. (3.67) is expressed as
S:∆(δE) =∇δu:τ ·∇∆uT . (3.75)
Therefore, Eq. (3.67) simplifies to the form given by Eq. (3.43).
3.4.4 Finite element implementation
We will now derive the finite element equations. The reference body Ω0 is discretized into nel
number of elements Ω0 ≈ ∪nelel=1Ω
el
0 . Assuming isoparametric elements, we accept the following
interpolations for the position vectors, displacements, order parameter, and the variations and

































In Eq. (3.76), Na (a = 1, 2, . . . , ng) denote the shape functions for the element Ω
el
0 ; ng is the
number of nodal points in each element; the quantity with tilde corresponding to each variable
denotes its nodal value; e.g. r̃0a denotes the displacement vector at a
th node; the superscript el
designates the index for the elements; and ξ designates the coordinate of an isoparametric element
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in its reference configuration Wriggers (2008). The gradients of the displacement vector, order



























el−T · ∇ξNa, (3.77)





a=1 r̃a ⊗∇ξNa, ∇ξ designates the gradient with respect to the coordinates of
the isoparametric element denoted by ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3}T , and therefore∇ξNa = [∂Na/∂ξ1, ∂Na/∂ξ2, ∂Na/∂ξ3]T .
3.4.4.1 Discretization of equilibrium equation and phase field equation
We will now use Eqs. (3.76) and (3.77) in the weak forms and their linearizations to derive the
finite element equations. For the mechanics problem we use Eq. (3.41) in Eq. (3.65), discretize it
using Eqs. (3.76) and (3.77), and perform the assembly operation over all finite elements to obtain
the system of algebraic equations given by Eq. (3.78), where we have neglected the higher order
terms in ∆u in Eq. (3.65) and used the arbitrariness of the increment of the nodal displacements.
Note that K and ru, which are given by Eqs. (3.79)1 and (3.79)2 are the nu × nu global tangent
matrix and nu×1 global residual matrix, respectively, where nu is the total number of displacement
degrees of freedom. The expressions for the spatial gradient of the shape function and the standard
FE B matrix are given by Eqs. (3.80)1 and (3.80)2, respectively, where the subscripts followed by
a comma denote the spatial derivatives with respect to the corresponding coordinate in Ω. The
geometric stiffness part of the total tangent matrix is given by Eq. (3.79)4, which is neglected in the
infinitesimal strain formulations. In Eq. (3.78), the central dot implies the standard multiplication
between the matrixK and the column matrix ∆up. The nodal displacements after the pth iteration
are computed using Eq. (3.81); see the algorithm in Section 3.4.5 for the procedure.
In a similar way we discretize the phase field problem. Using Eq. (3.50) in Eq. (3.51), then
using Eqs. (3.76) and (3.77) therein and performing the standard assembly operation, and utilizing
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the arbitrariness of the nodal increment of the order parameter, the system of equations given by
Eq. (3.82) is obtained. HereQ is the nη×nη global symmetric matrix given by Eq. (3.88), ηqn is the
column matrix (global matrix of size nη × 1) of the nodal order parameter after the qth iteration,
the column matrix (global) ∆ηqn of size nη × 1 contains the increment of the order parameter, and
nη is the total number of DOF for η in the domain. The order parameter is then updated using
Eq. (3.89). The explicit expressions for the global symmetric matrices M , L, and G of size nη×nη
and the global column matrices f and r of size nη × 1 are given in Box-I. We will solve Eq. (3.82)
iteratively and update the order parameters at every time step using Eq. (3.89) while keeping the
state of deformation of the body fixed. The procedure is outlined in Section 3.4.5.
Box-I. Finite element equations for mechanics and phase field problem
• A system of algebraic equations for computing the increment of the nodal displacements at
the pth Newton iteration























































The nodal displacements are updated after the pth iteration using
up = up−1 + ∆up. (3.81)
• A system of algebraic equations for increment of the nodal order parameters
Q ·∆ηηqn = −rη, where (3.82)









































n ) = {M + k ϑL} · ηp−1n − {M − (1− ϑ)kL} · ηn−1 + kf , (3.87)
















3.4.5 Algorithm for computation
Here we outline the overall computational algorithm for solving the coupled Ginzburg-Landau
equation and the mechanics equations. The geometry of the domain and all the initial data and
model parameters are assumed to be known. The following symbols are used in the description of
the procedure: tn - time instance after the (n − 1)th iteration (note that t0 = 0); tf - final time;
εu− tolerance for checking the convergence of the mechanical equilibrium equation; εη- tolerance
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for checking the convergence of the phase field equation; and Nmax- maximum number of iterations
allowed for the Ginzburg-Landau equation.
WHILE (tn ≤ tf )
{
1. # Newton’s iteration for displacements (p is the index for iteration)
Take p = 0 and un,0 = un−1
DO{
• Set p→ p+ 1
• Update F p−1n = I +∇0u
p−1
n using Eq. (6.1)1 and compute U tn(ηn−1) using Eq. (4.41)
or Eq. (??1) based on the model at hand
• Update F e using Eq. (6.1)2 and σ using Eqs. (3.10)2,3 and (3.26)
• Compute K (up−1n ) and ru(u
p−1
n ) using Eqs. (3.79)1 and (3.79)2
• Solve the linear system of Eq (3.78), i.e. K (up−1n ) ·∆upn = −ru(up−1n ) to obtain ∆upn
• Update the displacements using Eq. (3.81), i.e. upn = up−1n + ∆upn
• Calculate the Euclidean norms of the residuals |ru(upn)| and |ru(u1n)|
}WHILE (|ru(upn)| ≤ εu × |ru(u1n)|)
Set n→ n+ 1
2. # Newton’s iteration for the phase field equation (q is the index for iteration)
Take q = 0, and η0n = ηn−1
Compute F (un−1) using Eq. Eq. (6.1)1, i.e. F (un−1) = I +∇0un−1
DO {
(a) Set q → q + 1
90
(b) Compute U t(η
q−1
n ) using Eq. (4.41) or Eq. (??1), F e using Eq. (6.1)2, and σ using Eqs.
(3.10)2,3 and (3.26)






n ), f (η
q−1




(d) Solve Eq. (3.82), i.e. Q ·∆ηηqn = −rη to obtain ∆ηηqn







(f) Compute the Euclidean norms of the residual |rη(ηqn)|
}WHILE (|rη(ηqn)| ≤ εη × |rη(η1n)|)
}
3.5 Material parameters for Si I↔Si II phase transformations
The material parameters taken from Hennig et al. (2010); Levitas et al. (2003) are used and listed
in Table 6.1. The thermal driving force for PT ∆ψθ, the transformation strain εt, and the double-
well barrier constant A, along with the constants in the interpolation function for transformation
strain aε1, aε3, wε1, and wε3, are obtained from PFA calibration Levitas (2018b); Babaei and Levitas
(2018) using results from the MD simulations Levitas et al. (2017b,a) and are listed in Table 3.2.
In particular, the Si I ↔ Si II transformation strain measures are εt = (0.1753; 0.1753;−0.447) .
Therefore, Jt(1) = (1 + εt1)
2(1 + εt3) = 0.764. For calibration, the Jacobian determinants, Je and
J in Eqs. (5.1) are considered to be 0.93 and 0.64 respectively, based on their magnitude in our
PFA simulations of Si I↔Si II PT.
Table 3.1: Material parameters including kinetic coefficient L (Pa.s)−1, gradient energy constant β
(N) and elastic constants (GPa).

















2600 2.59× 10−10 167.5 80.1 65.0 174.76 136.68 60.24 42.22 102.0 68.0
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Table 3.2: Parameters obtained after calibration of the model with MD simulations. ∆ψθ and A
are presented in GPa.
Stress state ∆ψθ A aε1 aε3 wε1 wε3
If −σ3 ≥ 6.23 6.35 0.75 3.31 3.60 -2.48 -2.39
Otherwise 6.35 -9.48 1.10 2.26 -3.88 -3.73
3.6 Numerical solutions
The FEM algorithm and numerical procedure has been developed in the deal.II program
Bangerth et al. (2007), a C++ library aimed at the computational solution of partial differen-
tial equations. The three-dimensional, fully geometrically nonlinear response of an anisotropic
crystal has been modeled. While the simulations are performed in the reference configuration, the
results are presented in the deformed configuration. Finite element discretization was performed
only at the beginning without remeshing during deformation.
3.6.1 Effect of different prescribed stress measures on lattice instability and initiation
of the phase transformation
It is known that, for large strains, the elastic instability conditions depend on which stress
measure is prescribed Hill and Milstein (1977b); Milstein et al. (1995); Wang et al. (1993). However,
it has been strictly mathematically proven that our PFA instability criteria are independent of the
type of prescribed stress measure Levitas (2013b, 2018b). Here, we further analyze further this
difference between our theory and previous theories. For this purpose, three different loading
conditions including strain-controlled, Cauchy stress-controlled, and first Piola-Kirchhoff stress-
controlled loadings are compared. We consider a single 3D cubic finite element with zero stresses
on its four lateral faces and a homogeneous solution for stresses and strains. First, by controlling
displacement on the top and bottom faces, a compressive strain-controlled loading in the vertical
direction is applied. As a result, the three stress-strain curves for the Cauchy, first Piola-Kirchhoff,
and second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses are obtained as shown in Fig. 3.1. Within the framework of
our PFA, the instability point for direct PT corresponds to the deviation of the order parameter
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Figure 3.1: Stress-strain curves for uniaxial compressive strain-controlled loading for three different
stress tensors, Cauchy, first Piola-Kirchhoff and second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses. Markers show
corresponding instability points and stress peak points.
from zero, i.e. to the initiation of a PT. While such a process does not occur spontaneously at fixed
strain, we can achieve a ”controlled instability.” That is, we define instability as a strain state at
which the driving force for the change of order parameter X, becomes positive and fluctuational
deviation of the order parameter from zero does not return. This can be considered at fixed strain
or any stress measure. It can be observed that such an instability occurs at a specific strain
whose corresponding stresses are marked in Fig. 3.1 for all stress measures. Therefore, through
this process, the instability stresses for different stress measures are obtained. Besides, it can be
observed that the stress peaks do not coincide with instability points at larger strains.
Next, we consider two different stress-controlled loadings prescribing Cauchy stress and first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress on the top and bottom faces of the element instead of displacement. The
stress-order parameter curves for both stress-controlled measures as well as the strain-order pa-
rameter curve for the previous strain-controlled loading are shown in Fig. 3.2. It is apparent that,
for both stress measures, once the stress exceeds the corresponding instability stress obtained in
strain-controlled case, the driving force becomes positive and order parameter ceases to be zero and
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Figure 3.2: Stress-order parameter curves for uniaxial compressive stress-controlled loadings with
prescribed Cauchy or first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses. Strain-order parameter curve is also included
for strain-controlled loading.
rises. However, this does not mean that, by exceeding the instability stress, the order parameter
continues to rise until the PT is completed. If we apply a stress that is higher than the instability
stress but lower than the peak stress, the order parameter equilibrates at the corresponding value
of the prescribed stress and remains constant. To have a continuing PT, the stress must slightly
exceed the peak point so that afterward, the PT does not stop until completion. In addition, it can
be observed from the strain-order parameter curve obtained in a strain-controlled loading that the
strain must increase after instability to complete the PT, independent of the location of the stress
peaks for both stress measures.
Thus, the instability point, at which PT starts and the order-parameter ceases to be zero, occurs
at a specific strain and independent of the prescribed stress measure. However, to complete the
PT, the stress should exceed the stress peak point depending on which stress measure is prescribed.
The difference between our approach to lattice instability and the elastic instability approach in
Hill and Milstein (1977b); Milstein et al. (1995); Wang et al. (1993) is related to different definitions
of instability. Our definition means instability of the phase equilibrium and initiation of a phase
transformation. The elastic instability is related to the impossibility of mechanical equilibrium
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of the state under study and transition to other equilibrium state(s). As is illustrated in Fig.
3.1, mechanical instability, corresponding to the peak stress, clearly depends on the type of the
prescribed stress measure.
During the solution of boundary-value problems with heterogeneous fields, we cannot prescribe
stress for each material point within the bulk but only at the boundary. To further clarify the
instability concept, let us consider a PT simulation shown in Fig. 3.3, in which a 3D sample of the
size 20× 60× 5nm3 is considered with values of the order parameter, randomly distributed in the
range 0-0.1, as the initial condition to mimic the athermal heterogeneous perturbations. The right
and bottom faces, as well as one of the faces in the thickness direction, are fixed by zero normal-to-
the-face displacements. The top face and the other face in the thickness direction are stress-free. A
compressive Cauchy stress larger than the instability stress, but slightly below the corresponding
Cauchy peak point, is prescribed on the left face. Due to the heterogeneously-distributed initial
condition for the order parameter, the internal stresses are one order of magnitude smaller than
the prescribed stress. However, they are sufficient to add up to the prescribed stress so that the
local stress within some bulk zones slightly exceeds the Cauchy stress peak value.
Therefore, although the stresses throughout the sample are bellow the first Piola-Kirchhoff peak
stress (i.e. strain is between two peak points), because at least one of the conditions for continuation
of PT (in this case, for the Cauchy stress) is met, the PT evolves. During the PT, a martensitic
band is formed and propagates until the stationary solution is reached. Interestingly, it is apparent
that the complex internal stresses due to the large deformation of the boundary at the top region
suppress the PT and prevent further movement of the interface.
In conclusion, the fulfillment of at least one of the conditions for PT completion suffices and
there is no need to satisfy the conditions for all stress measures. This means that the chief stress
measure, which is responsible for PT completion, is the measure with the lowest strain at the peak
point. For the mentioned case in which PT is caused by compression, it was Cauchy stress; however,
for the PT caused by tension, the chief stress measure would be the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress.
Note that because the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress does not have its maximum in Fig. 3.1, when it
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Figure 3.3: Nanostructure evolution for prescribing compressive Cauchy stress at the left face with
the magnitude slightly below the Cauchy stress peak point but above the instability stress.
is prescribed, the PT in a single element can be performed in a controlled way without mechanical
instability.
3.6.2 Effect of stress hysteresis on PT
In a recent paper Zarkevich et al. (2018a), the DFT simulations were employed to study the
crystal lattice elastic instability during Si I↔Si II PTs when subjected to a general stress tensor.
For Si I→Si II PT, the instability stresses obtained by DFT simulations had excellent agreement
with instability stresses from MD simulations Levitas et al. (2017b,a). However, for Si II→Si I
PT, the instability stresses obtained by DFT were far below the MD results, producing a higher
hysteresis. To study the effect of different instability stresses for the reverse PT, which in turn
changes the stress hysteresis in the local stress-strain curves, on the nanostructure evolution, we
considered different parallel reverse instability lines, shown in Fig. 3.4, using different calibration
constants.
These lines are characterized by the instability stress at σ1 = σ2 = 0. We keep the same
instability line for the direct PT (σd = 12.29 GPa) and consider four parallel lines for reverse PT,
from σr = 9.45 GPa obtained from the MD calibration down to σr = −3 GPa for comparison.
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A 3D sample with the size 80 × 80 × 5 nm is considered in this section. The periodic condition
for both solution variables, namely the order parameter and displacement, is considered for the
pair lateral right and left faces (orthogonal to the axis 1), as well as the top and bottom faces
(orthogonal to the axis 3). One of the faces in the thickness direction (normal to the axis 2) is
fixed for the normal-to-the-face displacement, namely u2 = 0, and stress-free for shear stresses; it
acts as the symmetry plane. The other face is stress-free. A relative compressive displacement u3
is applied on the top and bottom faces and a tensile relative displacement u1, proportional to the
Poisson effect (u1 = νu3), is applied on the left and right pair faces. One displacement degree of
freedom in directions 1 and 3 is required to be fixed, which was done at the center of the sample.
To accelerate the martensitic band formation process, the initial condition for the order parameter
is considered to be 0.1 within two inclined bands connecting the center of the external top and
left faces, as well as the bottom and right faces. The initial order parameter is considered 0.01
anywhere else outside of the bands. It is worth mentioning that, if a randomly distributed initial
value was considered, through quasi-static loading we would finally obtain such martensitic bands
within the sample; however, this would increase the number of time steps and computation time
by more than one order of magnitude.
The nanostructure evolution for three different cases of reverse instability lines are shown in Fig.
3.5. It can be observed that for the minimum hysteresis case (i.e. σr = 9.45 GPa), in addition to
the formation of martensitic bands and their subsequent propagation, there is a homogeneous PT
outside of the martensitic bands, which leads to an intermediate phase. However, as the hysteresis
increases by shifting the reverse instability line down, the rate of homogeneous PT outside of the
martensitic bands decreases such that, for the highest hysteresis case, PT is completed merely by
propagation of the martensitic bands. The order parameter fields at t = 2ps along a line passing
through the bands from the upper right corner to the lower left corner are shown in Fig. 3.6.
The vertical lines determine the width of one of the interfaces and half of the either martensitic or
austenitic bands for the intermediate hysteresis case (σr = 6GPa). It can be seen that the higher
hysteresis not only leads to thinner interfaces and wider martensitic bands, but also decreases the
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Figure 3.4: Instability lines for direct PT and four different instability lines for reverse PT used for
studying the effect of stress hysteresis on nanostructure evolution.
value of the order parameter within the austenitic regions. The reason for such a nanostructure
evolution can be further analyzed by considering the driving force field, which is shown in Fig. 3.7.
It can be observed that, by increasing the hysteresis, the magnitude of the driving force increases
within the interface and decreases outside of the interface, which can explain why the propagation
of martensitic bands dominates the PT process for larger hysteresis.
Let us consider the effect of change in the hysteresis and the resultant nanostructure evolution
on the internal stress fields. For this purpose, we study three different normal stress fields, namely
normal-to-the-interface stress - σn, tangential-to-the-interface stress - σt and stress in the thickness
direction - σ2. These three stress fields are shown for the intermediate hysteresis case (σr = 6 GPa)
at t = 2 ps in Fig. 3.8. They are also shown for all hysteresis cases along the previously-mentioned
line passing through the bands in Figs. 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11. A number of remarks can be made based
on Fig. 3.9. First, the overall compressive σn is higher within the martensitic bands than that
within the austenitic bands. Second, the maximum and minimum stresses are both in the close
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Figure 3.5: Nanostructure evolution for three different reverse instability lines.



















Figure 3.6: Distribution of the order parameter η at t = 2ps along a line on the front face passing
through the nanostructure from the upper right corner to the lower left corner for three different
reverse instability lines.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of the driving force X at t = 2ps along a line on the front face passing
through the nanostructure from the upper right corner to the lower left corner for three different
reverse instability lines.
vicinity of the interface such that the maximum stress is at the martensitic side of the interface
and the minimum stress is at the austenitic side of the interface. Therefore, a sharp change in σn
is observed within the interface. Third, by moving away from the interface, σn increases within the
austenitic bands, whereas it decreases within the martensitic bands. Fourth, although increasing
the hysteresis and consequently reducing the interface width leads to a decrease in overall σn, the
difference between the maximum and minimum stress, specifically the change of stress within the
interface, increases.
Next, some points can be noticed in Fig. 3.10 for the tangential-to-the-interface stress, σt. First,
it is apparent that the compressive σt is at its minimum at the center of the martensitic bands and
continues to increase toward the austenitic region where it reaches its maximum. However, there is
a local minimum within the interface due to tensile interfacial stress. Second, although the increase
in hysteresis does not significantly affect the σt within the martensitic region, it leads to a sharper
increase within the interface and consequently higher values of σt within the austenitic regions.
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Figure 3.8: Three different stress fields including normal-to-the-interface stress, tangential-to-the-
interface stress and normal stress in the thickness direction for intermediate hysteresis case (σr =
6GPa) at t = 2ps.
Moreover, the normal stress in the thickness direction σ2, is worth discussing. It should be
noticed that the stress in the thickness direction is mostly produced by transformational extension
within the martensitic bands. Therefore, σ2 is highly concentrated at the interface where the
interaction between expanding martensitic bands and resisting austenitic bands leads to a huge
interfacial stress at the interface. This interfacial stress is compressive at the martensitic side,
tensile at the austenitic side and tends to zero as it moves away from the interface. It can also
be noticed that the increase in hysteresis, which leads to the thinner interfaces, in turn causes an
increase in this stress.
Note that for the sharp interface, σn should be continuous across an interface. The large
variation of σn across an interface in Fig. 3.9 is caused by its finite width, which is comparable
with the thickness of a sample, the variable length of the interface, and variation of the stresses
and the order parameter along the thickness of a sample.
3.6.3 Effect of stress in thickness direction on PT
In this section, the effect of the normal component of the stress tensor in the thickness direction
σ2 on nanostructure evolution is studied. The size of the sample, the boundary condition for the left
and right pair faces, and the top and bottom pair faces, the initial condition for the order parameter,
and the loading condition are the same as in the previous section. However, two different boundary
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of the normal-to-the-interface stress σn along a line on the front face
passing through the nanostructure from the upper right corner to the lower left corner t = 2ps for
three different reverse instability lines.



















Figure 3.10: Distribution of the tangential-to-the-interface stress, σt, along a line on the front face
passing through the nanostructure from the upper right corner to the lower left corner t = 2ps for
three different reverse instability lines.
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of the normal-to-the-front-face stress, σ2, along a line on the front face
passing through the nanostructure from the upper right corner to the lower left corner t = 2ps for
three different reverse instability lines.
conditions for the front and back faces (orthogonal to the direction 2) are considered. First, as in
previous case studies, the back face is fixed for normal-to-the-face displacement and stress-free for
shear stresses; the front face is stress-free. This means that, we are modeling the symmetric half of a
sample twice as thick with two free faces in the thickness direction. Second, we consider the periodic
condition on a pair of front and back faces for both the order parameter and the displacement
field. When applying periodicity, the relative tensile displacement between faces is prescribed at
every time step, which is applied proportionally to the Poisson effect resulting from compressive
displacement applied in the vertical direction, specifically u2 = νu3. It should be noticed that the
reverse instability lines for both boundary condition cases are identical (σr = 3GPa).
The order parameter fields are shown in Fig. 3.12. For a stress-free boundary in the thickness
direction, the PT is completed by the formation and propagation of martensitic bands. For periodic
BC, although the martensitic bands are formed and widen to some extent, they stop propagating
at some stage. Instead, the PT is completed by the instability and subsequent homogeneous trans-
formation within the austenitic regions. This phenomenon can be described further by considering
the field of driving force, and its value along a line passing through the bands at t = 2 ps, shown in
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Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. It can be observed that, for stress-free conditions in the thickness direction, the
driving force is non-negative everywhere, zero in the Si I bands, and localizes at the interface with
a maximum value much larger than that for the periodic BC in the thickness direction. However,
for periodic BC, there is a uniform positive driving force within the austenitic region, and although
the driving force reaches a maximum positive value within the interface at the martensitic side, it
drops sharply to a negative minimum value at the austenitic side. Therefore, these ups and downs
of driving force within the interface cancel each other and stop martensitic band broadening.
Such a difference in the nanostructure evolution and the driving force field can be explained
by the field of the normal stress in the thickness direction σ2 (Fig. 3.15). For stress-free BC,
σ2 ' 0 within the bulk phases and is only localized and oscillates within the interfaces. However,
for periodic BC there is a restrictive compressive stress in the thickness direction against transfor-
mational expansion, because the transformation displacement exceeds the applied displacement on
the external faces. Therefore, this huge compressive stress within the martensitic bands suppresses
the propagation of the bands; compressive σ2 in the austenite is much smaller, which promotes the
homogeneous growth of the order parameter within the austenitic regions.
In the previous section, it was demonstrated that reducing the stress hysteresis leads to a
homogeneous PT outside of the martensitic bands to some intermediate phases but increasing the
stress hysteresis leads to growth of martensitic bands within austenite. Besides, it was explained in
the current section that a restrictive periodic BC may lead to a complete homogeneous PT outside
of martensitic bands. Here, these two effects, specifically the effects of the hysteresis and of BC,
are combined. Thus, we consider periodic BC in the thickness direction and increase the hysteresis
by shifting the reverse instability line by 6 GPa down to σr = −3GPa. It can be observed in Fig.
3.16 that the homogeneous PT outside of the martensitic bands converts into a mixture of two
complete phases forming martensitic plates almost orthogonal to two initial plates. Reverse PT in
some regions of the primary martensitic plates reorients the structure, making the new plates the
primary plates. At the next stage, in the austenitic region between the new plates, smaller-scale
crossing plates form, repeating the previous plate-crossing process at smaller scale. If we were to
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Figure 3.12: Nanostructure evolution for two different boundary conditions in the thickness direc-
tion: (a) periodic BC and (b) stress-free BC.
treat a much larger sample, we would expect repetition of such a plate-crossing process at smaller
and smaller scales, producing a fractal microstructure.
3.7 Conclusion
This paper is focused on an advanced PFA for stress-induced martensitic PTs which accounts for
the crystal lattice instability conditions obtained by atomistic simulations. The numerical algorithm
to solve the coupled phase field and mechanics equations was developed. The most general case
of finite elastic and transformational strains was considered, and the anisotropic different elastic
properties of phases were considered. As the previous PFA theories could not reproduce the lattice
instability conditions obtained by atomistic simulations, new requirements were introduced for the
thermodynamic potentials. The crystal lattice instability conditions for Si I↔Si II under multiaxial
loading obtained by MD simulations in Levitas et al. (2017b,a) was used to advance the PFA
instability criteria. To reproduce the MD instability conditions,
- fifth degree polynomial interpolation functions of the order parameter are used;
- each independent component of the transformation strain tensor has different interpolation
function parameters;
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Figure 3.13: Driving force for two different boundary conditions in the thickness direction: (a)
periodic BC and (b) stress-free BC.



















Stress-free BC in thickness direction
Periodic BC in thickness direction
Figure 3.14: Driving force along a line on the front face passing through the bands for two different
boundary conditions in the thickness direction, namely for periodic BC and stress-free BC.
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Figure 3.15: Normal stress in the thickness direction, σ2, for two different boundary conditions in
thickness direction: (a) Stress-free BC and (b) Periodic BC.
Figure 3.16: Nanostructure evolution for reverse instability line σr = −3GPa for periodic condition
in the thickness direction.
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- interpolation functions for the elastic moduli should have zero second derivatives for the parent
and product phases.
Finite element code has been developed in the deal.II program Bangerth et al. (2007), a C++
library aimed at the computational solution of partial differential equations. Numerical solutions
demonstrated that, on one hand, the initiation of the PT is independent of which stress mea-
sure is prescribed; on the other hand, however, the PT will not be completed unless the stress
exceeds the stress peak point, which obviously depends on the prescribed stress measure. In ad-
dition, the relationship between increase in the distance between the direct and reverse instability
stresses or stress hysteresis and the appearance of intermediate phases between martensitic bands
was studied. Moreover, the effects of different boundary conditions, which cause different stress
fields within the interfaces and bulks, on the mechanisms of nanostructure evolution were discussed.
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CHAPTER 4. EFFECT OF 60◦ DISLOCATION ON TRANSFORMATION
STRESSES, NUCLEATION, AND GROWTH FOR PHASE
TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN SILICON I AND SILICON II UNDER
TRIAXIAL LOADING: PHASE-FIELD STUDY
A paper published in Acta Materialia
Hamed Babaei and Valery I. Levitas
4.1 Abstract
Stress-induced martensitic phase transformations (PTs) at a stationary 60◦ dislocation in single-
crystalline Si are modeled by an advanced phase-field approach (PFA), which takes into account
the lattice instability conditions obtained by atomistic simulations for the general stress tensor.
Finite elastic, transformation, and plastic strains are considered. Finite element method (FEM)
simulations elucidate two different mechanisms of nucleation and nanostructure evolution for two
different stress-hysteresis cases. For a traditional finite-stress-hysteresis region, the PT starts with
the barrierless nucleation of a thermodynamically-equilibrium-incomplete embryo, which loses its
stability and grows forming a propagating martensitic band with distinct interfaces. However, in the
unique zero-stress-hysteresis region, where PT for defect-free crystal occurs homogeneously through
intermediate phases without nucleation, interfaces, and growth, the PT starts at a dislocation but
spreads quasi-homogeneously, without interfaces, similar to the defect-free case; the macroscopic
stress-strain curve is horizontal and without hysteresis during direct-reverse PTs. Despite large
normal stresses produced by dislocation in the range of ±(6 − 12) GPa, a relatively small reduc-
tion in macroscopic PT stress by 1.6 GPa is quantitatively explained by mutually compensating
contributions of stresses into lattice instability criterion.
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4.2 Introduction
It is well-accepted that nucleation during martensitic phase transformations (PTs) initiates
at stress concentrators caused by dislocations; see analytical models in Olson and Cohen (1976,
1986); Boulbitch and Toledano (1998a); Levitas (2004b), and PFA simulations Reid et al. (1999);
Artemev et al. (2001b); Xu et al. (2018); Levitas and Javanbakht (2014); Javanbakht and Levitas
(2016). Within PFA, stress concentration at dislocations causes barrierless nucleation of martensite
at temperatures above the lattice instability temperature and stresses below the lattice instability
stresses for an ideal (defect-free) crystal. However, quantitative information on how different dislo-
cation configurations reduce transformation stresses for different PTs is still lacking, especially for
stress-induced PTs.
Monocrystalline silicon (Si) is one of the most important materials in the semiconductor in-
dustry, especially in the micro/nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS). To design and
fabricate MEMS/NEMS devices, a thorough understanding of PTs in Si, as an inelastic deforma-
tion mechanism, is essential. The lattice instability (i.e. PT initiation) conditions for stress-induced
martensitic cubic-to-tetragonal Si-I↔Si-II PTs in ideal (defect-free) crystal under general tensorial
stress states were recently obtained using theoretical predictions within PFA followed by molecular
dynamics (MD) and density functional theory (DFT) validation and specification Levitas (2018b);
Levitas et al. (2017b,a); Zarkevich et al. (2018a). Without shear stresses, the conditions for direct
and reverse PTs were described in 3D space σi (normal-to-cubic-faces stresses) by two intersecting
planes, which coincide after intersection (see Fig. 4.1 for σ1 = σ2). Thus, there are two different
regions of instability: first, a finite-stress-hysteresis region, and second, an unusual zero-stress-
hysteresis region.
Within the zero-stress-hysteresis region, the traditional nucleation and two-phase growth is
substituted by homogeneous and hysteresis-free first-order PTs, as observed in MD Levitas et al.
(2017b) and PFA Babaei and Levitas (2018) simulations. During the homogeneous transformation,
the system passes through an infinite number (continuum) of intermediate crystal lattices (phases),





Figure 4.1: Crystal lattice instability stress lines in the stress plane for direct and reverse phase
transformations in Si. σ3 is uniaxial compressive stress and σ1 = σ2 are lateral biaxial tensile
stresses. Two characteristic regions are present: with finite stress hysteresis for σ1 = σ2 ≤ 8.41
GPa and with zero stress hysteresis for σ1 = σ2 > 8.41 GPa. A schematic plot of the Gibbs energy
versus order parameter for the fixed stress tensor is shown for each instability line (corresponding to
the disappearance of the energy minimum) and phase equilibrium line (corresponding to the equal
energy minima for both phases). For the zero-stress-hysteresis region, the energy barrier between
phases transforms to a plateau corresponding to a continuum of intermediate homogeneous phases,
which are in indifferent thermodynamic equilibrium. In this region, Si-I↔Si-II PTs occur homoge-
neously (i.e. without nucleation and growth), without hysteresis, dissipation, internal stresses and
corresponding damage.
strain in one direction. Homogeneous transformation and zero hysteresis are the most favorable
features for various PT-related applications reducing energy dissipation and damage due to internal
stresses caused by transformation strain.
The PFA model for Si-I↔Si-II PTs in ideal crystal under a general stress tensor, which is
calibrated by atomistic simulations Levitas (2018b); Babaei and Levitas (2018) allows us to quanti-
tatively study the effect of defects on martensitic PTs. Si-I→Si-II PTs are of special interest because
they are accompanied by very large anisotropic transformation strain, which in MD simulations
Levitas et al. (2017b,a) is accommodated elastically (i.e. without dislocations and twinning), thus
generating large internal stresses.
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The presence of the unusual zero-stress-hysteresis region also raises two crucial questions:
-With the heterogeneity of the internal stresses produced by dislocations, will a quasi-homogeneous
evolution of martensitic nanostructure still be possible?
- How do dislocations affect the macroscopic stress hysteresis, i.e. may they lead to a non-zero
macroscopic hysteresis despite being within the local zero-stress-hysteresis region?
Moreover, numerous previous studies have shown that under hydrostatic loading there is a
significant difference between the instability pressure obtained by atomistic simulations, specially
64-80 GPa for Si-I→Si-II PT Mizushima et al. (1994); Gaál-Nagy et al. (2001); Zarkevich et al.
(2018a) and those obtained by experiment, e.g. 10-12 GPa Domnich et al. (2004). However,
the experimental works Domnich et al. (2004); Kailer et al. (1997); Huang and Yan (2015) for
non-hydrostatic uniaxial/multiaxial loadings using nanoindentation or diamond-anvil cell on real
(defective) crystals reveal that the PT stress is in the same range as in atomistic simulations
for ideal (defect-free) crystals Zarkevich et al. (2018a), specially ∼ 11 GPa. Thus, studies must
be performed to determine why the effect of dislocations on uniaxial/multiaxial non-hydrostatic
instability stresses is relatively small.
In this work, we utilize our PFA model Levitas (2018b); Babaei and Levitas (2018) to study
Si-I→Si-II PT at a single stationary 60◦ mixed perfect dislocation within monocrystalline Si using
FEM. We investigate the effect of dislocation on the nucleation of Si II and nanostructure evolution
for finite- and zero-stress-hysteresis regions. Furthermore, we quantitatively explain why dislocation
has a small effect on the instability stresses for non-hydrostatic loadings. Obtained results represent
a closure of the multiscale problem of predicting the PT initiation conditions for real (defective)
materials starting with atomistic simulations, development of PFA for an ideal crystal, and solving
PFA problems for a crystal with defect.
Generally, due to high applied and internal stresses, various other processes may occur, such as
motion of the initial dislocation and generation and motion of new dislocations and cracks. To study
all these processes, corresponding complex theory of interaction between PT, plasticity, and fracture
should be developed, see e.g., a simplified theory in Levitas and Javanbakht (2014); Javanbakht
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and Levitas (2016) and references there for coupled PT and plasticity. This will require significant
time for development and much longer computational time. Still, since many of parameters of this
theory will be unknown, results will have significant indeterminacy. That is why our approach
using single static dislocation (such as in classical problem formulation Olson and Cohen (1976,
1986); Boulbitch and Toledano (1998a); Reid et al. (1999); Artemev et al. (2001b)) and neglecting
nucleation of new dislocations and cracks is much more realistic, economic, and focused, and it
allows us to answer questions that we formulated. MD simulations of the Si-I→Si-II PT under the
same stresses but without initial dislocation Levitas et al. (2017b,a) did not show nucleation of new
dislocations or cracks. Immobility of an initial dislocation can be justified by assumptions of the
high Peierls barrier and much lower mobility of the dislocation than mobility of the phase interface,
which, however, currently do not have any confirmations or contradictions with experiment or MD
simulations.
We designate vectors and tensors with boldface symbols and designate contractions of tensors
A = {Aij} and B = {Blk} over one and two indices as A·B = {Aij Bjk} and A:B = Aij Bji
respectively. The transpose of A is AT , and I is the unit tensor; symbol ∀ means ”for all”; :=
means equal by definition; and ∇ and ∇0 are the gradient operators with respect to the deformed
and undeformed states.
4.3 System of equations
The formulations in this work are based on the general advanced PFA developed in Levitas
(2018b), which was specified for cubic-to-tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs in Babaei and Levitas (2018).
Here, we slightly advance the kinematics by taking into account the plastic deformation due to a
single static dislocation.
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4.3.1 Kinematics of combined phase transformation and dislocation
Multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F = ∂r∂r0 = ∇0r into elastic F e,
transformation U t, and plastic F p parts reads to
F = F e·U t·F p. (4.1)





















= detUtdetF p = detU t = Jt; Jp = detF p = 1; J = JeJt, (4.2)
where V0(ρ0), Vt(ρt), Vp(ρp), and V (ρ) are the volumes (mass densities) in the reference Ω0, inter-
mediate Ωt (after elastic unloading), intermediate Ωp (after elastic unloading and reverse PT), and
actual Ω configurations, respectively.




(F T ·F − I ); Ee =
1
2
(F Te ·F e − I ); E t =
1
2
(U t·U t − I ); Ep =
1
2
(F Tp ·F p − I );
E = F Tp ·U t·Ee·U t·F p +F Tp ·E t·F p +Ep (4.3)
Phase transformation is described by the order parameter η with η = 0 for P0 and η = 1 for
P1. The transformation deformation gradient is expressed as
U t(η) = I + εt ◦ϕ(aε,wε, η);
ϕ := aεη
2 + (10ι − 3aε +wε) η3 + (3aε − 2wε − 15ι)η4 + (6ι − aε +wε)η5, (4.4)
where εt = U t(1) − I is the transformation strain after complete transformation from the parent
phase P0 to the product phase P1; ϕ (and consequently, aε,wε, ι) are matrices (not second-rank
tensors), which have the same non-zero components and symmetry as εt in the coordinate system of
crystal lattice of P0; all non-zero components of matrix ι are equal to one. The Hadamard product
is defined as εt ◦ ϕ := {εijt ϕij} with no summation over i and j. For cubic-to-tetragonal PT, the
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diagonal terms of transformation strain and all matrices are nonzero only, and two of three terms
are the same for all matrices.
Considering a single slip system on a slip plane with the unit normal k and with the Burgers
vector b, the plastic deformation gradient F p representing a simple shear is
F p = I +
1
H
b ⊗ k = I + γm ⊗ k, (4.5)
where γ = |b|H is the plastic shear strain of the single dislocation in a dislocation band of the height
H; m is the unit vector in the direction of b. Parameters k, b and H are determined in the reference
configuration. It should be noted that the plastic deformation gradient leads to deformation only
inside the dislocation band and there is no plastic deformation outside of the dislocation band (i.e.,
F p = I ).
4.3.2 Helmholtz free energy
We accept the expression for the Helmholtz free energy per unit reference volume as
ψ̄(F , η, θ,∇0η) = Jtψe + ψθ + ψ∇, (4.6)
where ψe is the elastic energy per unit volume in the intermediate configuration Ωt, which is the
reference configuration for the elasticity rule; ψθ is the thermal energy, which includes the double-
well barrier between phases as well as the thermal driving force for phase transformation; and ψ∇
is the gradient energy which penalizes interfaces.




























[λnδinδjnδknδln + µn(δinδjnδkl + δijδknδln)
+νn(δinδjkδln + δjnδikδln + δinδjlδkn + δjnδilδkn)], (4.8)
where λn, µn, and νn are nine independent elastic constants, with three for each of the three
orthogonal directions. For materials with a tetragonal crystal lattice, the constants for n = 2 and
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3 are the same; for cubic lattices, constants for all n are the same; see Babaei and Levitas (2018)
for explicit expressions of elastic constants. The constants λn, µn and νn are interpolated during
the PT as
λn = λn0 + (λ
n
1 − λn0 )ϕe(η); µn = µn0 + (µn1 − µn0 )ϕe(η); νn = νn0 + (νn1 − νn0 )ϕe(η), (4.9)










1 being the elastic constants of P0 and P1, respectively. The corre-
sponding interpolation function is Levitas (2018b):
ϕe(η) = η
3(10− 15η + 6η2). (4.10)
The thermal part of the free energy can be expressed as
ψθ = Aη2(1− η)2 + ∆ψθ(3η2 − 2η3), (4.11)
where A is the double-well barrier between P0 and P1 and ∆ψ
θ is the difference between the thermal
free energy of P0 and P1.





where β is the gradient energy coefficient.
4.3.3 The first Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress tensors
The first Piola-Kirchhof stress and the Cauchy stress have the following expressions Levitas
(2018b):





p = JtF e·C:Ee·U−1t ·F
T−1
p ;
σ = J−1P ·F T = ρJtF e·
∂ψe
∂Ee
·F Te = J−1e F e·C:Ee·F Te . (4.13)
4.3.4 Ginzburg-Landau equation
The evolution of the order parameter and corresponding martensitic nanostructure can be
described by the Ginzburg-Landau equation, which represents a linear relationship between the
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rate of change of the order parameter, η̇, and the conjugate generalized thermodynamic force, X:












where L > 0 is the kinetic coefficient. Substituting the free energy Eq. (4.6) into Eq. (4.14) results
in the more explicit but still compact form of the Ginzburg-Landau equation in the reference
configuration
η̇ = LX = L
(

















4.3.5 Equilibrium equation in the reference configuration
∇0·P = 0. (4.16)
4.3.6 Boundary conditions for the order parameter
Assuming that the surface energy does change during the PT, one obtains boundary conditions
for the evolution of the order parameter as
n0·∇0η = 0, (4.17)
where n0 is the normal to the surface in Ω0.
4.3.7 Calibration of crystal lattice instability criteria for Si I-Si II PTs with MD
As elaborated in Babaei and Levitas (2018), the crystal lattice instability conditions for cubic-
to-tetragonal PTs can be presented as













where the components of the transformation strain tensor are εt1 = εt2 = 0.1753 and εt3 = −0.447.
The PFA parameters can be calibrated based on the results of MD simulations in Levitas et al.
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(2017b,a), and in particular, equaling the PFA lattice instability criteria in Eq. (5.1) with that in
Eq. (4.20). The calibrated parameters, including the jump in thermal energy ∆ψθ = 6.35 GPa,
interpolation constants aε and wε for transformation strain, double-well barrier magnitude A, and
jump in thermal energy ∆ψθ are (see Babaei and Levitas (2018) for more details)
if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa→
A = 0.75 GPa, aε1 = 3.31, aε3 = 3.60, wε1 = −2.48, wε3 = −2.39,
otherwise→
A = −9.48 GPa, aε1 = 1.10, aε3 = 2.26, wε1 = −3.88, wε3 = −3.73. (4.19)
4.4 Model and lattice instability conditions
The formulations in this work are based on the general PFA developed in Levitas (2018b),
which was specified for cubic-to-tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs in Babaei and Levitas (2018). Here,
we slightly advance the kinematics by taking into account the plastic deformation due to a single
static dislocation. The complete system of equations is presented in the Appendix. Here we will
discuss the specific lattice instability conditions for defect-free Si I and Si II.
The lattice instability or PT initiation conditions for cubic-to-tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs were
obtained via MD simulations for various combinations of all six components of the Cauchy stress
tensor in Levitas et al. (2017b,a). We consider loading by three components of the Cauchy (true)
stresses σi normal to the cubic faces in the deformed state. In 3D stress σi space, all points for




σfef := 0.36(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≥ 12.29 GPa if − σ3 ≥ 6.23 GPa
σ0ef := 0.19(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≥ 9.45 GPa otherwise
M → A : 0.19(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 ≤ 9.45 GPa. (4.20)
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Here, the effective instability stress for the finite-stress-hysteresis region σfef and for the zero-stress-
hysteresis region σ0ef are introduced. For equal stresses in two lateral directions (σ1 = σ2), the
instability conditions are shown in 2D stress plane in Fig. 4.1.
It can be observed that increasing the lateral tensile stresses reduces not only instability stresses
for the direct and reverse PT, but also their difference (i.e. the stress hysteresis), all the way down
to the intersection point. From there on, the two instability lines coincide and the stress hysteresis
vanishes. We will discuss transformation behavior separately for lateral stresses in the finite-stress-
hysteresis region as well as the zero-stress-hysteresis region.
4.5 Crystal and dislocation structures
Silicon as a covalent bonded material crystallizes in a diamond cubic structure with tetrahedrally
coordinated atoms Yonenaga (2015). The lattice parameter a is 0.543 nm at room temperature.
The crystal structure consists of two interpenetrating fcc lattices with one atom at (0,0,0) and
another one at (1/4,1/4,1/4). The structure has two types of {111} most closely packed atomic
planes, i.e. a widely spaced set termed the shuffle-set with a spacing of
√
3
4 a between the adjacent
planes and a narrowly spaced one termed glide set with a spacing of
√
3
12 a Hirth et al. (1983).
Dislocations in diamond cubic structure crystals are energetically stable when they lie parallel
to the 〈110〉 directions on the {111} slip planes due to high Peierls potential. Therefore, a stable
dislocation loop has a hexagonal shape with two opposite screw segments and four 60◦ segments.
Besides, a glissile dislocation has the smallest Burgers vector b = a/2〈1̄10〉 on the {111} planes. The
movement of such a dislocation occurs on planes located between widely or closely spaced atomic
planes, namely shuffle-set or glide-set, respectively. Geometrically, a dislocation on a glide-set plane
is dissociated into two Shockley partial dislocations bounding a strip of intrinsic stacking fault.
However, a dislocation in the shuffle-set plane is perfect because there is no stable stacking fault
on the shuffle planes. From numerous published reports on observations of dislocation structures,
it is now commonly believed that such dislocations are dissociated at high temperatures while they
are perfect at low temperatures. Besides, some theoretical studies with ab initio calculation have
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shown that a perfect shuffle-set dislocation is favorable under high stress Godet et al. (2009); Shima
et al. (2010) because the activation energy for the nucleation of a shuffle-set dislocation is much
lower than that of a glide-set one under stresses above 4 GPa Shima et al. (2010). Therefore,
because our simulations are performed for high stress and low temperatures, we consider a 60◦
perfect shuffle-set dislocation.
4.6 Problem formulation and computational approach
We now consider some examples showing the effect of a single 60◦ dislocation on martensitic
nanostructure evolution and instability stresses for different loading conditions. The coupled system
of mechanics and the Ginzburg-Landau equation Eqs. (4.1)-(4.17) have been solved simultaneously
using the FEM. We have developed a large strain FEM-based code in the deal.II program library
framework Bangerth et al. (2007). The governing PFA and mechanics equations are solved itera-
tively in a decoupled manner using the Newton’s method. We have used the quadratic quadrilateral
elements for spatial discretization of both the mechanics and phase field equations and a Crank-
Nicolson finite difference scheme for time discretization of the Ginzburg-Landau equation. The
three-dimensional and fully geometrically-nonlinear response of an anisotropic crystal has been
modeled. Although the computations are carried out in the reference configuration, the results are
presented in the current configuration. The following material parameters are used Hennig et al.
(2010); Levitas et al. (2003): components of transformation deformation gradient U1t = U
2
t = 1.1753
and U3t = 0.553; kinetic coefficient L = 2600 (Pa.s)
−1; gradient coefficient β = 2.59×10−10 N; elas-
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1 = 68 GPa.
A 3D sample of size 40 × 20 × 20 nm3 is considered. A schematic of the sample including a
single 60◦ dislocation is depicted in Fig. 4.2. The dislocation line (the purple line) lying within
the (111) slip plane starts from a point at the center of the front face and ends at a point on the
bottom face, making a 60◦ angle with the slip direction [1̄10] (the red arrow). The dislocation is
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modeled through applying the plastic simple shear strain γ = |b|H within a triangular dislocation
band (green area) in the Burgers vector b = a2 [1̄10] direction. The dislocation band is the space
between two triangular planes parallel to the slip plane (111) with the distance of the dislocation
height H. The lattice parameter a for Si is 0.543 nm and the dislocation height H is considered





In addition to Eq. (4.17) as the boundary condition for the order parameter, the following
boundary conditions are used for the mechanical problem. A point at the corner, where the origin
of the coordinate system is located, is fixed for all displacement components. The bottom face,
the left face and the back face are fixed for normal-to-the-face displacement and free of shear
stresses. Thus, these faces are symmetry planes and our simulation domain is one-eighth of the
actual sample, being symmetric in all three directions. The right face and front face are either
free or under fixed homogeneous tensile normal Cauchy stresses σ1 = σ2. The top face is either
under prescribed normal compressive stress σ3 for stress-controlled loading or under compressive
displacement for strain-controlled loading; for both cases, shear stresses at these faces are zero. As
the initial conditions for order parameter, we consider perturbations of η = 0.01 everywhere, since
without perturbations the driving force for the evolution of the order parameter is zero.
4.7 Nanostructure evolution around a dislocation for different hysteresis cases
In this section, we study how the presence of a dislocation affects martensitic PTs in single
crystal silicon: PT stresses, nanostructure evolution, and a novel zero-stress-hysteresis phenomenon.
It was thoroughly studied in Babaei and Levitas (2018) how the entire Si-I↔Si-II PT process and
nanostructure evolution in defect-free single crystal are affected by the stress state. In the finite-
stress-hysteresis region (e.g. for σ1 = σ2 = 0), the PT evolution process includes the nucleation of
martensite leading to the formation of martensitic bands with distinct interfaces which propagate
until PT completion in the entire sample. As the tensile lateral stresses increase (e.g. σ1 = σ2 =





Figure 4.2: Schematics of the sample with a 60◦ dislocation.
plain and distinct as for higher hysteresis. Finally, in the zero-stress-hysteresis region, despite the
heterogeneous initial perturbation for the order parameter, the system undergoes a homogeneous
and hysteresis-free first-order PT without nucleation, formation of martensitic bands and their
following growth.
Here, we consider PT for a sample with a static 60◦ dislocation in the finite-stress-hysteresis
region and zero-stress-hysteresis region separately.
First, let us consider a loading for the finite-stress-hysteresis region. A uniaxial compressive
stress σ3 = −12 GPa is applied in the vertical direction [001] with no applied stress in the lateral
directions [100] and [010], namely σ1 = σ2 = 0. This compressive stress is slightly less than the
direct instability stress 12.29 GPa for uniaxial loading. Although we have not reached the instability
stress for a defect-free case, the stress concentration around the dislocation line is sufficient to satisfy
the instability condition and turn the dislocation line to a nucleation site. Fig. 4.3 shows that an
embryo is formed around the dislocation line. While the embryo of the intermediate phase with
η ∼ 0.5 around the dislocation grows, the order parameter within the embryo increases so that the
embryo finally turns to an inclined martensitic band within the sample. The martensitic band then
propagates, reaches other external faces and transforms the sample into martensite.
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of martensitic nanostructure during Si-I↔Si-II PT for uniaxial compressive
stress σ3 = −12 GPa at σ1 = σ2 = 0, i.e. in finite-stress-hysteresis region.
A completely different mechanism governs the onset of the PT for the loading within the zero-
stress-hysteresis region, in particular, for σ1 = σ2 = 10 GPa and σ3 = −5.5 GPa. We again apply
the compressive stress σ3 slightly below the instability stress for the corresponding lateral stresses,
being 5.65 GPa. It can be seen in Fig. 4.4 that PT starts in the close vicinity of the dislocation
line, where the internal dislocation stress field adds up to the external applied stresses and exceeds
the instability stress. Then PT spreads toward the regions where the dislocation stress field is
favorable for such a transformation strain. Next, the intermediate phase keeps propagating into
the entire sample without forming a distinct interface and transforms the sample into a relatively
homogeneous intermediate phase with η = 0.5 at t = 1.6 ps. From then on, the entire system almost
homogeneously transforms to the product phase, passing through all intermediate homogeneous
phases. Therefore, it can be concluded that, when the stress state lies within the zero-stress-
hysteresis region, despite the heterogeneity of the internal stresses produced by dislocations, a
quasi-homogeneous PT still occurs.
To check whether the zero-stress-hysteresis obtained for a defect-free sample is obtainable for
a sample with a dislocation, a compressive strain-controlled loading in the third direction with
lateral stresses σ1 = σ2 = 10 GPa is applied on the sample with a dislocation. The global stress σ3
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of martensitic nanostructure during Si-I↔Si-II PT for uniaxial compressive
stress σ3 = −5.5 GPa and tensile lateral stresses σ1 = σ2 = 10 GPa, i.e. in the zero-stress-hysteresis
region.
averaged over the top face is plotted against the Lagrangian strain in Fig. 4.5 for a cyclic direct
and reverse PT. The dots in the figure show the direct and reverse instability stress being 5.65 GPa
for such a loading condition. It can be seen that, even with dislocation, the stress hysteresis is zero
and the heterogeneous internal stresses around the dislocation do not produce hysteresis.
4.8 Effect of dislocation on the instability stress
Several simulations were conducted applying uniaxial compressive stresses below the instability
stress σ3 = −12.29 GPa for a defect-free sample. For the stresses below 10.7 GPa, a stable
martensitic embryo of a intermediate phase is formed near the dislocation, which could not grow.
Stress σ3 = −10.7 GPa is the lowest uniaxial stress, for which the embryo loses its stability and
grows to the completion of PT in the entire sample with the same nanostructure evolution as shown
in Fig. 4.3 for σ3 = −12 GPa. Thus, a single dislocation reduces the transformation stress by 1.59
GPa compared to that for a defect-free Si.
To understand the quantitative and qualitative effect of the dislocation on the instability stress,
the distribution of the internal stresses produced by dislocation should be analyzed. Therefore, the
field of all three normal components of the dislocation stress are shown in Fig. 4.6 within the (011̄)
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Figure 4.5: Stress-strain curve for a strain-controlled loading of a sample with dislocation in the
third direction [001] and lateral tensile stresses σ1 = σ2 = 10 GPa, which demonstrates zero
hysteresis. Dots shows the direct and reverse instability stresses.
plane, which cuts the sample into two equal parts. From here on, we designate the internal stresses
produced by dislocation with σ̃. In addition, the figures include plots showing the distribution of
the corresponding stress along the designated lines, which represent the symmetry axes for each
stress distribution.
Two main points should be noted in these figures. First, while σ̃1 and σ̃3 have the same
symmetry line [122], the σ̃2 symmetry line, [522], is different. This is important because the shape
of the stress fields and the direction in which they have the maximum value determine the direction
along which the embryo and the following martensitic band are formed. Second, the regions of
maximum tensile σ̃1 and σ̃2 are at the opposite side of the region of maximum compressive σ̃3. It
means that, although there are considerable internal stresses around the dislocation line, reaching
approximately 10, 12, and 6 GPa for σ̃1, σ̃2 and σ̃3, respectively, they are ”out of phase” and reduce
each other’s promoting effect.
To quantitatively understand the reason why the dislocation does not reduce the instability
stress significantly and only by 1.6 GPa, the fields of the effective instability internal stress from




Figure 4.6: Fields of internal stresses σ̃1, σ̃2, and σ̃3 around the dislocation line within the (011̄)
plane, which cuts the sample into two equal parts. In addition, the distribution of the corresponding
stress along the designated lines, which represent symmetry axes for each stress distribution, is
shown.
Figure 4.7: Fields of the effective instability stress σ̃fef = 0.36(σ̃1 + σ̃2)− σ̃3 (a) and σ̃
0
ef = 0.19(σ̃1 +
σ̃2) − σ̃3 (b) around the dislocation line within the (011̄) plane, which cuts the sample into two
equal parts. In addition, the same distributions are shown along the designated line [1̄11], one of
the promoting PT stress branches.
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for the zero-stress-hysteresis region (that contribute to the instability condition (4.20)) are plotted
in Fig. 4.7. These figures illustrate the promoting and suppressing regions for PT initiation, which
in turn clarifies where and in which direction nucleation and propagation of the martensite will
occur. The same distributions are shown along the designated line [1̄11], one of the promoting
PT stress branches. It can be seen in Fig. 4.7 that σ̃fef forms a triple rosette of PT-promoting
regions (red) along with twofold PT-suppressing regions (blue) in between. For σ̃0ef , one more
PT-suppressing branch above the dislocation core is observed, covering an even broader zone than
the two lower suppressing zones. Note that blue PT-suppressing regions for direct PT are PT-
promoting regions for the reverse PT in Si II. Also, the promoting effective instability stresses σ̃fef
and σ̃0ef have maximum values of 3 GPa and 1.7 GPa, respectively, close to the dislocation core,
which decrease with distance from the dislocation core.
The differences between finite- and zero-stress-hysteresis cases can be explained if we notice
that σ̃1 and σ̃2 contribute to the effective instability stress σ̃
0
ef with a lower weight, specifically 0.19
compared to σ̃fef , specifically 0.36.
To gain further insight into the nucleation process, we plot the total effective stress (produced
by external stress plus dislocation stress) σfef−12.29 and stationary solutions for embryos along the
line [1̄11] in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 for a different uniaxial external compressive stress σ3. For σ3, slightly
below -9.5 GPa, the instability condition σfef ≥ 12.29 GPa is not satisfied for all material points.
Once |σ3| reaches 9.5 GPa, the instability condition is met in a tiny region around the dislocation
core and a very small embryo appears. With increasing |σ3| up to 10.69 GPa, the region in which the
instability condition is satisfied increases along with the size of equilibrium embryo and maximum
η within. Note that the size of the embryo significantly exceeds the size of the region where the
instability condition is met, because it is determined by thermodynamic equilibrium rather than
instability conditions. When |σ3| increases to 10.7 GPa, the Si II embryo loses its stability and
grows to complete PT in the major part of the sample. Note that an embryo that loses its stability
is not a critical nucleus in the classical theory of nucleation. A classical critical nucleus corresponds
to the maximum of the Gibbs free energy vs. size, i.e., nuclei of all sizes are unstable. In our case,
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embryos of all sizes below some size are in a stable thermodynamic equilibrium and correspond
to the minimum of energy, which disappears at some size. This nucleus can be called the largest
equilibrium nucleus. Note that the maximum order parameter in the largest equilibrium nucleus is
below 0.3, i.e. very far from the Si II. Application of the sharp interface approach, which operates
with the complete nucleus of the product phase, should lead to significant inaccuracy.
Note that no embryo is formed along the lower red branch in Fig. 4.7 for the finite-hysteresis-
region, which is surrounded by two PT-suppressing stress branches, even at |σ3| = 12GPa in Fig.
4.3. This may be because of closeness to the bottom boundary and internal stresses due to embryos
that appeared earlier in the upper PT-promoting branches. Thus, exceeding of the instability
conditions in some regions does not guarantee that PT will occur in this region because of the
effect of processes at other locations.
To summarize, for uniaxial loading, the instability stresses for direct and reverse Si-I↔Si-II PTs
in defect-free crystal are 12.29 and 9.45 GPa, respectively. Since it is not trivial to estimate the
phase equilibrium stress, which depends on the interface orientation rather than only on σ3, we
estimate it as the semisum of the instability stresses, i.e. 10.87 GPa. Single dislocation produces
a maximum effective instability stress σ̃fef of 3 GPa for Si-I→Si-II PT, and assuming approximate
additivity of stresses, the Si I embryo should appear slightly above 9.29 GPa. However, it appears
at 9.5 GPa, and the small difference is because of the small geometric nonlinearity before PT starts.
Stress σ3 must be increased to 10.7 GPa for the equilibrium embryo to reach the size of the largest
equilibrium nucleus, which loses its stability and transform the entire sample in Si II. Thus, 10.7
GPa can be called the lattice instability stress in the presence of single dislocation, and it is less
than our estimate for the phase equilibrium stress.
4.9 Conclusion
In this paper, stress-induced martensitic Si-I↔Si-II PTs at a stationary 60◦ shuffle-set dislo-
cation in monocrystal is modeled by an advanced PFA developed in Levitas (2018b). The key
point in this approach is that, in contrast to previous approaches, it includes the lattice insta-
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Figure 4.8: Plot of σfef − 12.29 along the line [1̄11], starting from the dislocation core for different
values of uniaxial external compressive stress σ3.




























Figure 4.9: Stationary solution for the order parameter characterizing an equilibrium embryo along
the line [1̄11], starting from the dislocation core for different values of uniaxial external compressive
stress σ3.
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bility (i.e. PT initiation) conditions under a general stress tensor, which are calibrated by MD
simulations for the same PTs under various combinations of normal-to-cubic-faces stresses σ1, σ2,
and σ3 Levitas et al. (2017b,a); Babaei and Levitas (2018). This, in particular, introduces a new
zero-stress-hysteresis regime, which was found in Levitas et al. (2017b) only for ideal crystal and
was never studied for crystal with defects. Also, the model and simulations are based on a fully
geometrically-nonlinear formulation for the general case of finite elastic, plastic and transforma-
tional strains, as well as anisotropic and different elastic properties of parent and product phases.
In particular, the transformation strains for Si-I↔Si-II PTs are very large.
FEM simulations elucidate two different mechanisms of nucleation and nanostructure evolu-
tion for two different stress-hysteresis cases. For the traditional finite-stress-hysteresis region, the
PT starts with the barrierless nucleation of a thermodynamically-equilibrium-incomplete embryo,
which loses its stability and grows forming a propagating martensitic band with distinct interfaces.
Dislocation generates three normal stresses in the range of ±(6−12) GPa; therefore, a large reduc-
tion in transformation stress due to dislocation is expected, which is not the case in experiments.
However, our simulations showed a relatively small reduction in macroscopic PT stress by 1.6 GPa
(i.e. from σ3 = −12.3 to −10.7 GPa, in good correspondence with experiments), which is quan-
titatively explained by mutually compensating contributions of stresses to the lattice instability
criterion. the first fulfillment of the instability criterion occurs at σ3 = −9.5 GPa. In the range of
σ3 from -9.5 to -10.7 GPa a thermodynamically-equilibrium-incomplete embryo grows so that its
size, as well as the maximum η within it, increases. Slightly below |σ3| = 10.7 GPa, the largest
equilibrium nucleus is formed, loses its stability, and grows at σ3 = −10.7 GPa. The maximum
order parameter in the largest equilibrium nucleus is below 0.3, i.e. very far from the Si II. Ap-
plication of the sharp interface approach which operates with the complete nucleus of the product
phase, should lead to significant inaccuracy.
In the unique zero-stress-hysteresis region, when PT for defect-free crystal occurs homoge-
neously through intermediate phases without nucleation, interfaces, and growth, the PT starts at
a dislocation but spreads quasi-homogeneously, without interfaces, similar to the defect-free case.
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The macroscopic stress-strain curve for strain-controlled loading is horizontal and without hystere-
sis during direct-reverse PT. Thus, single dislocation does not spoil the ideal PT properties of a
material in the zero-stress-hysteresis region.
Si-I→Si-II PT occurs at stresses on the order of 10 GPa and Si II cannot be retained at normal
pressure to perform TEM study. That is why there is no experimental study of nucleation of Si II
at dislocations. This makes theoretical and computational studies even more valuable.
All problems solved here with PFA could be solved as well with MD. These two very different
methods do not compete but rather supplement each other. PFA allows one easier and indepen-
dently to vary different material properties and can be scaled up for much larger sample and longer
process time than MD. MD provides atomistic mechanisms and can be easier applicable to simulta-
neous occurring of several processes (such as PT, plastic flow and fracture), provided that adequate
interatomic potential is found.
Obtained results represent a closure of the multiscale problem of predicting the PT initiation
conditions for real (defective) materials starting with atomistic simulations, development of PFA
for an ideal crystal, and solving PFA problem for crystal with defect. They will be generalized
for the case of multiple dislocations of different configuration. Also, there are current PFA efforts
Levitas (2004b); Levitas and Javanbakht (2014); Javanbakht and Levitas (2016); Levitas et al.
(2018) to explain the strong reduction of the PT pressure by application of plastic shear Ji et al.
(2012b); Levitas (2004b); Blank and Estrin (2013b); Edalati and Horita (2016); Gao et al. (2019),
by factor of 10 Ji et al. (2012b) to as much as 100 Gao et al. (2019). This reduction is rationalized
by considering the nucleation at the dislocation pileups produced by plastic shear but for a model
material and 2D simulations. These problems should be solved in the 3D formulation for specific
materials with well-defined lattice instability conditions.
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CHAPTER 5. STRESS-MEASURE DEPENDENCE OF PHASE
TRANSFORMATION CRITERION UNDER FINITE STRAINS:
HIERARCHY OF CRYSTAL LATTICE INSTABILITIES FOR
HOMOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS TRANSFORMATIONS
A paper prepared for Physical Review Letters
Hamed Babaei and Valery I. Levitas
5.1 Abstract
Hierarchy of crystal lattice instabilities leading to a first-order phase transformation (PT) is
found, which consists of PT instability described by the order parameter and elastic instabilities
under different prescribed stress measures. PT instability is independent of the prescribed stress
measure and occurs at the same strain for any of them, in contrast to elastic instability. After
PT instability and prior to the elastic instability, a continuous third-order PT occurs, which is
followed by a first-order PT after the elastic instability. For heterogeneous perturbations and PT,
first-order PT occurs when the first elastic instability criterion (among criteria corresponding to
different stress measures) is met inside the volume, independent of the stress measure prescribed
at the boundary. For Si I→Si II PTs, increasing compressive first Piola-Kirchhoff (tensile Cauchy)
stress, the first instability corresponds to the Kirchhoff (second Piola-Kirchhoff) stress, in contrast
to traditionally used Cauchy stress.
5.2 Introduction
Theoretical description of the mechanical stability of a crystal lattice is one of the essential basis
for understanding the structural transformation in solids. The loss of stability of crystal lattice
causes such structural transformations such as martensitic/displacive PTs, melting, amorphization,
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twinning, dislocation nucleation, and fracture. Therefore, the crystal lattice instability criteria as a
set of conditions, which predicts the critical external stresses/strains that the crystal can withstand
before transformation, have fundamental importance. However, despite the numerous previous
works in this direction, there are several outstanding problems to be resolved when instability
occurs at finite strains. In other words, whether the existing criteria are capable of the prediction
of actual onset of the instability is still questionable.
By requiring convexity of the internal energy as function of strains, Born pioneered a set of
conditions on the elastic constants for the stability of the lattice Born (1940). However, Born’s
criteria are valid under zero stress only. Besides, certain other confusion in the literature about the
application of Born’s criteria to determine the strength of a perfect homogeneous crystal lattice
was pointed out in Hill (1975). The problem lies in how the instability is regarded, whether it is
studied in a sense of a mechanical experiment framework or as a intrinsic material property. In
the former, the loading is frame dependent and the work done by external stress is affected by the
rotation of the material during deformation, whereas in the latter, the loading is imagined to follow
the material during deformation and is therefore frame independent.
Afterwards, through several extensive theoretical and computational studies, Hill and Milstein
suggested and applied elastic instability criteria for finite strains and pointed out certain other
confusion in the literature about the application of Born’s criteria and clarified the relativity aspect
of the instability concept emphasizing that they depend on the chosen (prescribed) measure of
stress and work-conjugate strain Hill (1975); Hill and Milstein (1977a); Milstein and Hill (1977,
1978, 1979); Milstein (1982). Since for heterogeneous solutions of a boundary-value problem stress
tensors can be prescribed at the external boundary only, it is impossible to define which stress
measure is prescribed at each material point, i.e., elastic instability is ambiguous. In that work,
Hill studied stability under fixed load allowing for finite rotations which were assumed to vary
arbitrarily. This assumption imposes a strong limitation on the material instability, and is not
physical because, as it was shown in Levitas (2013b), the rotation tensor for a prescribed nominal
stress is clearly defined by transformation and elastic deformation gradients (or just by elastic
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deformation gradient in elasticity theory) which means it can not vary arbitrarily. For applications
practically all instability criteria are formulated in terms of the Cauchy stress Hill and Milstein
(1977a); Milstein and Hill (1977, 1978, 1979); Milstein (1982); Wang et al. (1995); Levitas et al.
(2017b,a); Zarkevich et al. (2018b) without justification of this choice.
Wang et al. Wang et al. (1995) proposed a Gibbs integral for formulation of instability condi-
tions, which are based on the true Cauchy stress (force per unit deformed area) and symmetrized
six-dimensional strain space. It combines the change in the Helmholtz free energy with the work
of applied stress. It was mentioned in that study that because the Gibbs integral depends on the
deformation path, it can not be used as a true thermodynamic potential to assess stability. How-
ever, pointing out that the integrand of the Gibbs integral represent an effective force field in the
deformation space providing a direction for action, Wang et al. arrived at a condition for the sta-
bility which imposes the symmetrized form of the elastic stiffness tensor, a forth-rank tensor which
involves some linear expressions of Cauchy stress components adding to tensor of elastic constants,
to be positive definite. Nevertheless, the criteria developed by Wang et al. has three limitations.
First, the criteria is developed based on a restricting assumption of symmetric deformation space,
meaning that the general nine-component deformation gradient tensor is reduced to a symmetric
tensor with six independent component. Second, the criteria similar to previous ones, is incapable
of determining the final configuration to which a structurally unstable system will evolve. Third,
the instability criteria is in terms of a specific stress measure, namely Cauchy stress. Therefore, if
other stress measures such as first or second Piola–Kirchhoff stress is prescribed, different prediction
of instability will be obtained.
Alternative approach to the material instability was based on the utilization of the order pa-
rameters describing PTs in the spirit of the Landau theory Landau et al. (1980). PT instability
criterion for a homogeneous equilibrium phase under spontaneous variation of the order parameters
was derived in Levitas (2013b, 2018b) using phase-field approach (PFA) to the first-order PTs un-
der large strains and applied stress tensor. This criterion is linear in the components of the stress
tensor, which is confirmed by molecular dynamics and first principle simulations for PTs Si I↔Si
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II Levitas et al. (2017b,a); Zarkevich et al. (2018b) and graphite-diamond Peng and Xiong (2019).
While this criterion is not designed to describe elastic instability, in fact, it describes both elastic
instability for Si I→Si II PT and shuffle instability for Si II→Si I PT Levitas et al. (2017b,a).
In this letter we resolve some outstanding problems in the crystal lattice instability. Initially, we
consider homogeneous perturbations and PT process under prescribed homogeneous stress measure.
Although it was mathematically proven in Levitas (2013b, 2018b) that the PT instability criteria
are independent of the stress measures, it was difficult to interpret this in the light of the dependence
of the elastic instability criteria on the chosen stress measures. Using PFA simulations we show
that the PT instabilities under different prescribed stress measures occur at the same strain, which
explains independence of the PT instability criteria of the prescribed stress measure. This is not
the case for elastic instability. That is why one has a hierarchy of lattice instabilities corresponding
to PT instability and elastic instabilities under various prescribed stress measures. When under
prescribed stress measure the PT instability occurs prior to the elastic instability, new type of PT
was observed. There is no jump in strain and order parameter, which occurs for the first-order
PT. New equilibrium values of the order parameter, corresponding to stable elastic equilibrium,
continuously vary with varying stresses, until elastic instability is reached. PT is the third order in
this stress range, with the equilibrium structure corresponding to the intermediate structure along
the initial part of the original transformation path for the first-order PT. When elastic instability
is reached, the first-order PT occurs from the intermediate phase to the product phase. Since
under compression equilibrium, second Piola-Kirchhoff stress (SPKS)-strain curve does not possess
elastic instability point, PT under the prescribed SPKS is the third-order PT until completion, and
occurs without hysteresis and dissipation under cyclic loading, properties that are ideal for various
applications.
For heterogeneous perturbations and PT process, stresses are prescribed at the boundaries only.
After satisfying PT instability criterion and continuous third-order PT, first-order PT to the prod-
uct phase occurs when the first elastic instability criterion (among criteria corresponding to different
stress measures) is met inside the volume. In particular, for cubic-tetragonal PT Si I→Si II, when
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two principle normal Cauchy stresses are fixed and the magnitude of the third compressive first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress (FPKS) stress increases at the boundary, the first instability corresponds to
the prescribed Kirchhoff stress; when one principle normal Cauchy stress is fixed and the magnitude
of the two other tensile principal Cauchy stresses increases at the boundary, the first instability
corresponds to the prescribed second Piola-Kirchhoff stress (SPKS). Thus, the general lattice insta-
bility criterion should involve the choice of the local prescribed stresses corresponding to the first
instability (different for different stress states), and none of the two examples involves prescribed
Cauchy stress, in contrast to most of previous publications. Surprisingly, neither Kirchhoff stress
nor SPKS have a physical sense of force per some unit area and they are not used as boundary
conditions in any configuration.
Vectors and tensors are designated with boldface symbols. We designate contractions of tensors
A = {Aij} and B = {Bji} over one and two indices as A·B = {Aij Bjk} and A:B = Aij Bji; I is
the unit tensor; the transpose of A is AT and the inverse of A is A−1 . Deformation gradient F =
F e ·U t(η), mapping crystal from an undeformed into a deformed configuration, is multiplicatively
decomposed into elastic F e and transformational U t parts; U t maps the stress-free crystal cell of
the parent phase to that of the transforming phase; η is the order parameter which varies from 0
into parent phase to 1 into product phase. Lagrangian strain is E = 0.5(F T ·F − I).
5.3 Phase transformation instability: criterion for the instability of the
equilibrium phase
Instability of the homogeneous equilibrium state of a phase under homogeneous perturbations,
can only be analyzed when a particular stress measure is prescribed at the boundary. It does not
mean that the Cauchy stress σ or the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress (FPKS) P = Jσ · F −1T (force
per unit undeformed area), which directly participate in the boundary conditions, can only be
prescribed; here J = detF . Any other stress measure can be prescribed with the proper feedback
and control of σ or P in the experiment or atomistic simulations. We will also use the Kirchhoff
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stress τ = Jσ and the SPKS T = F −1 · σ . We will start with prescribed nominal stress–i.e., the
nonsymmetric FPK stress P .
PT instability is defined as: If under prescribed boundary conditions for any spontaneous pertur-
bation of the order parameter ∆η from the thermodynamic equilibrium value η = 0 the dissipation
rate D ≥ 0, then this perturbation is thermodynamically admissible and the equilibrium phase
η = 0 is unstable.
General PT criterion that follow from this definition is derived in Levitas (2018b). For cubic-
to-tetragonal PT under action of three normal-to-cubic-faces Cauchy stresses σi, this criterion is
simplified to
(σ1 + σ2)εt1aε1 + σ3εt3aε3 ≥ (A+ 3∆ψθ)/Je (5.1)
where εti are components of the transformation strain εt = U t(1)−I , Je = detF e, and aε, A, and ∆ψθ
are interpolation constants in expression for U t(η), the magnitude of the double-well barrier, and
jump in the thermal energy, respectively. This instability criterion was calibrated and verified for Si
I↔Si II PTs Babaei and Levitas (2018) using results of atomistic simulations Levitas et al. (2017a);
Zarkevich et al. (2018b).
Elastic instability can be defined in the similar way but utilizing perturbation of F instead of η.
Such an instability criterion is presented in Hill (1975). It is demonstrated that elastic instability
conditions depends on the prescribed stress (and work-conjugate strain) measure Hill (1975); Hill
and Milstein (1977a); Milstein et al. (1995). In contrast, it was mathematically proven in Levitas
(2018b) that PT instability criterion in general, and simplified Eq. (5.1), is independent of the
prescribed stress measure. Below we will study relationship between PT and elastic instability
conditions for different prescribed stresses using PT between semiconducting Si I and metallic Si
II using the phase-field model presented in Levitas (2018b); Babaei and Levitas (2018). To model
homogeneous processes, we consider solution for a single cubic finite element. Elastic energy is
ψe = 0.5Ee : C (η) : Ee, where C is the fourth-order elastic moduli tensor, which leads to linear
relationship T = C (η) : Ee. Other stress measures are nonlinearly related to Ee. To initiate PT,
initial value η = 0.01 is prescribed, and η cannot evolve below 0.01. We apply σ1 = σ2 = 1GPa
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Figure 5.1: Equilibrium stress-strain curves for homogeneous deformation in the third spacial
direction in which a strain-controlled compressive loading is applied at σ1 = σ2 = 1GPa. It
includes four different stress measures, namely Kirchhoff, Cauchy, first and second Piola-Kirchhoff
stresses. Markers show PT and elastic instability points.
and perform slow strain-controlled compressive loading in the third direction, meaning that for
each strain η reaches stationary value. The stress3 - Lagrangian strain E3 curves are shown in
Fig. 5.1 for four stress measures. Note that the strain-controlled homogeneous loading does not
allow the the instability to occur spontaneously, i.e., it stabilizes instabilities. But obtained stress-
strain is the primary information for analysis of instability for heterogeneous processes and under
stress-controlled loading.
PT starts when the driving force X for change in η in Ginzburg-Landau equation is getting
positive and η grows. This corresponds to PT instability and PT initiation points are marked in
Fig. 5.1. For all stress measures, PT instability occurs at the same strain. This explains how PT
instability is independent of the prescribed stress measure: all stress measures correspond to the
same strain tensor.
For small strains, analytical expression for equilibrium stress-order parameter (obtained from
condition X = 0 for η varying from 0 to 1) and corresponding stress-strain curve describe reducing
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stress during PT Levitas and Preston (2002a). That is why after PT starts at fixed stress, it
continues to completing until stress is equilibrated at elastic branch of the product phase. In
contrast, for finite strain in Fig. 5.1 after PT instability, each stress measure continues to grow
and reaches maximum (except T ) corresponding to elastic instability at corresponding prescribed
stress and different strains for different stress measures. Indeed, at prescribed stress corresponding
to maximum point positive perturbation ∆E3 leads to reduction in elastic resistance and unstable
deformation-transformation until PT completion and equilibration of prescribed stress at elastic
branch of the product phase. This can be further analyzed considering stress-order parameter
curves under three different prescribed stress measures shown in Fig. 5.2. Order parameter starts
growing at the same stresses corresponding to PT instability in Fig. 5.1. Further increase in order
parameter initially requires growth of all three stress measures until stresses corresponding to elastic
instability are reached. This means that with increasing stresses order parameter evolves in a stable
equilibrium and continuous way, describing smooth transition to intermediate structures along the
pathway Si I→Si II. Since at PT instability stresses, there is no jump in the order parameter and
corresponding jump in strain and entropy, PT initially occurs as a third-order PT. When elastic
instability stress reached for the prescribed stress measure, without any further increase in stress,
order parameter grows in a non-equilibrium way to 1 and PT proceeds until completion. This
process is accompanied by a jump in the order parameter, strain, and entropy. Therefore, PT is
first-order after elastic instability. Thus, a hierarchy of the PT and elastic instability points is
found under different prescribed stress measures. Since equilibrium SPKS-strain curve in Fig. 5.1
does not have a maximum related to elastic instability point, PT under the prescribed increasing
SPKS is a third-order PT until completion.
For reverse PT elastic instability and PT instability coincide and occur at the same strain
E3 = 0.36 corresponding to the local stress minimum for any prescribed stress measure. Difference
between stresses related to elastic instability for direct and reverse PTs constitutes stress hysteresis
and energy dissipation during PT. During equilibrium third-order PT between PT instability point
and elastic instability point, PT/deformation is fully reversible without hysteresis for any prescribed
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Figure 5.2: Stress-order parameter curves for homogeneous deformation in the third direction in
which a stress-controlled compressive loading for three different prescribed stress measures is applied
at σ1 = σ2 = 1GPa.
stress. Moreover, when SPKS is prescribed the entire PT occurs without hysteresis and dissipation,
properties that are ideal for various applications, e.g., for shape memory alloys Cui et al. (2006b);
Chluba et al. (2015); Song et al. (2013) or caloric materials Song et al. (2013); Takeuchi and
Sandeman (2015); see also Levitas et al. (2017b).
5.4 PT and elastic instabilities under heterogeneous perturbations in a finite
volume
During the solution of boundary-value problems with heterogeneous fields, chosen stress mea-
sure can only be prescribed at the boundary, not for each material point within the bulk. This does
not allow one to directly apply elastic instability criteria obtained for homogenous states. Conse-
quently, PT conditions under heterogeneous perturbations are not currently defined. To address
this question, let us consider a PT in a sample of sizes 20×60×5 nm3 under the same loading as for
the homogeneous field (Fig. 5.3). Therefore, the left face, bottom face and one of the faces in the
















Figure 5.3: Nanostructure evolution for a triaxial compressive-tensile loading with initial random
heterogeneous field η in the range (0; 1]. Compressive FPKS is applied at the top face up to the
value slightly above the peak for the Kirchhoff stress, but below the peak points for the Cauchy
stress and FPKS in Fig. 5.1, along with σ1 = σ2 = 1GPa . Presented solution is for the entire
sample after mirroring with respect to the symmetry planes of simulation field.
right face and the other face in the thickness direction are under 1 GPa tensile Cauchy stress. The
FPKS is prescribed at the top face up to a value slightly above the first peak point, specifically for
the Kirchhoff stress, but below the peak points for the Cauchy stress and FPKS in Fig. 5.1. Weak
heterogeneity is introduced by a random distribution of the initial values of the order parameter in
the range (0, 0.01]. The solution field is shown in Fig. 5.3.
From the results for a homogeneous field discussed above, we expect that because the FPKS is
being prescribed, the PT should not continue unless we reach the FPKS peak point. Surprisingly,
it turns out that although the FPKS peak point is not reached yet, the satisfaction of elastic
instability for the Kirchhoff stress is sufficient for the initiation and completion of the first-order
PT. Therefore, within the bulk close to the upper right corner, where the internal stresses due
to heterogeneity is maximum, the order parameter exceeds the critical value for initiation of the
first-order PT under prescribed Kirchhoff stress (η > 0.06, see Fig. 5.4) and region of the complete
product phase is formed and grows, producing complex stationary nanostructure with significant
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Figure 5.4: Field of the order parameter and normal Cauchy stresses for three different strains
marked with a, b, and c in Figs. 5.1-5.4: (a) at PT instability; (b) slightly after elastic instability
for Kirchhoff stress, and (c) sometime along the softening branch of the Kirchhoff stress. Elastic
instability for the Cauchy and FPKS is not reached.
amount of martensite. Residual austenite is stabilized in particular by changes in geometry of the
sample.
To further investigate the internal processes leading to the instability within a heterogeneous
field, we consider three different instants during the process and study the internal stresses for
each case; First, when the external stress reaches the PT instability, second, when the external
stress slightly passes the elastic instability predicted with Kirchhoff stress, and third, sometime
after elastic instability when solution is localized during the softening path of stress-strain curve.
The first two instances are designated with PT and P̄ respectively in Figs. 5.1-5.3. The field of
order parameter and all normal Cauchy stresses for these three instances are shown in Fig. 5.4.
In addition, the deviation of the stresses from external stresses applied at the boundary because
of weak initial heterogeneity is plotted in Fig. 5.5 along a horizontal line through the middle of
the sample. It can be observed in both Figs. 5.4 and 5.4 that first at the PT instability point,
the initial perturbation of order parameter between 0-0.01 produces a deviation of stresses from
external loading smaller than 10−5 GPa for the lateral tensile stresses σ11 and σ22 being 1 GPa and
smaller than 10−3 GPa for the compressive σ33 being -11.81 GPa. At point P̄ when the maximum
order parameter slightly increases to 0.075 during the increase of compressive load to -12.75 GPa,
still maximum deviation from the external stresses is smaller than 10−3 GPa. This proves that
despite the initial heterogeneity and some changes in geometry, the stresses in the bulk remains
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.5: Deviation of normal Cauchy stresses from the external prescribed stresses for three
different strains a, b, and c shown in Figs. 5.1-5.4. The stresses are plotted along a horizontal line
in the middle of simulation domain in Fig. 5.4. Elastic instability for the Cauchy and FPKS is not
reached.
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Figure 5.6: Equilibrium stress-strain curves for homogeneous deformation under σ3 = −8GPa and















Figure 5.7: Nanostructure evolution for random distribution of the initial values of the order
parameter in the range (0; 0.01], σ3 = −8GPa and increasing tensile σ1 = σ2 up to 10 GPa,
slightly above the peak point for SPKS but lower than the peak points for other stresses.
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below the peak point of Cauchy stress and FPKS. Yet, passing the first elastic instability point
for Kirchhoff stress suffices for continuation of PT as it can be seen at the next point where the
maximum order parameter increases to 0.25 while the solution localizes. This leads to an increase
in the deviation of stresses from external loads up to 0.05 GPa for σ11 and σ22 and 0.4 GPa for σ33
(leading to reduction in local compressive σ33). Thus, elastic instability for the Cauchy and FPKS
was not reached in any material point. Therefore, it can be concluded that for heterogeneous fields
under compressive loading, for which the Kirchhoff stress peak is at lower strains compared to the
Cauchy and FPKS, the elastic instability for Kirchhoff stress is the main instability even if other
stress measures such as Cauchy or FPKS, are prescribed on the boundary.
However, for different loadings, while general principle is the same, different stress measure
produces elastic instability prior to other stress measures. For instance, let us consider another
triaxial loading of a single cubic homogeneous finite element. This time, we apply σ3 = −8GPa
and increase tensile strains E1 = E2. The tensile stresses-strain E2 curves are shown in Fig. 5.6. In
contrast to the previous compressive loading, here the SPKS peaks first and FPKS, Kirchhoff, and
Cauchy stresses peak afterward, respectively. This means that SPKS should be the main elastic
instability point for tensile loading. To verify this, random distribution of the initial values of the
order parameter in the range (0; 0.01] is accepted; we apply σ3 = −8GPa and increase tensile
σ1 = σ2 up to 10 GPa, slightly above the peak point for SPKS but lower than the peak points for
other stresses. As shown in Fig. 5.7, this is sufficient for initiation of the first-order PT and its
completion in the major part of the sample.
5.5 Conclusions
Using PFA simulations for the Si I↔Si II PTs, it is shown that the PT instability is independent
of the prescribed stress measures because it occurs at the same strain for any prescribed stress. Prior
to elastic instability and after PT instability, a continuous third-order PT occurs which is followed
by a first-order PT after elastic instability until PT completion. Additionally, Since for the Si I→Si
II PT under compression, equilibrium SPKS-strain curve does not possess elastic instability point
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at all, PT is third-order from beginning until completion. This means, it occurs without hysteresis
and dissipation under cyclic loading, exhibiting properties that are ideal for various applications
(e.g., pseudoelastic, elastocaloric, etc). For heterogeneous perturbations and PT, since stresses can
only be prescribed at the surface, it was not clear which of elastic instabilities will occur first. After
third-order PT, the first-order PT occurs when the first elastic instability criterion (among crite-
ria corresponding to different stress measures) is met inside the volume, independent of the stress
measure prescribed at the boundary. Thus, for Si I→Si II PTs, when two principle normal Cauchy
stresses are fixed and the magnitude of the third compressive FPKS increases at the boundary,
the first instability corresponds to the prescribed Kirchhoff stress; when one compressive principle
normal Cauchy stress is fixed and the magnitude of the two other tensile principal Cauchy stresses
increases at the boundary, the first instability corresponds to the prescribed SPKS. Consequently,
old classical problem on elastic instability of crystal lattice and its relationship to the PT, which
was supposed to be solved, contains serious contradictions. The general lattice instability criterion
should be found for all possible prescribed stress tensors, which involves the choice of the local
prescribed stresses corresponding to the first instability being different for different stress states.
None of our examples involves Cauchy stress based criterion, in contrast to most of previous publi-
cations. This also means that finding the PT criterion from atomistic simulations Milstein (1982);
Wang et al. (1995); Levitas et al. (2017b,a); Zarkevich et al. (2018b) in terms of the Cauchy stress
should be reconsidered.
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CHAPTER 6. FINITE-STRAIN SCALE-FREE PHASE-FIELD APPROACH
TO MARTENSITIC PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS THAT SATISFIES
LATTICE INSTABILITY CONDITIONS
A paper prepared for Journal of Mechanics and Physics of Solids
Hamed Babaei and Valery I. Levitas
6.1 Abstract
An scale-free phase-field model to martensitic phase transformations (PTs) at finite strains is
developed as an essential generalization of models in Levitas et al. (2004); Idesman et al. (2005);
Esfahani et al. (2018). The theory includes a fully geometrically nonlinear formulation for the
general case of finite elastic and transformational strains as well as anisotropic and different elastic
properties of phases. An advanced expression for athermal threshold in terms of stress tensor
components as well as the concentration of phases enables the model to reproduce lattice instability
conditions obtained by experiments or atomistic simulations. Material parameters are calibrated, in
particular, based on the crystal lattice instability conditions for martensitic PTs between cubic Si I
and tetragonal Si II phases. In order for the model to be scale-independent, the gradient term in the
free energy is excluded, so that the model is applicable for any scale greater than 100 nm. The strain
softening and corresponding transformation strain localization is reproduced using an interaction
free energy term, which leads to a discrete martensitic microstructure. The model tracks only finite-
width interfaces between austenite and the mixture of martensitic variants and does not consider
the interfaces between martensitic variants. Finite element algorithms and numerical procedures
are implemented in the code deal.II. Multiple 3D problems are solved to study the effect of mesh
size, quasi-static loading and strain rate on the multivariant microstructure evolution in Si I→Si II
PTs. It is shown that although finer mesh can produce more detailed microstructure, the solution
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becomes mesh independent after a certain mesh size. Strain rate dependence of the solutions is
analyzed in detail.
6.2 Introduction
Martensitic (diffusionless) phase transformation (PT) between the high-temperature/low-pressure
phase (austenite) and low-temperature/high-pressure phase (martensite) is one of the essential de-
formation mechanisms in crystalline materials such as steal and shape memory alloys (SMAs). The
physical properties of the materials undergoing PT are highly influenced by the martensitic mi-
crostructure (MM) evolution which itself is affected by external loading conditions as well as internal
crystal and defect structures. Therefore, since the formation of desirable MM is one of the main
goals of computational material design, development of a proper modeling approach is essential to
obtain a comprehensive understanding of all the effective parameters on the MM evolution.
Different modeling approaches to martensitic PTs in elastic materials have been taken by re-
searchers as follows:
(a) Elastoplastic models (Beissel and Belytschko (1996); Shaw (2000)). In these models, local-
ization of strain resulted from strain softening is used to resemble microstructure observed during
PTs. Although several model problems on nucleation, microstructure formation and propagation
in viscoplastic materials (Beissel and Belytschko (1996)) and polycrystalline NiTi (Shaw (2000))
were studied using elastoplastic models, since they do not take into account thermomechanics and
crystallography of multivariant martensitic PTs, they can not describe certain essential features of
these phenomena.
(b) Thermomechanical phenomenological models (Arghavani et al. (2010); Lagoudas et al.
(2012); Panico and Brinson (2007); Zaki and Moumni (2007), and others). Based on the treat-
ment of martensitic PTs as a composite of different materials with varying volume fractions, these
models ignore the discrete nature of microstructure and exhibit a continuous smooth distribution of
volume fraction of martensitic variants. Such a smeared description of microstructure results from
the strain hardening in the local constitutive equations which in turn prevents strain localization.
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(c) Nanoscale phase-field/Ginzburg-Landau models (Artemev et al. (2001c, 2000a); Levitas
et al. (2010); Wang and Khachaturyan (1997a); Zhu et al. (2017a)). At the nano scale, phase-
field approach can describe the formation of discrete nanostructure of austenite and m martensitic
variants effectively without a need for development of complecated computational algorithm to
track martensitic sharp interfaces but as a result of Ginzburg-Landau evolution equation, diffuse
maretnsitic interfaces appear whose width is controlled by the gradient energy term. However,
the main problem with these models is that because the width of martensitic interface is ∼ 1 nm
and we need at least 3-5 computational cell within the interface (Chen and Shen (1998)), we are
computationally limited to single- or poly-nanocrystals, while the grain size for most engineering
materials are 10-1000 µm.
(d) Microscale phase-field model (Levitas et al. (2004); Idesman et al. (2005); Esfahani et al.
(2018)). This approach qualitatively combines some features of nanoscale phase-field models with
thermomechanical phenomenological models and can model discrete multivariant MM evolution
in single- and poly-crystals at scales greater than 100 nm without any upper band. While the
volume fraction of austenite is considered as the order parameter responsible for instability, the
volume fraction of martensitic variants are just internal variables. Including strain softening due
to austenite↔martensite PTs in the constitutive equations, as in the Ginzburg-Landau models,
a localized discrete transition region between austenite and mixture of martensitic variants are
formed as opposed to the thermomechanical phenomenological models with smeared representation
of microstructure. However, in contrast to the Ginzburg-landau models being scale dependant as a
result of gradient term corresponding to surface energy, this model is scale-free because it includes
the surface energy in an average sense through some coefficients in thermodynamic potentials.
In this paper, we aim at two main advancement in the microscale phase-field model developed
in Levitas et al. (2004); Idesman et al. (2005) and implemented for SMAs in Esfahani et al. (2018).
First, since the model was initially developed based on small-strain assumption, to generalize the
model for finite elastic and transformation strains which are the case for many typical engineering
materials, we present a finite-strain microscale phase-field model. This model includes a fully
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geometrically nonlinear formulation for the general case of finite elastic and transformation strains
as well as anisotropic and different elastic properties of phases. Second, an advanced expression
for athermal threshold in terms of stress tensor components as well as the volume fraction of
phases enables the model to reproduce lattice instability conditions obtained by experiments or
atomistic simulations. Material parameters are calibrated, in particular, based on the crystal lattice
instability conditions for martensitic PTs between cubic Si I and tetragonal Si II phases. Finite
element algorithms and numerical procedures are implemented in the deal.II FEM program library.
Multiple 3D problems are solved to study the effect of mesh size, quasi-static loading and strain
rate on the multivariant microstructure evolution in Si-I to Si-II PTs. It is shown that although
finer mesh can produce more detailed microstructure, the solution becomes mesh independent after
a certain mesh size. Strain rate dependence of the solutions is analyzed in detail.
Vectors and tensors are designated with boldface symbols. We designate contractions of tensors
A = {Aij} and B = {Bji} over one and two indices as A·B = {Aij Bjk} and A:B = Aij Bji.
The transpose of A is AT ; I is the unit tensor; ∇0 is the gradient operator with respect to the
undeformed state.
6.3 Model description
Here, we discuss our phenomenological microscale model for multivariant martensitic PT in
elastic materials. A typical martensitic entity consists of several alternating planar slabs of two
martensitic variants, most often twin-related. Because the width of each slab is d ' 10 nm, it would
be computationally impractical to model each of the thousands of twinned layers of martensitic
variants in a mm-sized or larger samples while resolving the interface between variants. Therefore,
because our goal is to develop a proper model for microscale or larger samples which does not
aim at exact resolution of interfaces, we consider a minimum size for our representative volume as




The motion of an elastic body undergoing PTs can be expressed by a continuous function
r = r(r0, t), where r0 and r are the positions of points in the undeformed Ω0 and the deformed
Ω configurations, respectively; t is the time. The stress-free intermediate configuration is denoted
by Ωt. The multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into the elastic part and
transformation part is expressed as
F :=∇0r = F e·F t. (6.1)
In the intermediate configuration Ωt, obtained by the transformation deformation F t, the crystal
lattice represents the lattice of the stress-free product phase or intermediate phase along the trans-
formation path from the lattice of parent phase to that of product phase. This configuration is
obtained through the release of elastic stresses down to zero from the actual configuration Ω. The
transformation deformation gradient is expressed as




where εti indicates the Bain strain tensor for the transformation of a crystal lattice of austenite
to the ith martensitic variant. In this paper, c0 and ci (i = 1, 2, ...,m) are the volume fraction of
the austenite (A) and the ith martensitic variant (Mi) and c =
∑m
i=1 ci is the volume fraction of
martensite (M), therefore,
∑m
i=0 ci = c0 + c = 1.




(F t·F − I ); Ee =
1
2
(F te·F e − I ); E t =
1
2
(F t·F t − I ); E = F t·Ee·F t +E t. (6.3)
6.3.2 Free energy and dissipation inequality
The Helmholtz free energy ψ of the mixture of austenite and m martensitic variants is assumed
to be in the form
ψ(F e, ci, θ) = ψ
e(F e, ci) + ψ
θ(θ, ci) + ψ
in(ci), (6.4)
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where ψe is the elastic energy; ψθi is the thermal energy which includes the thermal driving force for
the PT; θ is the temperature; ψin is the interaction energy which represents the energy contribution
to the free energy of the mixture due to the interactions between austenite and all martensitic
variants including energy of internal stresses as well as the phase interface energy.





























[λnδinδjnδknδln + µn(δinδjnδkl + δijδknδln)
+νn(δinδjkδln + δjnδikδln + δinδjlδkn + δjnδilδkn)], (6.6)
where constants λn, µn and νn can be expressed in terms of nine independent elastic constants.
However, two of the symmetry planes are equivalent in the case of materials with tetragonal crystal
lattices. Therefore, C11 = C22 , C13 = C23 and C44 = C55, and consequently
λ1 = λ2 = C11 − (C12 + 2C66),
λ3 = C33 + C12 + 2C66 − 2(C13 + 2C44),
2µ1 = 2µ2 = C12, 2µ3 = 2C13 − C12,
2ν1 = 2ν2 = C66, 2ν3 = 2C44 − C66. (6.7)
Besides, for the cubic crystal lattices, all three orthogonal symmetry planes are equivalent for
materials, resulting in C11 = C22 = C33 , C13 = C23 = C13 and C44 = C55 = C66, so that
λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = C11 − C12 − 2C44,
2µ1 = 2µ2 = 2µ3 = C12,
2ν1 = 2ν2 = 2ν3 = C44. (6.8)
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i for the elastic constants of austenite and martensitic variants.











where ψθi is the thermal energy of the ith phase. Because of the equivalence of the martensitic









represent the thermal energy of austenite and martensite.
The interaction energy which penalizes the surface energy of all interfaces as well as the energy
of internal stresses due to the lattice mismatch between austenite and martensitic variants can be
presented in the form Idesman et al. (2005)





Aijcicj ≥ 0, A > 0, Aij ≥ 0, Aii = 0 (6.11)
where A and Aij are the material parameters for the interaction between austenite and all marten-
sitic variants, and the interaction between martensitic variants themselves, respectively.
Utilizing the first two laws of thermodynamics in the form of the Plank inequality one can
obtain the following expression for the dissipation inequality (Levitas (2013c))
D = P :Ḟ
T − ψ̇ − sθ̇ ≥ 0, (6.12)
where D is the dissipation rate; P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress; s is the entropy. Inserting the
explicit expressions for the terms in Helmholtz free energy Eq. (6.5), (6.10), (6.11) into Eq. (6.12)
and assuming that D is independent of Ḟ
T
e and θ̇, result in the elasticity law P =
∂ψ
∂F e
·F −Tt as well
as the expression for the entropy s = −∂ψ∂θ . Next knowing that c0 = 1−
∑m
i=1 ci and defining ċij as




ċij , ċij = −ċji, ċii = 0, (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, j = 0, 1, . . . ,m), (6.13)
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Xij ċij ≥ 0;
Xi0 = P
T ·F e:εti −
1
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T ·F e:(εti − εtj)−
1
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The first term in Eq. (6.14)1 represents the dissipation rate due to the austenite to martensite
PT and the second term represents the PT between martensitic variants. The corresponding
driving forces Xi0 and Xij are positive for A → Mi and Mj → Mi PTs and negative for opposite
transformations.
6.3.3 Kinetic equations and phase transformation criteria
In this model the kinetic equations and phase transformation criteria for the change of volume
fractions are expressed for two different models. First, if we do not consider any threshold for the
driving forces Xi0 and Xij a general kinetic equation and PT criteria can be written as
ċij = λijXij if {Xij > 0 & ci < 1 & cj > 0} j → i
or {Xij < 0 & ci > 0 & cj < 1} i→ j
ċij = 0 Otherwise. i, j = 0, 1, 2, ...,m
(6.15)
where λij are kinetic coefficients. Second, if we consider threshold for the driving forces, a new
version of kinetic equations can be presented for each PT case. First, for the A↔Mi PTs
ċi0 = λi0(Xi0 − ki0) if {Xi0 − ki0 > 0 & ci < 1 & c0 > 0} A→Mi
or {Xi0 − ki0 < 0 & ci > 0 & c0 < 1} Mi → A
ċi0 = 0 Otherwise. i = 1, 2, ...,m
(6.16)
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and second for Mj ↔Mi PTs
ċij = λijsign(Xij)(|Xij | − kij) if {|Xij | − kij > 0 & ci < 1 & cj > 0} Mj →Mi
or {|Xij | − kij > 0 & ci > 0 & cj < 1} Mi →Mj
ċij = 0 Otherwise. i, j = 1, 2, ...,m
(6.17)
In Eq. (6.16) and (6.17), ki0 and kij indicate the athermal threshold for A ↔ Mi and Mi ↔ Mj
PTs respectively. While we consider a constant threshold kij for Mi ↔Mj PTs which means when
the magnitude of the positive net driving force |Xij | − kij exceeds a certain threshold PT starts,
in order for our model to reproduce the lattice instability conditions obtained by experiments, we
present an advanced expression of athermal threshold ki0 for A↔Mi. As opposed to the previous
microscale models (Idesman et al. (2005); Esfahani et al. (2018)) which used constant athermal
threshold for all PTs, here the threshold ki0 is a function of stress state and the volume fraction c
as




n − kdn)ci; n = 1, 2, 3. (6.18)
where J is the Jacobin determinant of total deformation gradient J = detF ; σi are normal com-
ponents of the Cauchy stress tensor; kdn and k
r
n are fitting parameters which can be calibrated
equaling our instability criteria with instability conditions obtained by experiments. Let us elab-
orate the instability conditions in our microscale model framework and see how using such an
athermal threshold enables the model to reproduce experimental instability conditions. Because
the experimental instability conditions are usually presented in terms of Cauchy stress measure,
we express the first term in driving force Xi0 in Eq. (6.14), namely P
T ·F e:εti, with Cauchy stress.
Knowing P = Jσ·F −T and the fact that σ,F e, and F t are coaxial for loading by three stresses
normal to the cubic faces, and therefore, can be permuted in the scalar product, we can obtain
P T ·F e:εti = Jσ:F −1t ·εti. The explicit expression of instability conditions for the onset of direct
(A→Mi) and reverse (Mi → A) PTs can be obtained by elaborating the condition for net driving
force Xi0−ki0 in Eq. (6.16) at ci = 0 and ci = 1 respectively. In this study, we consider a particular
case of cubic-to-tetragonal PTs in which two spacial directions (1 and 2) are equivalent and have
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the same transformation strain (εt1 = εt2), therefore, we consider the same athermal threshold con-
stants for equivalent directions in Eq. (6.18), k1(ci) = k2(ci). Thus, neglecting the elastic energy
term and the term related to the interaction between martensitic variants in Eq. (6.14)2, we can
express the instability conditions for direct and reverse PTs between austenite and martensite as
A→Mi : Xi0 − ki0
∣∣∣
ci=0




Mi → A : Xi0 − ki0
∣∣∣
ci=1
< 0 ⇒ (σ1 + σ2)(
εt1
1 + εt1








where ∆ψθ = ψθM − ψθ0. Assuming the experimental instability conditions for cubic to tetragonal
PTs as two linear expressions in terms of normal components of Cauchy stress tensor as
A→Mi : ad(σ1 + σ2) + bdσ3 > cd;
Mi → A : ar(σ1 + σ2) + brσ3 < cr, (6.20)



























6.4 Results and discussions
6.4.1 Material parameters and instability criteria calibration
The material parameters used in this paper are listed in Table. 6.1. The kinetic coefficient λ and
interaction parameter A are chosen in away that rate of transformation is comparable with strain
rate and localization of strain is ensured. Jump in the thermal energy ∆ψθ can be estimated from
thermodynamic equilibrium equation under hydrostatic condition. Thus, neglecting elastic strain
and change in elastic moduli during PT, we obtain σeq0 (Jt− 1) = ∆ψθ(θ). Under quasi-hydrostatic
conditions, phase equilibrium mean stress σeq0 for PTs Si I↔Si II at room temperature is -10.5 GPa
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(Voronin et al. (2003)) and Jt = 0.764. The elastic constants are known for Si and are taken from
Babaei and Levitas (2019).
From many experimental results for Si I→Si II PT under hydrostatic loading, it can be accepted
that the instability pressure p = −1/3(σ1 +σ2 +σ3) for the appearance of Si II is in the range 11.3–
12.5 GPa. However, the transition pressure is lowered by the application of non-hydrostatic stress.
Holding the sample within a gasket without a pressurizing medium a transition pressure onset of
∼ 8.5 GPa was reported in Hu et al. (1986). This was in in good accordance with the results of
Gupta and Ruoff (1980) who found an initial drop in resistance at ∼ 8 GPa when uniaxial stress
was applied along the [111] direction. Therefore, having two uniaxial σ3 = −8 GPa and hydrostatic
instability point p = 12 GPa for the direct Si I→Si II PT, we can define the direct instability line
as 1/6(σ1 + σ2) − σ3 > 8. However, reverse Si II→Si I PT has not been observed in experiments.
Instead, Si II transforms to other phases such as Si III or Si XII by releasing the applied stress.
Therefore, there is no reliable information to be used for the calibration of reverse instability line.
Thus, making an assumption, we consider the Si II→Si I instability line as 1/8(σ1 + σ2)− σ3 > 1
which assumes instability point as σ3 = −1 GPa and p = 4/3 GPa for uniaxial compression and
hydrostatic conditions respectively. Considering the two mentioned direct and reverse instability
lines, we can calibrate instability conditions of our model as explained in Eq. (6.21). Doing so, we






3 as 0.082, 0.111, 0.090, and -0.338
respectively.
Table 6.1: Material parameters including kinetic coefficient λ (Pa.s)−1, interaction coeficient A,
jump in the thermal energy ∆ψθ, and elastic constants, all in GPa.

















0.02 2 2.47 167.5 80.1 65.0 174.76 136.68 60.24 42.22 102.0 68.0
6.4.2 Multivariant microstructure evolution
To study the microstructure evolution at microscale we apply our model to the specific case of
I↔Si II PTs. We consider a 3D sample of size 0.5×1×3 in x, y and z spacial directions respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Microstructure during Si I↔Si II PTs (a) external view of the entire sample (b) internal
view on the half of the sample (c) transparent view showing all martensitic variants .
One of the external faces in x direction is fixed for out-of-plane displacement to be a symmetry
plane and the other face in x direction is free. Two external faces in y direction are free. One
external face in z direction is fixed for displacement in all directions and the other face is fixed for
in-plane displacements and is under compressive displacement in z direction during the loading.
The sample with three different representation of the solution field of the concentration of phases
used in this paper are shown in Fig. 6.1.
First, if we reflect the simulation field with respect to the symmetry plane, we can obtain the
entire sample of size 1× 1× 3 whose external view is shown in Fig. 6.1(a). Second, a perspective
of the sample on the symmetry plane is shown in Fig. 6.1(b) which can be alternatively described
as a view of an internal plane which cuts the sample in half in x direction. Third, if we filter
the result excluding the austenitic regions and keeping only the martensitic variants, we can have
a transparent view into the sample as shown in Fig. 6.1(c). It should be mentioned that in
transparent views, we show only the regions which are completely transformed to the dominant
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first variant (c1 = 1) as well as the regions which are partially transformed to the first and second
variants with the maximum concentration value of the time ( c2 and c3 < 0.3). The transparent
view of the microstructure evolution during the PT is shown in Fig. 6.2. We apply a quasistatic
compressive strain-controlled loading in z direction. It can be seen in this figure that as the external
load reaches the instability point 8 GPa, the clamped boundary condition in the top and bottom
faces creates an heterogeneous internal stresses which leads to the nucleation of the first martensitic
variant along the eight inclined martensitic bands, branched from the external surface toward the
center of sample at both top and bottom of the sample. These branches continue to grow toward
the center and meet there to form an internal region of complete product phase. Besides, it can
be seen that despite the external loading being favorable for the first variant growth, second and
third variants are also growing on some inclined planes between the branches of the first variant
because of internal stresses. However, the concentration of second and third variants is at most
∼ 0.3 in these regions. The combination of martensitic variants produce two curved bowl structures
on top of each other on top and bottom of the sample which grow and get closer to each other as
loading continues so that finally when these structures reach each other, the middle of the sample
completely transforms to the first variant.
Other representation of the solution field of all martensitic variants, which includes austenitic
regions during microstructure evolution as well, are shown in Fig. 6.3. The figure includes the
internal view as well as external view of the sample. As opposed to the previous transparent
representation where for the case of first variant, we only showed the regions of completed phase
(c1 = 1), here we show the entire spectrum of all variants. It can be seen that except from the
branches of completed first variant depicted in transparent view, in other martensitic regions, all
martensitic variants occupy some portion of the volume concurrently. In other words, as it can be
seen in both internal and external view of Fig. 6.3, there are regions within the intersecting bands
of partial first variant with 0.6 < c1 < 1 where second and third variants take some portion of
volume along with the first variant so that the sum of their volume fraction c1 + c2 + c3 = 1 or
c0 = 0, turning the volume to a completely transformed martensite.
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Figure 6.2: Transparent view of microstructure evolution during Si I↔Si II PTs showing all marten-
sitic variants.
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Figure 6.3: Microstructure evolution during Si I→Si II PT under compression showing external
and internal views of all martensitic variants.
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6.4.3 Effect of element size
It is known that numerical solution of the materials which exhibit material instability followed
by strain softening due to their constitutive equations, is mesh size sensitive. Therefore, we study
the mesh sensitivity of our solutions to make sure that the results in this paper are independent
of mesh density. We consider four different mesh sizes for our sample with exactly same loading
and boundary condition explained before. The microstructure evolutions are shown in Fig. 6.4.
To exclude the strain-rate dependency of the solution and to approach stationary solution dur-
ing the evolution, we consider quasi-static loading. It can be observed in Fig. 6.4 that for the
first case with the coarse mesh and lowest number of elements (NOE=7020), the microstructure
involves only two main martensitic bands approaching each other at the surface for both internal
and external regions. One step of refining the mesh (NOE=56172) leads to formation of more
intersecting detailed martensitic regions in the initial stages, however, as the loading continues
these many martensitic regions unify to form two large martensitic bands inside the sample but the
microstructure still remains detailed in the external faces. However, if we look at the finer mesh
(NOE=449388), it can be seen that similar detailed microstructure in initial stages are formed with
even finer structure and continue to remain as loading proceeds until the end. However, further
refinement of mesh (NOE=768000) does not make the microstructure different at all. This means
that the result becomes mesh independent for sufficiently refined mesh.
6.4.4 Effect of quasi-static loading
To study the microstructure evolution with a slow pace of loading excluding the strain rate
effect, we consider quasi-static loadings. We allow for three different delay times, 5s, 10s, and
20s, between each increment of compressive strain so that the microstructure approaches to the
stationary solution during the evolution process. As shown in Fig. 6.5, looking at the internal view
at the last shown strain (E = 0.1) for the shortest delay (5s), it can be seen that the martensitic
bands are separated from each other in some regions. Besides, the external view shows that
there are regions of intermediate volume fraction of martensite around the completed regions.
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Figure 6.4: Effect of element size on the microstructure evolution
However, looking at the next delay case (10s), it can be seen that the martensitic regions get
together to form a unified fine band and there are less regions transformed partially. Finally, for
the longest delay (20s), it can be seen that although in initial stages the microstructure is similar,
as time goes and load increases, some of the martensitic bands disappear and the morphology
of microstructure completely changes from an intersection of multiple detailed bands to only two
main large bands inside the sample. Nevertheless, the microstructure close to the external faces
still remains detailed and nontrivial. All in all, it can be concluded that giving more time to the
system during the loading leads to the formation of finer microstructer with fewer number of bands
and less interfaces to minimize internal elastic and interfacial energies. In addition, to study the
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Figure 6.5: Effect of quasi-static loading on the microstructure evolution
effect of quasi-static loading on the global compressive stress on the external top face, we consider
the stress-strain curves (−σ33 versus E33) for three delay cases in Fig. 6.6. Two main things can be
observed from these curves. First, although in the very early stages of PT (E33 < 0.07) after PT
onset at −σ33 = 8.2GPa, the stress-strain curves coincide, as expected from pretty similar initial
microstructure for all cases, as the delay between loading steps increases there are more reduction
in stress during evolution, which is expected as longer delay leads to finer microstructure with less
internal elastic and interfacial energy. Second, it can be seen that longer delay gives more time to
system to evolve and as a result the PT is completed at lower external strains.
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Figure 6.6: Stress-strain curves for different quasi-static loadings
6.4.5 Effect of strain rate
Strain rate dependency of evolving microstructure is studied here. To this end, we consider three
different strain rate, 0.002, 0.001, and 0.0005 whose related microstructure evolution are shown in
Fig. 6.7. It can be vividly seen that for the fastest loading (Ė = 0.002) the sample involves
some smeared microstructure with partially transformed regions in most part of the sample so
that the interface between totally transformed martensite and austenite is so wide. As the loading
become one step slower (Ė = 0.001) the amount of partially transformed regions reduces and the
interface width shrinks. However, for the slowest case (Ė = 0.0005), as load increases there are
negligible regions of partial transformation and the martensitic bands become so fine and straight
with minimum interface width. The same reasoning as quasi-static cases can be given here that
as the pace of loading decreases the transformative processes have more time to take the system
toward the minimum internal elastic and interfacial energy state.
The stress-strain curves for these strain rate cases are shown in Fig. 6.8. For the two slower
loading cases (Ė = 0.0005 and 0.001) results show an expected behaviour, but the fast loading
case (Ė = 0.002) can not be explained with the same reasoning as two others. It can be seen
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Figure 6.7: Effect of strain-rate on the microstructure evolution
that after initiation of PT and during the softening path of stress, during which stress drops from
instability stress (peak point) to the Maxwell stress: slower the loading, lower the global stress.
This is expected because during this period the microstructure is formed and slower the loading,
finer the microstructure and as a result less internal energies due to mismatch. However, afterwards,
during the growth and movement of microstructure which corresponds to the Maxwell stress, it can
be seen that although the slowest loading Ė = 0.0005 corresponds to slightly lower Maxwell stress
compared to the intermediate case Ė = 0.0015, the stress for fast loading Ė = 0.002 drops below the
others. Moreover, it can be seen that fast loading shows different behaviour for the strain at which
PT completes. Although for the slower loadings, slower the loading, more time for microstructure
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Figure 6.8: Stress-strain curves for different strain-rate loadings
growth and consequently earlier completion of PT, for the fast loading the PT is expected to finish
at higher strain but it finishes approximately at the same strain as the slowest loading. The different
stress-strain behaviour of fast loading can be explained by the different type of PT for this case.
As shown in Fig. 6.7, during the fast loading, the system is not given enough time to form fine
microstructure and as a result, a smeared martensitic regions transformed partially is spread in
most parts of sample and as a result less loading time is spend for microstructure refinement but
for PT progress.
6.5 Hydrostatic loading
As mentioned in the calibration of the model with the instability conditions from experiments,
one of the instability points was the hydrostatic pressure 12 GPa for Si I→Si II. To examine the
calibration of the model for hydrostaic loading, we consider a cubic sample whose three external
faces in three spacial directions are fixed for out of plane displacement acting as the symmetry
planes. We apply 12 GPa compressive stress on other three free faces making a hydrostatic loading
condition. It was observed that as the applied pressure slightly exceeds 12 GPa PT starts and
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Figure 6.9: Hydrostatic loading
continues to reach a stationary state of martensitic variant mixture. The stationary solution field
for the entire sample after mirroring with respect to the symmetry planes of simulation field, is
shown in Fig. 6.9. It can be seen that each of three martensitic variants equally occupy some regions
of the sample close to the external faces in their corresponding spacial directions. The volume
fraction of each variant does not exceed 0.31 and the volume fraction of mixture of martensitic
variants does not exceed 0.4.
6.6 Conclusion
Based on the constitutive model which was developed in Levitas et al. (2004); Idesman et al.
(2005) and employed for studying stress-induced cubic-monoclinic PTs in NiTi single crystal, we
essentially generalize the model to a fully geometrically nonlinear formulation which takes into ac-
count the general case of finite elastic and transformation strains as well as anisotropic and different
elastic properties of phases. In order for our model to reproduce crystal lattice instability condi-
tions obtained by experiments or atomistic simulations, we develop an advanced stress- and volume
fraction-related athermal threshold which provide the model with some fitting parameters to be
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calibrated. Particularly, material parameters are calibrated based on the instability conditions for
Si I↔Si II PTs. Introducing the interface energy in an average sense instead of the traditional
gradient form in Helmholtz free energy, the model is scale-independent. Computational procedures
and numerical algorithms are implemented using the deal.II FEM program library. Multiple 3D
problems are solved to study the effects of mesh size, quasi-static loading and strain rate on the
microstructure evolution during Si I↔Si II PTs. It is shown that although the solution of mi-
crostructure evolution depends on the size of computational element for course meshes, it become
mesh-independent after sufficiently fine mesh. It is illustrated how the microstructure is affected
as we eliminate the strain-rate effects as a result of quasi-static loading in which we approach the
stationary solution during the loading by considering delay between loading increments. The mi-
crostructure changes from a separated partially transformed martensitic regions to a unified fully
transformed martensitic bands, and as the delay become sufficiently long the some martensitic bands
disappear and microstructure is essentially altered to a minimum possible number of martensitic
structures to minimize internal elastic and interfacial energies. In addition, the strain-rate effect
is studied considering three slow, medium and fast loading cases. Similarly, it was shown that as
the loading become slower the microstructure become more compact and unified and the amount
of partially transformed regions decreases.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS
Nanoscale PFA .—This work brings description of mechanically-induced PTs to a new level and
makes it consistent with the results of MD simulations under multiaxial loading. A complete system
of equations of the advanced PFA for martensitic PTs under a general stress tensor is presented.
Theory includes a fully geometrically-nonlinear formulation for the general case of finite elastic and
transformational strains, as well as anisotropic and different elastic properties of phases. In partic-
ular, material parameters are calibrated based on the crystal lattice instability conditions obtained
using MD simulations for cubic to tetragonal Si I↔Si II PTs during compression in one direction
and lateral tensile stresses in two other directions. These PTs fully test the general theory because
they are characterized by large transformation strains, εt = (0.1753; 0.1753;−0.447), and finite
elastic strains. This allowed us to address several problems which do not exhibit themselves for
smaller strains. Two large-strain kinematic models, one based on interpolation of the transforma-
tion strain tensor and the other on interpolation of the logarithmic transformation strain, are used.
A FEM algorithm and numerical procedure was developed and implemented in the code deal.II.
Various 3D problems on lattice instabilities and following nanostructure evolution in single-crystal
silicon are solved and analyzed for complex loading in three cubic directions.
Effect of 60◦ dislocation on transformation stresses.— Here, stress-induced martensitic Si-I↔Si-
II PTs at a stationary 60◦ shuffle-set dislocation in monocrystal is modeled by an advanced PFA.
FEM simulations elucidate two different mechanisms of nucleation and nanostructure evolution for
two different stress-hysteresis cases. For the traditional finite-stress-hysteresis region, the PT starts
with the barrierless nucleation of a thermodynamically-equilibrium-incomplete embryo, which loses
its stability and grows forming a propagating martensitic band with distinct interfaces. Dislocation
generates three normal stresses in the range of ±(6 − 12) GPa; therefore, a large reduction in
transformation stress due to dislocation is expected, which is not the case in experiments. However,
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our simulations showed a relatively small reduction in macroscopic PT stress by 1.6 GPa (i.e. from
σ3 = −12.3 to −10.7 GPa, in good correspondence with experiments), which is quantitatively
explained by mutually compensating contributions of stresses to the lattice instability criterion.
the first fulfillment of the instability criterion occurs at σ3 = −9.5 GPa. In the range of σ3 from
-9.5 to -10.7 GPa a thermodynamically-equilibrium-incomplete embryo grows so that its size, as
well as the maximum η within it, increases. Slightly below |σ3| = 10.7 GPa, the largest equilibrium
nucleus is formed, loses its stability, and grows at σ3 = −10.7 GPa. The maximum order parameter
in the largest equilibrium nucleus is below 0.3, i.e. very far from the Si II. Application of the sharp
interface approach which operates with the complete nucleus of the product phase, should lead to
significant inaccuracy.
Stress-measure dependence of PT criterion.— Using PFA simulations for the Si I↔Si II PTs, it
is shown that the PT instability is independent of the prescribed stress measures because it occurs
at the same strain for any prescribed stress. Prior to elastic instability and after PT instability,
a continuous third-order PT occurs which is followed by a first-order PT after elastic instability
until PT completion. Additionally, Since for the Si I→Si II PT under compression, equilibrium
SPKS-strain curve does not possess elastic instability point at all, PT is third-order from beginning
until completion. This means, it occurs without hysteresis and dissipation under cyclic loading,
exhibiting properties that are ideal for various applications (e.g., pseudoelastic, elastocaloric, etc).
For heterogeneous perturbations and PT, since stresses can only be prescribed at the surface, it was
not clear which of elastic instabilities will occur first. After third-order PT, the first-order PT occurs
when the first elastic instability criterion (among criteria corresponding to different stress measures)
is met inside the volume, independent of the stress measure prescribed at the boundary. Thus, for Si
I→Si II PTs, when two principle normal Cauchy stresses are fixed and the magnitude of the third
compressive FPKS increases at the boundary, the first instability corresponds to the prescribed
Kirchhoff stress; when one compressive principle normal Cauchy stress is fixed and the magnitude
of the two other tensile principal Cauchy stresses increases at the boundary, the first instability
corresponds to the prescribed SPKS. Consequently, old classical problem on elastic instability of
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crystal lattice and its relationship to the PT, which was supposed to be solved, contains serious
contradictions. The general lattice instability criterion should be found for all possible prescribed
stress tensors, which involves the choice of the local prescribed stresses corresponding to the first
instability being different for different stress states. None of our examples involves Cauchy stress
based criterion, in contrast to most of previous publications. This also means that finding the PT
criterion from atomistic simulations in terms of the Cauchy stress should be reconsidered.
Scale-free PFA.— We essentially generalize a microscale model to a fully geometrically non-
linear formulation which takes into account the general case of finite elastic and transformation
strains as well as anisotropic and different elastic properties of phases. In order for our model to
reproduce crystal lattice instability conditions obtained by experiments or atomistic simulations,
we develop an advanced stress- and volume fraction-related athermal threshold which provide the
model with some fitting parameters to be calibrated. Particularly, material parameters are cali-
brated based on the instability conditions for Si I↔Si II PTs. Introducing the interface energy
in an average sense instead of the traditional gradient form in Helmholtz free energy, the model
is scale-independent. Computational procedures and numerical algorithms are implemented using
the deal.II FEM program library. Multiple 3D problems are solved to study the effects of mesh
size, quasi-static loading and strain rate on the microstructure evolution during Si I↔Si II PTs.
It is shown that although the solution of microstructure evolution depends on the size of compu-
tational element for course meshes, it become mesh-independent after sufficiently fine mesh. It is
illustrated how the microstructure is affected as we eliminate the strain-rate effects as a result of
quasi-static loading in which we approach the stationary solution during the loading by consid-
ering delay between loading increments. The microstructure changes from a separated partially
transformed martensitic regions to a unified fully transformed martensitic bands, and as the delay
become sufficiently long the some martensitic bands disappear and microstructure is essentially
altered to a minimum possible number of martensitic structures to minimize internal elastic and
interfacial energies. In addition, the strain-rate effect is studied considering three slow, medium and
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fast loading cases. Similarly, it was shown that as the loading become slower the microstructure
become more compact and unified and the amount of partially transformed regions decreases.
